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Abstract
Molecular control of plasmon coupling is investigated in biomolecule-linked
nanoparticle assemblies in two-particle, small cluster, and extended network formats.
The relationship between structure and optical properties is explored through
comparison of measured spectra with simulated spectra calculated using structural
models based upon measured structural parameters. A variety of techniques are used to
characterize nanoparticle assemblies, including ensemble extinction and elastic
scattering spectroscopy, single-assembly scattering spectroscopy, transmission electron
microscopy, and dynamic light scattering. Initially, molecular control of plasmon
coupling is investigated in ~100 nm assemblies composed of 13 nm gold “satellite”
particles tethered by duplex DNA to a 50 nm gold “core” particle. Comparison of coresatellite assemblies formed with duplex DNA tethers of varying length demonstrates
that, while core-satellite separation is controlled by the number of base pairs in the DNA
tether, structural properties such as core:satellite ratio and yield are independent of
DNA tether length. Thus, plasmon coupling within these assemblies is determined by
the number of base pairs in the duplex DNA tether; compact assemblies in which tethers
are composed of fewer base pairs exhibit plasmon bands that are red-shifted relative to
the bands of extended assemblies, indicating increased plasmon coupling in the compact
assemblies. Subsequently, core-satellite assemblies are formed with reconfigurable DNA
nanostructure tethers that modulate interparticle separation in response to a molecular
iv

stimulus. Assembly reconfiguration from a compact to an extended state results in blueshifting of the assembly plasmon resonance, indicating reduced interparticle coupling
and lengthening of the core-satellite tether. Comparison between measured and
simulated spectra revealed a close correspondence and provided validation of the
structural models that link assembly plasmonic properties with DNA control of
interparticle separation.
Plasmon coupling is investigated also in binary metal systems. A new method
for forming stable oligonucleotide-silver conjugates is presented, and controlled
plasmon coupling is observed in reconfigurable core-satellite assemblies composed of 20
nm silver satellites linked to a 50 nm gold core by DNA tethers. Reconfiguration of the
DNA linkers from a compact to an extended state results in decreased plasmon coupling
and a blue-shift of the gold core plasmon resonance, similar to the response observed in
analogous structures formed with gold satellites. Simulations of structures composed of
gold and silver cores and satellites are performed to determine how the optical
properties of binary metal assemblies may differ from those composed of a single metal.
It appears that gold plasmons are systematically red shifted by silver particles, whereas
plasmons supported by silver particles appear differentially sensitive to gold particles
according to whether the silver particle is in a core position or a satellite shell. Next, the
plasmonic properties of immobilized binary nanoparticle assemblies that incorporate a
single strongly scattering component that acts as a template for assembly of weakly
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scattering plasmonic particles are investigated. Assemblies are composed of a
streptavidin-coated gold “core” nanoparticle and BSA-biotin-coated gold or silver
“satellite” particles. Through correlation of measured and simulated spectra, the
dependence of assembly optical properties upon satellite coverage and satellite
orientation about the core is addressed. It appears that plasmon coupling in gold coregold satellite structures depends upon satellite orientation about the core and can
manifest as either peak shifting or peak splitting, while the gold plasmon response to
silver satellite assembly appears to be independent of satellite orientation. Finally,
binary coupling is studied in one-dimensional particle pairs and three-dimensional
extended networks composed of gold and silver particles linked by DNA. Investigation
of particle pairs is performed by correlating assembly structure and optical properties.
From both measured spectra, and simulated spectra based upon models that incorporate
measured structural parameters, it appears that plasmon coupling within gold-silver
particle pairs results in damping of the silver band and enhancement of the gold band.
The optical response of plasmon coupling in extended networks composed of gold and
silver particles is found to be qualitatively similar to coupling observed in unlike particle
pairs. However, spectral simulations reveal that interactions between unlike
components in binary gold and silver nanoparticle networks lead to modulation of
coupling between like particle plasmons as well as pair-wise damping and
enhancement.
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Introduction
Noble metal nanoparticles interact strongly with visible light as collective
oscillations of conduction electrons known as surface plasmon resonances are excited [13]. The frequencies at which these oscillations are supported are sensitive to particle
size[4], shape[4,5], and composition[6], as well as the presence of other polarizable
particles[7,8] and materials[9-11]. Large optical cross-sections and the critical
dependence of resonance location on near field interactions have made noble metal
nanoparticles a popular choice for biosensing applications[7,12-15]. These biosensing
formats take advantage of protocols for the formation of biomolecule-nanoparticle
conjugates[7,16,17] that interact specifically with DNA, peptides, and proteins, and use
interactions between these particle-bound ‘receptor’ molecules and solution-phase
‘target’ molecules to produce an observable signal. Nanoparticle systems display an
optical response to target molecules when molecularly driven assembly[7,16],
disassembly[18] or reconfiguration[15] result in conformational changes that modify
interparticle plasmonic coupling. However the implementation of biomoleculenanoparticle conjugate based sensing poses a number of significant challenges.
Prominent among them is the difficulty of controlling plasmon coupling given the
number of structural and environmental variables to which plasmon resonances are
sensitive. Optical properties of nanoparticle assemblies are a function of the proximity of
particles within the assembly, as well as assembly size and shape. Limitations, therefore,
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are imposed by the difficulty of controlling nanoscale assembly to generate
monodisperse structures. In turn, any dispersity in assembly structure reduces the
utility of nanoparticle-based systems through heterogeneous broadening of the optical
signal. The objective of this work is to explore methods through which the structure and
optical properties of biomolecule-linked nanoparticle assemblies can be controlled.
In Chapters 1-3, we investigate plasmon coupling in compact, multiparticle
assemblies in which DNA tethers linke 13 nm gold satellite particles to a 50 nm gold
core particle. In Chapter 1, molecular control of plasmon coupling is investigated in
core-satellite assemblies in which cores and satellites are linked by reconfigurable DNA
nanostructures. Molecularly-driven reconfiguration of the DNA nanostructures from a
compact to an extended state results in blue-shifting of the assembly plasmon resonance,
indicating reduced plasmon coupling and lengthening of the core-satellite tether. In
Chapter 2 we investigate the optical and structural properties of core-satellite assemblies
in which cores and satellites are linked with fixed duplex DNA tethers, and perform
experiments and simulations to determine the dependence of core-satellite assembly
optical and structural properties upon DNA tether length.
In Chapter 1 we presented a method for controlling plasmon coupling in
reconfigurable pre-formed assemblies. In Chapter 3, we study the reconfiguration
process in more detail. While DNA linkers designed to drive assembly are engineered to
be highly stable, reconfigurable assemblies must be linked by structures that include
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both high stability regions to control component assembly, as well as labile regions that
respond to a molecular stimulus. We investigate the stability of core-satellite binding
within the reconfigurable core-satellite assemblies, with the primary goal of establishing
whether the integrity of the core-satellite bond is maintained during reconfiguration.
In Chapters 4-6 we investigate plasmon coupling in nanoparticle structures
formed from unlike components. Studies of metal nanoparticle structures have primarily
focused on assemblies of a single metal type with optical properties that depend upon
the coupling of like-metal plasmons. However other metals, such as silver, copper[19],
and platinum, are known to support localized plasmon resonances similar to that of
gold. Silver, particularly, is of interest, as it supports a plasmon resonance at optical
frequencies sufficiently offset from the gold resonance so that both gold and silver
plasmons can be monitored distinctly. The ability to form stable DNA-functionalized
silver nanoparticles has presented a barrier to the study of DNA-linked nanoparticle
assemblies composed of gold and silver components. In Chapter 4, we present an
approach for the successful preparation of stable DNA-silver conjugates and investigate
plasmon coupling in binary metal core-satellite assemblies.
In Chapter 5 we continue to study binary metal systems as we investigate the
plasmonic properties of compact nanoparticle assemblies that incorporate a single
strongly scattering component that acts as a template for assembly of nonscattering
plasmonic particles. Assemblies are composed of a streptavidin-coated gold ‘core’
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nanoparticle and BSA-biotin-coated gold or silver ‘satellite’ particles. Through
correlation of measured and simulated spectra we address the dependence of assembly
optical properties on satellite orientation about the core, which varies with satellite
composition.
In Chapter 6 we study binary metal plasmon coupling in one-dimensional and
three-dimensional nanoparticle structures. Initial investigations focus on unlike particle
pairs, in which the structure and scattering spectrum of individual particle pairs are
correlated using electron and darkfield microscopy. Additional investigations are
performed on binary metal nanoparticle aggregates that form in solution from gold and
silver nanoparticles programmed to assembly under the direction of DNA.
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1. Reconfigurable Core-Satellite Nanoassemblies as
Molecularly-Driven Plasmonic Switches
1.1 Introduction
Reproduced with permission from Nano Letters; 2008; 8(7), pp 1803-1808.
Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society. Metal nanoparticles (MNPs) support
localized surface plasmon resonances that are sensitive to particle shape, size,
composition[3]

and

the

presence

of

other

polarizable

particles[7,8]

and

materials[9,10,20]. A decade of extensive work in MNP synthesis and surface chemistry
has yielded a library of protocols for formation of biomolecule nanoparticle
conjugates[7,15-17,21] that are reasonably stable and interact specifically with other
oligonucleotides, peptides, and proteins. The combination of brightness and
environmental sensitivity with tunable resonance and programmable recognition
collectively form the basis for bionano-conjugate based optical methods for detection of
molecular targets[7,12,14,18] and real-time monitoring of molecular interactions[15,22].
The ability of molecule-particle conjugates to provide optical transduction of molecular
recognition has been demonstrated in various formats, with particles serving as
substrates[14], as labels[23], or as components of plasmonically coupled multi-particle
structures[7,16].
Multi-particle systems display an optical response to target molecules when
molecularly driven assembly[7,16], disassembly[18], or reconfiguration[15] result in
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structural

changes

that

modify

interparticle

plasmonic

coupling.

However,

implementation of plasmonic transduction strategies for real time monitoring of
molecular recognition in coupled particle systems poses a number of significant
challenges. Prominent among them is the difficulty of controlling localized surface
plasmon coupling given the number of structural and environmental variables to which
plasmon resonances are sensitive. The optical spectrum of a 3-dimensional nanoparticle
network[7], for example, depends not only upon interparticle separation, but also upon
coordination number and aggregate size[15]. Similarly, the lowest energy plasmon band
of a chain of closely spaced MNPs depends upon the linearity of the chain, as well as
chain length[24] and interparticle spacing[8,24]. If the potentially large signals associated
with coupled particle plasmons are to be effectively exploited in real time detection
systems, the coupled particle structures will need to be designed to respond to specific
molecular stimuli in a manner distinct from their response to other variables. Here, we
take the approach that this can be accomplished using a few particle structure with
limited degrees of freedom.
In the following, we report an investigation of plasmon modulation in a compact,
multi-particle assembly in which reconfigurable DNA nanostructures link 13 nm
satellite particles to a 50 nm core particle and control separation through modulation of
a double helical DNA linker, Figure 1. Our goal is to establish a clear connection
between the assembly’s optical properties and a molecule-mediated structural feature.
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The work builds upon a previously demonstrated approach for assembly of static coresatellite structures[25] and incorporates hairpin sequestration as a strategy for
modulating duplex length[26]. Molecularly driven plasmon modulation of DNA linked
metal particles has been implemented previously in a two particle format using a
complementary oligonucleotide to transform a single stranded tether to a duplex
form[15]. Here, we investigate a multi-particle core-satellite format and demonstrate
control of plasmon resonance through reconfiguration of the tethers that link satellite
particles to each core. Whereas in the tethered pair system[15,22], particle coupling was
controlled by reconfiguration of a single stranded DNA tether upon binding with a
complementary strand, in this work molecular control of interparticle coupling is
implemented using a reconfigurable DNA nanostructure designed to transition between
two double helical structures with different end-to-end lengths, Figure 2. A key feature
of the design of the five-strand two state system is inclusion in the shorter tether of a
single stranded hairpin that can hybridize with a longer linker if a strand that bridges
the hairpin is removed. Strand replacement and tether reconfiguration can be executed
at room temperature if component affinities are properly engineered. Particle synthesis
and nanostructure assembly are accomplished through scaleable solution phase
processes, and properties of the assemblies are characterized at both bulk and single
assembly levels.
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Figure 1: Core-satellite expansion driven by tether reconfiguration

Figure 2: Assembly and reconfiguration of a DNA nanostructure tether by activated
strand substitution. Upper panel: satellite particles are initially linked to cores with a short
duplex tether that incorporates a hairpin and is stabilized by a hairpin bridging strand, md*g*.
Lower panel: tether is activated by a complement, m*dg, to the bridging strand and reconfigures
upon hybridization with a strand, complementary to the hairpin, that replaces the hairpin
bridging strand. Note that, while multiple satellites assemble on each core, only a single tether
and satellite are illustrated for simplicity.

In evaluating the properties of the engineered assemblies, we asked a series of
questions that address successive levels of structural control. Initially, in constructing
the multi-particle assemblies, we looked for plasmon red-shifting, a well known spectral
signature of plasmon coupling in three dimensional assemblies. In the tether
reconfiguration experiments, where strand replacement is designed to lead to tether
lengthening, we looked for optical evidence of reduced plasmon coupling and
8

hydrodynamic evidence of assembly expansion. Following identification of two distinct
assembly states, single assembly images were used to establish the stability of the core
satellite system to the process of tether transformation. Subsequently, spectral
simulations were performed to test the hypothesis that the reconfigurable double helical
sub-structures, incorporated in the DNA nanostructures tethers, are controlling
interparticle spacing in core-satellite assemblies as demonstrated previously in extended
networks[27,28] using unmodified duplex linkers. The simulations, therefore, use
structural models that are based upon component properties, imaged assembly
properties, and prior measurements of interparticle separations in particle networks
linked by duplex DNA.

1.2 Materials and Methods
1.2.1 General Methods
50 nm gold colloid was purchased from Ted Pella. 13 nm gold colloid was
synthesized using the Frens method[29]. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
imaging was used to measure functionalized colloid size and dispersity. Cores were
found to be of size 50.3 ± 3.9 nm (N=150), and satellites were found to be of size 13.1 ± 2.0
nm (N=150). Scattering spectra were recorded using a Cary Eclipse Fluorimeter.
Extinction spectra were recorded using a Cary 100 Bio spectrophotometer.
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1.2.2 Preparation of DNA-Functionalized Nanoparticles
All DNA oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies.
Nanoparticles were functionalized with disulfide-terminated DNA using previously
described methods[30].

1.2.3 Assembly of the Core-Satellite Structures
Assembly was performed in quartz cuvettes in 0.1 M PBS (0.1M NaCl, 10 mM
sodium phosphate, pH 7). A 450:1 ratio of satellites:core was used to yield
predominantly single-core assemblies. Assembly in the hairpin state: Cores (20 uL of
0.05 nM solution), satellites (66 uL of 6.7 nM solution), and buffer (34 uL 0.1 M PBS)
were mixed with short complement toehold strand m-d*g* ( 8 uL of 76 µM solution),
heated to 55 °C, and allowed to cool to room temperature. Concentrations in the hairpin
state were as follows: cores- 7.7 pM, satellites- 3.5 nM, m-d*g*- 4.7 µM. To reconfigure to
the extended state: complement to the short hairpin bridging strand m*-dg, (8 uL of 87
µM solution) was added, followed by the extended linker strand d*e*f*eg* (1.1 uL of 620
µM solution). Final concentrations were as follows: cores- 7.3 pM, satellites-3.2 nM, md*g*- 4.4 µM, m*-dg- 5 µM, de*f*eg- 5 µM.

1.2.4 Dynamic Light Scattering
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) data was collected on a Protein Solutions
Dynapro after filtering the solution of hairpin state assemblies with an aluminum oxide
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filter (100 nm pore size). A solution of DNA strands m*dg and de*f*eg was filtered and
added. After 90 minutes data was collected on assemblies in the extended state. Data
was also collected on a filtered solution of particles in the absence of linking DNA.
Autocorrelation functions were analyzed for a bimodal size distribution using a
nonlinear regularization fit.

1.2.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grids were prepared by pipetting a 10
uL drop of solution onto a grid, and allowing it to sit for 2 or 4 minutes before wicking
liquid away with a kimwipe. Grids prepared for 2 and 4 minutes yielded near identical
satellite coverages and yields. Grids prepped with identical particle mixtures, but in the
absence of linking DNA had an average satellite coverage of 1.7 satellites per core. TEM
imaging was performed on a Hitachi HF-2000 microscope at an accelerating voltage of
200 KeV.

1.2.6 Darkfield
Spectroscopy

Microscopy and

Single

Assembly Scattering

Poly-L-lysine was used to adhere the nanoparticle assemblies to the surface of a
slide, and a wet cell was then assembled around the sample using a coverslip and rubber
cement. The optical microscope setup consists of a 100 W xenon lamp coupled to a
multimode optical fiber to provide illumination, and an oil immersion 100x objective for
collection. The sample was set on a dove prism, and the nanoparticles were illuminated
with an evanescent field at the solution/glass interface using the optical fiber, Figure 3.
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This ‘darkfield’ illumination configuration was chosen to provide efficient white light
excitation of the nanoparticle resonances and to minimize background scattering. Light
scattered from the particles was collected by the microscope and apertured at the image
plane to select single nanoparticles or assemblies for spectral analysis by a Photometrics
Coolsnap HQ CCD detector and Acton SpectraPro 2300i imaging spectrometer. Imaging
of the nanoparticles occurs at the output of a secondary port, using a Nikon D70 digital
camera.

Figure 3: Schematic of darkfield microscope setup.

1.3 Nanoassembly Structure and Reconfiguration
Citrate stabilized 50 nm gold core particles and 13 nm gold satellite particles
were

functionalized

with

5’-disulfide-terminated

oligonucleotides[30].

Core

nanoparticles were functionalized with strands consisting of an A10 ‘spacer’ adjacent to
the terminal disulfide and a 12-base recognition sequence (b). Satellite nanoparticles
were functionalized with a 54-base strand (b*defe*g), 24 bases of which (efe*) are
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predisposed [31-33] to form a hairpin shaped secondary structure composed of a 10-base
pair stem (ee*) and a T4 loop (f). Functionalized core and satellite particles were
assembled into core-satellite assemblies by combining satellites and cores in a 450:1 ratio
in quartz cuvettes in 0.1 M PBS (0.1 M NaCl, 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0) in the
presence of a hairpin-bridging strand (m-d*g* ). The hairpin-bridging strand was
composed of an 18-base recognition sequence (d*g*) complementary to the d and g
sequences of the satellite strand and an 8-base ‘toehold’ sequence (m) incorporated to
facilitate room temperature strand replacement. Reconfiguration of the core-satellite
DNA linkage from a 30-base pair double helix (bd*g* with complement) to a 54 base pair
double helix (bd*e*f*eg* with complement) was accomplished through a competitive
replacement process; a 26-base strand (m*-dg) fully complementary to the short, hairpin
bridging (m-d*g*) linker strand was introduced, followed by a 42-base recognition strand
(d*e*f*eg*) that completes the 54-base pair double helix.
Table 1: DNA sequences
b*defe*g 5'-Thiol-TCT CAA CTC GTA CGC ATG ATT GTT TTC AAT CAT GCG CGA
AAG ATC CTG AAT GCG- 3'
b 5'-Thiol-AAA AAA AAA ACG CAT TCA GGA T - 3'
m-d*g* - 5'-TGA ATG AGC TTT CGT ACG AGT TGA GA - 3'
m*dg - 5'-TCT CAA CTC GTA CGA AAG CTC ATT CA - 3'
d*e*f*eg* - 5'-CTT TCG CGC ATG ATT GAA AAC AAT CAT GCG TAC GAG TTG
AGA - 3‘

1.4 Structural Characterization
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) data was collected from assemblies before and
after reconfiguration of the DNA linker as well as from a mixture of unlinked cores and
13

satellites. Transformation of the measured autocorrelation functions into distributions of
hydrodynamic radii, revealed, for all data sets, a bimodal size distribution, Figure 4. The
narrow peak at small radius corresponds to free satellite particles (approximately 10
nm), while the peak at larger radius corresponds to core particles (average radius 27.1 ±
2.7 nm) or core satellite assemblies, and is broadened due to variations in core size and
in assembly satellite coverage. Comparison of the distributions before (38.4 ± 4.9 nm)
and after (42.8 ± 6.0 nm) reconfiguration reveals that, while hydrodynamic radius of the
unlinked satellites is unchanged, hydrodynamic radius of the assemblies increases when
the hairpin complement is introduced. Decreased assembly mobility is consistent with
an increase in core-satellite separation and its observation supports the hypothesis that
plasmon modulation is a consequence of incorporating hairpin bases into the duplex
linker.
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Figure 4: Dynamic light scattering data of unlinked cores and satellites (black, solid line),
and assemblies in hairpin (red, dashed line) and extended (blue, dotted line) states.

Yield and satellite coverage of the core-satellite assemblies were determined by
imaging dried assemblies using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). While
interparticle separation in desiccated samples is not representative of interparticle
separation in hydrated samples[28], TEM images (Figure 5) provide a direct measure of
yield (defined here as the fraction of assemblies composed of satellites and a single core
particle) and satellite coverage (number of satellite particles per core particle). Yield and
satellite coverage were determined for assemblies in both hairpin and extended states
based upon a sample size of 100 in each state. In the hairpin state, the yield of single core
assemblies was 82% and the average satellite coverage was 20.4 ± 8.3 particles. In the
extended state, yield was 81% and average coverage was 19.7 ± 8.8 particles. Association
of satellites with cores also was determined for particles in the absence of linking DNA,
15

and satellite coverage was found to be 1.7 satellites per core. The similar yields and
satellite coverages of assemblies in the two tether states suggests that spectroscopic
variations are due to reconfiguration of the structural components rather than change in
assembly composition.

Figure 5: TEM images of desiccated core-satellite assemblies in (a) hairpin and (b)
extended states. Images are representative of the 163 imaged single core assemblies for which
mean satellite coverages were 20.4 ± 8.3 particles (hairpin state) and 19.7 ± 8.8 particles (extended
state).

1.5 Characterization of the Plasmonic Properties
Elastic scattering spectra at a scattering angle of approximately 90° were
collected using a spectrofluorimeter at zero wavelength offset. Initially, scattering
spectra were collected from core particles and from satellite particles at concentrations
equal to those of each component in the assembly solution, so as to establish the
magnitude of the contribution of scattering from dispersed ‘satellite’ particles (mean
size, 13 nm) to the spectra of core (50 nm) or core-satellite samples collected in the
presence of excess satellites. Scattering from satellite particles (4.5 nM) was an order of
magnitude weaker than scattering from a three order of magnitude lower concentration
16

of cores (0.01 nM). Subsequently, the scattering signal from samples that included core
particles was understood to be controlled by core or core-satellite assembly scattering,
even when a 450-fold excess of satellites was present. The anticipated inefficiency of
satellite scattering eliminated the need for potentially destabilizing separation of coresatellite structures from excess unlinked satellites. Spectra of assemblies formed in both
hairpin and extended states were corrected for dilution (<10%) and compared with
spectra of undiluted core particles, Figure 6. Core-satellite assemblies in the compact
hairpin state displayed a ~35-40% increase in scattering intensity and a red shift of
approximately 7 nm relative to the unlinked mixture of core and satellite particles. The
observed modulation of the plasmon resonance is consistent with expectations of
positive correlation between scattering strength and assembly size and of red shifting in
response to interparticle coupling. Reconfiguration of the core-satellite assemblies from
the hairpin state to the extended state lead to a decrease in the scattered intensity and a
restoration of the plasmon band position to that observed for isolated cores. While the
band shift is clearly indicative of decreased plasmon coupling and linker extension, the
decrease in scattering was an unanticipated outcome. Apparently, while plasmon
coupling in the more compact hairpin linked structure is of sufficient strength to cause
the assembly to display the radiative behavior of a plasmon significantly delocalize from
the core and, thus of larger effective cross section, weaker coupling between components
in the extended state yields a less pronounced enhancement of the scattering cross
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section beyond that of the bare core. The dominant influence of coupling strength as
opposed to geometric size in controlling scattering strength in the gold core satellite
system was confirmed later using spectral simulation. This phenomenon is not merely a
result of gold loss levels decreasing with decreasing frequency, as an identical structure
in which dielectric (n=1.5) beads replace the gold particles exhibits a similar increase in
scattering at smaller geometric radius.

Figure 6: Ensemble scattering spectra of unlinked particles (black) and core-satellite
assemblies in hairpin (red) and extended (blue) states (upper panel) and scattering intensity
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difference of hairpin relative to extended state (lower panel). Spectra of all diluted samples are
corrected for dilution

From invariance in yield and coverage of assemblies in the two states found
through imaging, already it appeared that neither tether reconfiguration nor the dilution
associated with adding switching strands had significant effect on satellite coverage.
Nonetheless, variations in scattering that might be associated with concentration
dependent aggregation were investigated directly by collecting spectra from assemblies
in the hairpin state before and after dilution by a volume of buffer equal to that of the
aliquot used for switching. These spectra, also, were corrected for dilution, Figure 7.
Negligible offset of the plasmon band was detected in the spectrum of the diluted
sample. In the absence of significant variation in coverage, yield, or aggregation between
assemblies linked by hairpin structures and assemblies incubated with replacement
strands, plasmon modulation following strand presentation was determined to be a
consequence of reconfiguration of the DNA tethers. A difference spectrum (Figure 6,
lower panel) obtained by differencing spectra from assemblies in the hairpin state
relative to the extended state highlights both the plasmon band shift and the intensity
variation due to switching states. From the spectral positions of maxima and minima in
the difference spectrum, a two-wavelength metric for tracking switching is identified as
the ratio of scattering intensities at approximately 550 nm and 600 nm.
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Figure 7: Ensemble scattering spectra of assemblies in the hairpin state pre- (black) and
post-dilution (red, upper panel) and scattering intensity difference of diluted hairpin relative to
undiluted hairpin control (lower panel). Spectra of all diluted samples are corrected for dilution.

1.6 Validation of the Structural Model through Comparison of
Ensemble and Simulated Spectra
To clarify the connection between the observed perturbation of the plasmon
resonance

and

variations

in

core-satellite

geometry

associated

with

tether

reconfiguration, optical spectra were simulated for contracted and expanded core-
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satellite geometries consistent with tethers in hairpin and extended states. Spectral
simulations were performed using an electrodynamic T-matrix coupled multipole
method[34] that provides a fully converged description of the delocalized modes
supported by a cluster of spherical particles. The response of the cluster to an incident
plane wave is determined at each wavelength by self-consistent solution of the linear
combinations of modes excited at each particle in response to the local field equal to the
superposition of the incident field and the fields of the other particles. In accordance
with Mie theory, the field at each particle is expanded in a sum of sphere-centered
vector spherical harmonics. Transformations that translate harmonic modes between
particles are determined by the cluster geometry and embedded in the T-matrix.
Scattering spectra are calculated from scattering cross sections evaluated at each
wavelength by summing contributions from all coupled modes supported by the cluster.
Spectral simulations were performed using a structural model that consisted of a
single 50 nm core surrounded by 20 evenly spaced 13 nm satellite particles, where the
satellite coverage was selected to correspond to the mean number of satellites imaged
per core. Core-satellite separation was estimated from the number of base pairs in the
interparticle tether using relationships determined previously from small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) measurements of nearest neighbor distances in duplex DNA linked
nanoparticle networks. Prior SAXS measurements of nearest neighbor distances in
networks of 12 or 19 nm particles in 0.3 M PBS displayed linear increases of 0.25 nm
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with increasing number of base pairs[28]. In experiments analogous to those previously
reported, small angle X-ray data was collected from duplex DNA-linked networks of
particles of size (29.4 nm ± 2.5 nm) intermediate between the size of the core and satellite
particles. Scattered intensity profiles were collected from dispersed DNA-particle
conjugates and from particles linked by duplex DNA linkers composed of 24, 48, and 72
base pairs. Following blank subtraction, structure factors were generated from each of
the network profiles by dividing the scattered intensities by the dispersed particle form
factor. Pair distance distributions were determined by transformation of the reciprocal
space data and center-to-center nearest neighbor distances were identified as the
locations of the first peak in the distance distribution. However, prior measurement of
interparticle separations in networks of 30 nm particles yielded a coefficient of length
per base pair several percent smaller, Figure 8. From a linear fit to the interparticle
distance vs linker base pair data, it was observed that the distance per base pair (slope)
is slightly less than that observed for networks of smaller particles and that the
extrapolated 0-base pair limit was slightly smaller than the average particle size. The
small mismatch between particle size and extrapolated 0-base pair separation is
indicative of multiple DNA tethers controlling particle surface separation at points offset
from the positions of closest approach.
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Figure 8: Center-to-center interparticle distance obtained from pair distance distributions
functions derived from small-angle X-ray scattering from DNA linked nanoparticle networks.

The particle size dependent variations in interparticle separation, while not well
understood, are possibly a consequence of size dependent formation of multiple
interparticle links involving tethers pinned to the particle surface at points offset from
the point of closest approach. In contrast, interparticle separations were found to be
larger when the scattering data was collected from networks in solutions of lower ionic
strength, where screening is reduced[28]. Here, for our binary structures of 13 and 50 nm
particles in 0.1 M salt, uncertain, competing corrections for particle size and solvent are
neglected and edge-to-edge separations were estimated using the 0.25 nm per base pair
coefficient. 1.5 nm was added to the separation to account for the A10 spacer on the b
strand attached to the core[28]. Core-satellite edge-to-edge distance, therefore, was
estimated to be 9 nm in the hairpin state (30 bps) and 15 nm in the extended state (54
bps).
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Simulated scattering spectra for assemblies consisting of a single 50 nm core
surrounded by 20 evenly spaced 13 nm satellites with core-satellite spacings of 9- and
15-nm, corresponding to assemblies in the hairpin and extended states, respectively, are
illustrated in Figure 9 (upper panel) along with the spectrum of an isolated core particle.
Figure 9 (lower panel) is the calculated difference spectrum. The simulated spectra
accurately reproduce the experimentally observed spectral shift and intensity change
due to reconfiguration of the core-satellite tethers.
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Figure 9: Simulated scattering spectra of 50 nm core (solid line) and core-satellite
assemblies with 9- (red, dashed line) and 15-nm (blue, dotted line) core-satellite separation
(upper panel) and difference of simulated spectra, hairpin relative to extended state (lower
panel).

1.7 Validation of the Structural Model through Comparison of
Single Assembly and Simulated Spectra
The similarity of the simulated spectral differences and the ensemble spectral
difference data strongly support the hypothesis that reconfiguration of core-satellite
tethers is driving plasmon modulation. However, while the 82% yield of core-satellite
structures in the as prepared samples is notably high, the contribution to the scattering
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spectra of multi-core structures, nevertheless, merits clarification. Initially, this was
addressed by performing simulations of multi-core structures using a satellite number
per core similar to that observed for single core assemblies. Two-core assemblies were
modeled as individual core-satellite assemblies with two shared satellites, resulting in a
structure consisting of two 50 nm and 38 13 nm particles. Core-satellite edge-to-edge
separations were fixed at 9 and 15 nm to represent the hairpin and extended states
resulting in core-core edge-to-edge separations of 25.7 and 36.9 nm, respectively. Spectra
for randomly oriented two-core assemblies were approximated as a 1:2 weighted
average of spectra of assemblies aligned parallel or perpendicular to the polarization
direction of the incident field. The asymmetry of the structures, as expected, led to
broadening of the plasmon band due to superposition of transverse and long
wavelength longitudinal modes, Figure 10a. To clarify the effect on the ensemble
spectrum of the presence of the observed 20% fraction of multi-core assemblies, a
simulated mixture spectrum was calculated as a 4:1 weighted average of the simulated
spectra of single core and randomly oriented two-core assemblies, however, the
intensity of the long wavelength resonance was insufficient to perturb the single core
peak of a mixture of single-core and dimer structures with the observed dimer fraction,
Figure 10b.
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Figure 10: Simulated scattering cross sections of (a) single-core assemblies (dashed) and
two-core assemblies (dot-dot-dash) in the hairpin (red) and extended states (blue) and (b) singlecore assemblies (lower spectra, dashed) and the weighted average of a solution of 80% single-core
and 20% two-core assemblies (upper spectra, dot-dot-dash). On the basis of the simulations,
spectral differences associated with variation in core satellite separation for bulk samples with
80% single core assemblies are expected to be similar in character to those of a sample with 100%
single core assemblies.

To further confirm that the oligonucleotide driven plasmon modulation observed
in the ensemble spectra were representative of plasmon coupling in single core
assemblies, scattering spectra were collected from individual assemblies. Core-satellite
structures in the hairpin or extended states were assembled in solution, immobilized on
a glass slide using poly-l-lysine surface charging to attract the assemblies, and covered
with a coverslip. The slides were then placed on a dove prism using index matching oil
to allow for 63 degree incidence total internal reflection white light illumination at the
glass/solution interface where the particles were immobilized. Scattering spectra and
color images were collected from evanescently illuminated hairpin or extended state
single-core assemblies using the 100x oil immersion objective on a customized optical
microscope with adjustable pinhole image plane aperture (for single particle selection)
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attached to a spectrometer. The technique of single plasmonic nanoparticle darkfield
microscopy

has

been

widely

reported

and

detailed

descriptions

provided

elsewhere[35,36]. Spectra from hairpin state (N=10) and extended state (N=10) singlecore assemblies were collected, as dual-core assemblies appear yellow and are easily
distinguished from single-core assemblies that appear green, Figure 11a. The scattered
light from each assembly was collected for 90 seconds and corrected for the background
scattering from an identically sized area adjacent to the scatterer, allowing meaningful
comparison of the absolute scattering intensity of individual assemblies. Singleassembly spectra, Figure 12, displayed varied peak locations and intensities due to
dispersity in core particle shape and satellite coverage and possibly due to variations
between assembly solution phase and substrate bound conformations. Scattering spectra

of core-satellite assemblies in hairpin and extended states with mean and 1-sigma
variations in core size and satellite coverage were simulated, Figure 13, in order to
confirm the dependence of peak location and intensity upon these structural variables.
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Figure 11: (a) Image of two single-core assemblies and multi-core contaminant. (b)
Representative scattering spectrum of a single assembly in the hairpin state. (c) Average of singleassembly scattering spectra of single-core assemblies in hairpin and extended states and
difference spectrum from average of all single-core assembly scattering spectra. A difference
spectrum calculated for assemblies with 20 satellites in response to a static field (dashed line) is
included for comparison.
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Figure 12: Single assembly scattering spectra of 20 single core assemblies prepared either
with (a) hairpin linkers or with (b) extended linkers. For each group of assemblies, spectra are
colored in the order in which they were collected (black, red, green, blue, dark green, brown,
grey, violet, cyan, magenta) for the purpose of distinguishing overlaid spectra; there is no
correlation between identically colored spectra in (a) and (b).
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Figure 13: Simulated scattering spectra of core-satellite assemblies in (a) hairpin and (b)
extended states with mean and 1-sigma variations in core size and satellite coverage. Illustrated
spectra correspond to assemblies with 12 (dashed), 20 (solid), and 28 (dotted) satellite particles
spaced evenly around 46 nm (blue), 50 nm (black), or 54 nm (red) diameter cores. Spectra of
structures that are same sense outliers in both core size and coverage are plotted more lightly.
While the variation in simulated scattering intensity between the weakest scattering structures
simulated (46 nm core, 12 satellites) and the strongest scattering structures (54 nm core, 28
satellites) spans a range greater than the intensity variation observed in the collected spectra, the
variation in peak position is somewhat less due to shape variation in the colloidal particles not
captured in the assemblies. These simulations accurately model the variations in scattering
intensity and peak location in the single-assembly measurements (Figure 12).

The average scattering peak wavelengths were 553.1 ± 6.2 nm for hairpin state
assemblies and 548.6 ± 5.7 nm for extended state assemblies. Additionally, the scattering
spectra of the 10 hairpin state and 10 extended state assemblies were averaged and a
single difference spectrum calculated, Figure 11b,c. This averaging more closely mimics
the ensemble measurements, where higher intensity scatterers contribute more strongly
to the ensemble optical response. The plasmon peak observed under evanescent
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illumination was found to be positioned to the blue of the ensemble plasmon peak
observed under plane wave illumination, an effect that, in the absence of clustering in
the solution phase, could alternatively be attributed to enhanced short wavelength
response to excitation in an inhomogeneous field[37]. However, the peak shift and
intensity difference displayed by the averaged hairpin and extended state spectra
appear to be well matched with the calculated spectra. The result provides addition
support to the hypothesis that DNA nanostructure tethers control interparticle
separation in single core assemblies in a manner consistent with the engineered
geometries of both tethers and assemblies.

1.8 Conclusion
The potential for multi-particle plasmonic structures to provide real time
reporting of their geometric state requires the development of realizable designs for
transducing structure into plasmonic signals. Here we have demonstrated molecular
control of interparticle separation in reconfigurable DNA-linked core-satellite assemblies
by correlating measured plasmonic signals with signals derived from structural models.
Through comparison of spectral data collected from solution phase and single assembly
sources, we have confirmed that the optical properties of the bulk sample are controlled
by the engineered properties of the majority species. For the particular core-satellite
system investigated here, the change in plasmon coupling achieved by molecularly
driven nanostructure reconfiguration is modest. However, similar structural control
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could be exercised in alternative systems using components that couple particles more
strongly or provide more distinctive plasmonic signals. The results are important
because they demonstrate that hybrid nanosystems composed of molecule-nanoparticle
conjugates can be engineered to reconfigure in a controllable manner and that plasmonic
signals can be used to track nanosystem dynamics. These first generation core-satellite
systems provide a starting point for development of next generation assemblies and
actuation systems in which coupling will be more strongly modulated and more easily
detected.
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2. Robust Detection of Plasmon Coupling in CoreSatellite Nanoassemblies Linked by DNA
2.1 Introduction
Reproduced with permission from The Journal of Physical Chemistry C,
submitted for publication. Unpublished work copyright 2008 American Chemical
Society. Metal nanoparticles (MNPs) support localized surface plasmon resonances that
are sensitive to particle shape, size, composition[3], and to the presence of
adsorbates[38],

ligands[39,40],

particles[6,7,12]

that

assemble

materials[9,10,20,41-45],
within

their

near

and
fields.

other

polarizable

Biomolecule-MNP

conjugates[16,17,30] exhibit stability and specific binding with complementary
molecules. The combined optical and recognition properties of bio-MNP conjugates
have been exploited in molecular detection formats[7,12,15,18] that take advantage of
far-field optical properties that report upon locally confined plasmonic phenomenon.
Specific sensing formats display a variety of optical responses that are characterized, not
only by their magnitude, but by the clarity with which they can be interpreted. For
instance, monolayers of immobilized particles functionalized with receptors respond
sensitively to target molecules[39,40], but are equally sensitive to non-specific
adsorbates, a disadvantage shared with traditional, thin film surface plasmon resonance.
Multi-particle formats, such as target induced aggregation[6,7,12], offer strong plasmon
modulation, but may yield unstable structures and display time dependent plasmonic
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signals. In contrast, few particle assemblies, such as structures composed of two particles
linked in pairs[15], may provide control of plasmon resonance through a small number
of structural variables. A significant question is whether self-assembling, few particle
structures can be engineered to display plasmon coupling that is both strong and well
controlled.
Previously we have reported molecularly driven plasmon modulation in preformed, gold nanoparticle assemblies linked by reconfigurable DNA nanostructures[46]
that consist of a single “core” particle surrounded by multiple “satellite” particles. This
work builds upon a previously demonstrated approach for assembly of core-satellite
structures[25] in which an excess of satellites is used to terminate aggregation following
assembly of a single layer of satellite particles upon each core. Here, we investigate the
optical, transport, and structural properties of gold core-satellite assemblies linked by
static duplex DNA tethers. In contrast to prior studies of static core satellite assemblies, a
detection strategy is adopted that is sensitive to assembly formation, even when the
number of particles linked into assemblies is orders of magnitude smaller than the
number of particles present in the plasmonic “satellite” particle bath.
Core-satellite structures are assembled from gold nanoparticle oligonucleotide
conjugates with duplex DNA tethers identical to those used previously to form
networks of like-sized particles but with the addition of an A10 spacer on the core
strand[27]. 50 nm core and 13 nm satellite particles are functionalized with dense
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brushes of thiolated oligonucleotide, and cores are linked to satellites with either single
strand or two strand linkers, Figure 14a. In the fully formed target structures, coresatellite tethers are composed of 24 or 48 base pair double helices. The tethers are, thus,
within the range of lengths of duplex DNA previously shown to control interparticle
separation in nanoparticle networks[27,28]. While it has been demonstrated that DNAlinked gold nanoparticle networks have structural and plasmonic properties that
depend upon oligonucleotide linker length[27,28], the properties of small DNA-linked
nanoparticle clusters require alternative methods of characterization and are less well
understood.
An immediate goal is to clarify the relationship between the number of base pairs
in the core-satellite linker and both the number of satellite particles assembled per core
and the interparticle plasmonic coupling. Concurrently, we seek to identify
characterization strategies appropriate to small assemblies and, in particular, illustrate
how compatible selection both of the assembly and the measurement method can
facilitate detection of the properties of interest. A particular focus, here, is on detection
of the distance dependence of interparticle plasmon coupling, a phenomenon easily
hidden by contributions to the plasmonic signals from other sources. For example,
distant dependent coupling in extended nanoparticle networks is known to be strongly
modulated by the dependence of plasmon resonance on aggregate size[27]. Similarly,
assemblies that form in a bath of particles may support plasmon modulation that is
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impossible to detect in the presence of a high plasmonic background. Thus, while optical
properties of colloidal networks are routinely characterized by their extinction spectra,
the properties of discrete structures may be more observable when monitored with an
alternate spectroscopy that is sensitive to assembly but insensitive to the absorbance of
unbound “satellites” that dominates the extinction spectra. Given the high order
dependence of scattering intensity upon size, we investigated in advance the
observability of spectral perturbations that would be associated with assembly of 5% of
a bath of 13 nm satellite particles on a minority (1:400) species of 50 nm cores.
Simulations of extinction and scattering spectra for a mixture of dispersed particles and
for a single assembly in the residual bath, Figure 14b,c, confirm that, in the absence of
uncontrolled assembly aggregation, scattering, rather than extinction spectroscopy will
be sensitive to formation of core-satellite structures in the presence of strongly
absorbing, but weakly scattering, “satellites.”
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Figure 14: Schematic of two-step core-satellite assembly process and spectral simulations
that illustrate the sensitivity of scattering but not extinction to assembly of the satellites. (a)
Assembly of structures with (1) 24- and (2) 48-base pair DNA linkers and simulated (b) extinction
and (c) scattering spectra of 400 satellites and a single core particle (black, solid), and 380
satellites and a core-satellite assembly consisting of a single core surrounded by 20 evenly spaced
satellites (blue, dashed). Core-satellite separation was set at 7.5 nm to correspond to the expected
separation from a 24 bp duplex DNA tether.

In the following, we report solution phase assembly of core-satellite structures
with 24 bp and 48 bp duplex DNA linkers. Initially, we tested the detection strategy by
comparing the intensity of scattering from concentrated satellite particles and dilute
cores. Following assembly, visible extinction spectroscopy, elastic light scattering
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spectroscopy, dynamic light scattering (DLS), and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) were used to insure that samples formed with each linker were comprised of
discrete assemblies. TEM imaging was used, further, to characterize satellite coverage
and quantify the fraction of assemblies composed of satellites and single cores.
Following identification of single core assemblies as the majority species, the spectral
and hydrodynamic properties of both samples were compared with each other and with
the properties of dispersed particles prior to assembly. Specifically, elastic scattering
spectroscopy was used to investigate the core-satellite distance dependence of plasmon
coupling, while DLS was used to investigate the dependence of assembly hydrodynamic
size upon the length of the core-satellite linker. Spectral simulations using models based
upon measured mean structural parameters were performed and compared with
scattering spectra to confirm the dependence of assembly optical properties on the
number of base pairs within the DNA linker. To understand how dispersity in
nanoparticle or core-satellite assembly size or shape may impact the ensemble spectra,
plasmon band widths were compared to homogeneous widths determined from
simulation of single core satellite assemblies comprised of mean-sized spheres.
Finally, we also consider the spectral signals associated with several alternative
formats of core-satellite based detection. Whereas the signals associated with either
satellite assembly on a core or satellite dissociation from a preformed assembly are
determined by the spectral difference between cores and core-satellite structures, the
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signals associated with modulation of core satellite separation in a preformed assembly
depend only upon the spectra of assemblies. Spectral differences that characterize either
assembly of coupled structures from dispersed particles or the dependence of assembly
spectra upon interparticle linker length are compared with the corresponding simulated
difference spectra. The purpose of the comparison is to identify which processes have
spectral differences that are sensitive to the spectral properties of the tails of the particle
size and shape distributions. Our goal is to clarify the extent to which different detection
formats are sensitive to component or environmental properties that are difficult to
model and/or difficult to control.

2.2. Materials and Methods
2.2.1 General Methods
50 nm gold colloid (of size 50.1 ± 4 nm) was purchased from Ted Pella. 13 nm
gold colloid was synthesized using the Frens method[29]. All oligonucleotides were
purchased from IDT DNA Technologies.

2.2.2. Preparation of DNA-Functionalized Nanoparticles
Cores and satellites were functionalized with disulfide-terminated DNA strands
b and a, respectively, using previously described methods[30]. Based upon TEM imaging
of 60 functionalized satellite particles, satellite sizes were 13.4 ± 2.6 nm. Based upon TEM
imaging of 50 functionalized core particles, prepared in advance of and following the
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reported assembly experiments, functionalized core particle sizes were identified as 50.3
± 3.7 nm.
Table 2: DNA sequences
a 5' - TCT CAA CTC GTA-SH - 3'
b 5' - HS-AAA AAA AAA ACG CAT TCA GGA T - 3'
a*c*b* - 5' - TAC GAG TTG AGA CCG TTA AGA CGA GGC AAT CAT GCA ATC
CTG AAT GCG - 3'
c- 5' - TGC ATG ATT GCC TCG TCT TAA CGG - 3'
a*b* - 5' - TAC GAG TTG AGA ATC CTG AAT GCG - 3'

2.2.3. Assembly of Core-Satellite Structures
Assembly was performed in quartz cuvettes in 0.1 M PBS (0.1M NaCl, 10 mM
sodium phosphate, pH 7). A 400:1 ratio of satellites:core was used to yield
predominantly single-core assemblies. Assembly of structures with 24 bp linkers: Cores
(10 µL of 67.3 pM solution), oligonucleotide a*b* (0.55 µL of 78.2 µM solution), and buffer
(38.5 µL of 0.1 M PBS) were mixed and allowed to hybridize for 15 minutes. Satellites
(26.4 µL of 10.1 nM solution) were added and allowed to hybridize for 75 minutes.
Assembly of structures with 48 bp linkers: Cores (10 µL of 67.3 pM solution),
oligonucleotide a*c*b* (1 µL of 43 µM solution), and buffer (37.6 µL of 0.1 M PBS) were
mixed and allowed to hybridize for 15 minutes. Satellites (26.4 µL of 10.1 nM solution)
and oligonucleotide c (0.4 µL of 107.5 µM solution) were added and allowed to hybridize
for 75 minutes. Final concentrations were as follows: cores- 8.9 pM, satellites- 3.53 nM,
a*b*- (24 bp assemblies only)- 0.57 µM, a*c*b*- (48 bp assemblies only)- 0.57 µM, c- (48 bp
assemblies only)- 0.57 µM.
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2.2.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grids were prepared by pipetting a 10
μL drop of solution onto a grid and allowing it to sit for 2-4 minutes prior to wicking
liquid away with a kimwipe. TEM imaging was performed on a Hitachi HF-2000
microscope at an accelerating voltage of 200 KeV.

2.2.5 Dynamic Light Scattering
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) data was collected on a Wyatt DAWN and QELS
system after filtering each solution of core-satellite assemblies with an aluminum oxide
filter (100 nm pore size). Autocorrelation functions were fit using a nonlinear
regularization method[47] assuming a bimodal size distribution; hydrodynamic radii
were derived from the distribution of diffusion coefficients through the Stokes-Einstein
formula.

2.2.6 Visible Spectroscopy
Extinction spectra were collected on a Cary 100 bio UV-visible spectrometer.
Scattering spectra were collected at a scattering angle of approximately 90° using a Cary
Eclipse fluorimeter at zero wavelength offset after filtering each solution of core-satellite
assemblies with an aluminum oxide filter (200 nm pore size). By collecting scattered
light under identical conditions (PMT voltage of 500 V, slit widths of 2.5 nm, collection
time per data point of 0.5 s), it is possible to compare the scattering intensities of
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different samples. To aid comparison with simulated scattering spectra, all measured
scattering intensities were scaled by a constant factor of 287. The factor was determined
by the ratio of peak scattering for simulated and measured spectra for assemblies with
24 bp linkers. The intensities of scaled spectra collected from samples prepared from
identical colloidal starting materials could, therefore, be meaningfully compared with
the intensities of the corresponding simulated spectra.

2.2.7 Filtration
Solutions were filtered using an aluminum oxide filter (200 nm pore size) prior to
structural or optical characterization. To determine whether filtration altered assembly
concentrations, a scattering spectrum of a filtered solution of unlinked particles was
compared to scattering spectra from solutions of core-satellite assemblies with 24 and 48
bp linkers that were heated to 60 °C to induce melting. The similar scattering intensities
of all three spectra, Figure 15 demonstrate that filtration does not alter component
concentration, allowing meaningful comparison of scattering spectra from both
assemblies with 24 and 48 bp linkers and dispersed particles.
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Figure 15: Ensemble scattering spectra of a filtered solution of unlinked particles (black)
and filtered solutions core-satellite assemblies with 24 (blue) and 48 (red) bp duplex DNA tethers
that were heated to 60 °C to induce melting. The similar scattering intensities of all three spectra
demonstrate the filtration does not effect component concentration.

2.2.8 Spectral Simulations
Spectral simulations were performed using an electrodynamic coupled multipole
T-matrix method[34] that provides a fully converged description of the delocalized
modes supported by a cluster of spherical particles. The response of the cluster to an
incident plane wave is determined by a consistent solution of the linear combinations of
modes excited at each particle in response to the local field equal to the superposition of
the incident field and the fields of the other particles. In accordance with Mie theory, the
field at each particle is expanded in a sum of sphere-centered vector spherical
harmonics. Transformations that translate harmonic modes between particles are
determined by the cluster geometry and embedded in the T-matrix. Scattering spectra
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are calculated from scattering cross sections evaluated at each wavelength by summing
contributions from all coupled modes supported by the cluster.

2.3 Preliminary Measurements of Optical Properties of Particles
and Assemblies
50 nm cores and 13 nm satellites were functionalized with 5’- and 3’-disulfide
terminated oligonucleotides b and a, respectively. Scattering spectra were collected from
cores and satellites so as to establish the contribution of scattering from dispersed
“satellite” particles to the spectra of core or core-satellite assembly solutions collected in
the presence of excess satellites. Scattering intensity from unbound satellites (1.9 nM)
was approximately 5 times weaker than scattering from a 515-fold more dilute solution
of cores (3.7 pM), Figure 16. Interestingly, the satellite scattering band was red shifted
and broadened relative to the simulated (515-fold magnified) plasmon band of a 13 nm
gold sphere (Figure 16, inset, blue), a feature that suggests that satellite scattering is
dominated by a fraction of highly dispersed non-spherical scatterers. Nevertheless,
overall, the scattered intensity from satellites is low such that scattering from samples
comprised of both satellites and cores would be dominated by core or core-satellite
assembly scattering. The observability of core and assembly scattering in the presence of
excess satellites made it possible to monitor the products of assembly without separating
them from unbound satellites, a process that could result in lower satellite coverage
(number of satellite particles per core particle). Core particles, also, displayed a plasmon
band (556 nm) that was positioned to the red of the theoretical position (546 nm) for a 50
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nm gold sphere in water, where the theoretical spectrum is determined by
electrodynamic simulation, using a dielectric function[48] corrected for size[49]. While a
fraction of the offset of the plasmon band from theory could be attributed to error in the
dielectric function, the sensitivity of a scattering spectrum to the properties of the
strongest scatterers suggests that the largest part of the error may be a consequence of a
non-statistically large contribution to the scattering from the largest, most eccentric
cores.

Figure 16: Scattering spectra of functionalized 50 nm (red) and 13 nm (blue) colloid, and
sum of the two spectra (black). The 13 nm particle solution is 515 times more concentrated (1.9
nM) than the 50 nm particle solution (3.7 pM). The solution of cores is a factor of 2.4x less
concentrated than the solution used to form assemblies. Simulated scattering spectrum (inset) of
a single 50 nm (red, dashed) gold sphere and a 515-fold scaled spectrum of a 13 nm (blue, solid)
gold sphere. Simulations are for spheres in a medium of refractive index 1.33.

Functionalized cores that had been incubated with bridging strand a*b* were
mixed with satellite particles in a 1:400 ratio to form core-satellite assemblies with 24 bp
DNA linkers. Cores that had been incubated with the longer bridging strand, a*c*b*,
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were mixed with strand c and satellites particles in a 1:400 core:satellite ratio to form
assemblies with 48 bp DNA linkers. Assembly solutions were filtered through an
aluminum oxide filter with 200 nm pore size. Comparison of extinction spectra collected
before introduction of the linker strand and after incubation displayed minimal
variation, Figure 17. The invariance of the extinction spectrum to assembly confirmed
that perturbation of the core plasmon resonance associated with assembly formation is
not observable in bulk phase extinction spectra because of masking by the absorbance of
excess unbound “satellite” particles. Invariance of the extinction spectrum also
confirmed that introduction of the linker did not result in any large scale aggregation or
network formation. Therefore, in the following, assembly was observed by collecting
elastic scattering spectra.

Figure 17: Extinction spectra of solution of dispersed particles (black) and solution of
core-satellite assemblies with 24 bp linkers and unbound “satellites” (red).
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2.4 Ex-Situ Structural Characterization
Yield and satellite coverage of core-satellite assemblies were measured by
imaging dried assemblies using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Figure 18.
While interparticle separation in desiccated assemblies is not representative of
interparticle separation in hydrated samples[28], TEM imaging provides a direct
measure of satellite coverage and yield (defined here as the fraction of assemblies
composed of any number of satellites and a single core particle). Satellite coverage and
yield were determined for assemblies formed with 24 bp and 48 bp DNA linkers based
upon a sample size of 45 for each assembly type. Assemblies with both 24 bp and 48 bp
DNA linkers had yields of approximately 80% (with the remaining assemblies consisting
of predominantly two-core and three-core structures), and average satellite coverages of
21.4 ± 12.1 satellites (24 bp linker) and 20.9 ± 4.1 satellites (48 bp linker) per core. Yield
and satellite coverage were similar to those seen previously in core-satellite assemblies
with reconfigurable DNA linkers[46]. Given possible variations in linker stability or
interparticle steric effects, the independence of assembly yield and satellite coverage to
linker length was unanticipated. If DNA controls core-satellite separation in hydrated
assemblies, then, for assemblies with equal numbers of satellites, the density of the
satellite layer is higher when the linker length is short. The apparent absence of a
dependence of satellite number on linker length suggests that, for the range of linker
lengths considered, steric hindrance between particles has negligible influence on
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coverage. The invariance of yield and satellite coverage for assemblies formed from the
two linkers is, however, highly useful, as it makes it possible to attribute differences
between the optical or hydrodynamic properties of assemblies linked with 24- and 48base

pair

linkers

to differences

in

core-satellite

separation

rather

than

to

indistinguishable combinations of differences in core-satellite separation and in
assembly composition.

Figure 18: Representative TEM images of desiccated core-satellite assemblies with (a) 24
and (b) 48 bp DNA linkers. Mean satellite coverages were 21.4 ± 12.1 (24 bp) and 20.9 ± 4.1 (48 bp)
based upon 45 imaged assemblies. Scale bars are 20 nm.

2.5 In-Situ Structural Characterization
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) data was collected from assemblies with 24 and
48 bp DNA linkers as well as from a solution of unlinked cores and satellite particles.
Transformation of the measured autocorrelation functions into distributions of
hydrodynamic radii revealed bimodal size distributions for all samples. Results are
reported in Table 3. The low dispersity peak at small radius corresponds to unlinked
satellite particles, while the high dispersity peak at larger radius corresponds to core
particles or core-satellite assemblies. In the dispersed particle sample, mean
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hydrodynamic sizes of the components, 10 and 49 nm, correspond approximately to the
geometric sizes of satellites and cores, respectively. Comparison of the sizes of the two
components in dispersed and linked samples reveals that, while the hydrodynamic
radius of unlinked satellite particles is unchanged, the hydrodynamic radius of the
larger component increases upon assembly. Comparison of the radial distributions of
assemblies with 24 and 48 bp linkers reveals that the mean hydrodynamic radius of the
latter assemblies is 5.5 nm larger than that of the former. Decreased mobility and
increased hydrodynamic radius is consistent with an increase in core-satellite separation
for tethers with a larger number of base pairs. The broadness of the hydrodynamic size
distributions of assemblies relative to dispersed cores suggests that, while some
dispersity in diffusive properties results from polydispersity in core shape and size,
additional dispersity in assembly hydrodynamics may be caused by variations in
satellite coverage, or anisotropic distribution of satellites about the core. However,
coarse binning of the radii represented in the radial distribution, necessitated by the
limited observability provided by the autocorrelation function, limits the significance of
conclusions drawn from minor variations in the widths of the hydrodynamic size
distributions.
Table 3: Hydrodynamic radii derived from dynamic light scattering analysis of dispersed
particle and core-satellite assembly solutions. All samples were filtered using an aluminum oxide
filter with 100 nm pore size.

Sample \ Rh (nm)

Satellite

Core

50

Core-Satellite Assembly

Dispersed Particles

4.9 ± 0.6

24.5 ± 5.3

Assemblies with 24 bp linkers

5.2 ± 0.5

33.3 ± 7.3

Assemblies with 48 bp linkers

5.1 ± 0.6

38.8 ± 9.3

In order to compare hydrodynamic radii of assemblies with nominal geometric
radii, core-satellite separation was estimated from the number of basepairs in the
interparticle tether using a linear relationship determined previously from small-angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements of nearest neighbor distances in DNA-linked
nanoparticle networks. Interparticle separations from network SAXS data display a
linear dependence upon number of linker base pairs[28] and a particle size dependent
offset. Here, we estimate edge-to-edge separations, s in nm, from base pair number, p, as

s = 0.25 p + 1.5, using a 0.25 nm per base pair coefficient and an additional 1.5 nm to
account for the A10 spacer on the b strand attached to the core. While the underlying
offsets and base pair coefficient have not been measured specifically for networks of
unlike sized particles or for solvents of the given salt concentration, identically derived
estimates of core-satellite separation have proven useful in descriptions of other coresatellites assemblies[46]. Estimated core-satellite separations were 7.5 nm (24 bp linker)
and 13.5 nm (48 bp linker), resulting in expected geometric sizes of 91 nm for assemblies
with 24 bp linkers and 103 nm for 48 bp linkers. However, the diffusivity of the
assemblies was found to be higher than the diffusivity of solid spheres of the nominal
geometric sizes. Specifically, hydrodynamic sizes of assemblies with both 24 bp and 48
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bp DNA linkers are approximately 75% of the expected geometric sizes, suggesting that
core-satellite assemblies are somewhat porous. While, small hydrodynamic size
alternatively could be an indicator of reduced geometric size resulting from errors in the
tether model or tilting of tethers from the surface normal such that core-satellite
separations are reduced, subsequent examination of scattering spectra revealed plasmon
modulation following assembly that was not sufficiently strong to be consistent with the
shorter core-satellite separations.
Scattering spectra were collected from filtered assemblies formed with 24 bp and
48 bp DNA linkers and compared with a spectrum of dispersed cores and satellites,
Figure 19. Assemblies with linkers of both lengths displayed increased scattering
relative to the dispersed particle solution. For assemblies with 24 bp linkers, but not
assemblies with 48 bp linkers, the scattering peak was red-shifted by 8 nm relative to the
peak of dispersed cores. Due to the similar yields and satellite coverages of assemblies
formed with both DNA linkers, spectroscopic variations between assemblies with
different linkers were assumed to be due to differences in core-satellite separation rather
than variations in other structural properties. The red-shifted plasmon band of
assemblies with 24 bp linkers is indicative of stronger interparticle coupling and is
consistent with the expectation that 24 bp linkers lead to smaller core-satellite
separations and that coupling is stronger when interparticle separations are small. The
enhanced, but not shifted, scattering peak seen in assemblies with 48 bp linkers may be
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the result both of an increase in structure size upon assembly of satellites and weak
plasmon coupling between cores and satellites. Subsequent comparison with simulation
revealed, however, that the increase in scattering observed following assembly with 48
bp linkers was substantially less than that expected for assembly of 20 satellites upon a
perfectly spherical 50 nm core.

Figure 19: Ensemble scattering spectra of unlinked particles (black) and core-satellite
assemblies with 24 (blue) and 48 (red) bp duplex DNA tethers.

2.6 Comparison of Ensemble and Simulated Scattering Spectra
To clarify the relationship between the observed core-satellite assembly plasmon
band properties and variations in core-satellite separation associated with DNA tether
length, optical spectra were simulated using an electrodynamic T-matrix coupled
multipole method[34]. Simulations were performed using a structural model consistent
with, but somewhat more detailed than, the model described above as a basis for
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comparison with hydrodynamic data. The model structure consists of a single core
particle surrounded by 20 satellite particles, where the number of satellites was selected
to correspond to the mean observed satellite coverage. Core and satellite particles were
assigned their mean sizes, and core-satellite separations estimated from network SAXS
data were 7.5 nm for 24 bp linked assemblies and 13.5 nm for 48 bp linked assemblies.
Simulated scattering spectra for assemblies were computed using the mean
structural models and compared with each other and with the spectrum of a bare core.
Spectra corresponding to assemblies consisting of a single 50 nm core surrounded by 20
evenly spaced 13 nm satellites with core-satellite spacings corresponding to 24- and 48base pair linkers are displayed in Figure 20, along with the scattering spectrum of a
single 50 nm core. Measured and simulated difference spectra, Figure 21a, obtained by
differencing spectra of assemblies with 24 bp linkers and spectra of assemblies with 48
bp linkers display plasmon band shift and intensity variation due to changes in coresatellite separation. While the simulated spectral differences are offset in wavelength
from the measured differences, the features of the measured differences are closely
reproduced. Specifically, close matches are found in both the overall intensities
(matched to within ~85%) and in the relative magnitudes (matched to within 85%) of the
increase in intensity on the red side of the band and the decrease in intensity on the blue
side. The match in features of the measured and simulated difference spectra indicates
that variations in both band position and intensity for assemblies with 24 bp versus 48
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bp linkers are consistent with the assumption that spectra are determined by scattering
from dispersed assemblies and that the scattering properties of the latter are remarkably
well represented by the optical properties of a monodisperse mean structure.

Figure 20: Simulated scattering spectra of a 50 nm core particle (black, solid) and a 50 nm
core particle surrounded by 20 evenly spaced satellite particles located 7.5 nm (blue, dashed) and
13.5 nm (red, dotted) from the core.
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Figure 21: Measured (○○○) and calculated (–––) scattering intensity difference spectra of
(a) assemblies with 24 bp linkers relative to assemblies with 48 bp DNA linkers and (b)
assemblies with 48 bp linkers relative to unlinked particles. Measured differences are from
spectra in Figure 19. Simulated spectral differences are from simulated spectra in Figure 20.

While the peak shift and intensity difference due to variation in the length of the
DNA linker are well matched by simulation, the spectral response to assembly is less
accurately reproduced. Comparison of experimental and simulated spectra for 48-bp
linked assemblies and dispersed core particles demonstrates that simulation based upon
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a mean structural model predicts a red-shift (8 nm) upon assembly that is nearly absent
(2 nm) from the measured spectra and an increase in intensity that is too large by a
factor of 2.5. The mismatch in intensities is highlighted also by the difference spectra,
Figure 7b, that characterize the spectral changes associated with formation of 48-bp
linked assemblies from dispersed particles. A possible explanation for the discrepancies
between observed and simulated spectral differences lies in the sensitivity of the spectral
difference to errors in simulation of the core spectrum associated with neglect of
polydispersity in core size and shape.
In general, shape dispersity in gold colloid size results in red shifting of the
dipolar plasmon from the degenerate mode of a sphere because red shifts associated
with longitudinal modes are larger than blue shifts associated with transverse modes
and because, for 50 nm colloid, the intrinsic loss levels are less at the redder wavelength
such that the redder mode is more intense. For scattering spectroscopy, size dispersity
also shifts the plasmon because larger particles also scatter at redder wavelengths and,
thus, more intensely because of both the strong dependence of scattering on particle size
and, for gold, the lower intrinsic loss levels at the slightly redder wavelengths. The
contribution to the scattering spectrum of large particles is thus disproportionately large
relative to the contribution from small particles that scatter at bluer wavelengths.
Therefore, even modest size and shape dispersity can contribute surprisingly strongly to
a red shift in the core spectrum when observed as scattering. However, for core
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dispersity to be an explanation for errors in the difference spectrum predicted for
assembly, the shifting associated with dispersity must be less for assemblies than for
bare cores.
Two distinct phenomena are probably responsible for the differential effect of
core dispersity upon core and assembly scattering spectra. First is that, through
coupling, assembly band position is already at a redder wavelength where interband
absorption is lower and intrinsic losses are less dependent upon small variation in band
position. Second, in assemblies, the plasmon mode is delocalized over satellites rather
than localized on the core, and the eccentricity of an assembly with an evenly distributed
layer of satellites is less than that of its core. Furthermore, prior work has shown that the
shape dependence of plasmons supported by nanoparticle assemblies is much less than
the shape dependence of the plasmons of individual particles[50].
To clarify the possible role of core dispersity on spectra, widths of core and
assembly plasmons were compared to homogenous widths from theory. Consistent with
expectations, peak widths of measured spectra are broadened and peak locations redshifted relative to the simulated plasmon properties of 50 nm spheres, Figure 22. The
core plasmon band is broadened 30-40% and red-shifted 20 nm relative to the single
particle simulation, consistent with the dispersity in core particle shape and size. While
one might expect core-satellite assemblies to display additional peak broadening due to
heterogeneity in assembly size, measured widths of assembly scattering spectra were
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found to be slightly narrower than those of unbound cores. For the observed range of
peak wavelengths, 566 to 576 nm, intrinsic loss in the metal is independent of
wavelength. Furthermore, given the enhancement in scattering observed for the
assembly structures, the band narrowing cannot be attributed to reduced radiative
damping as predicted by others for other examples of highly coupled particles[51].
Collectively, the wavelength dependent metal properties and observed scattering
enhancement imply that the observed narrowness of assembly plasmon bands can not
be attributed to reduction of either non-radiative or radiative losses. That the
discrepancies between peak widths and locations were reduced for core-satellite
assemblies relative to the dispersed particle peak suggests that satellite assembly
mitigates heterogeneous broadening associated with shape dispersity of the cores.
Overall, we then conclude that polydispersity in the properties of the cores selectively
red-shifts and enhances the core plasmon band and is responsible for rendering the
band more similar to the plasmon band of the 48-bp linked assemblies.

Figure 22: Comparison of simulated and measured peak widths (FWHM) and locations
for scattering spectra of cores and core-satellite assemblies formed with various DNA tethers.
Band widths from simulation are from spectra calculated for a single structure. Measured
bandwidths are from ensemble spectra.
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Another interesting feature of the observed assembly scattering is the inverse
relation between scattered intensity and assembly size. Here, assemblies with shorter
tethers and smaller geometric size scatter more intensely than larger assemblies with
longer tethers, demonstrating that coupling strength, as opposed to geometric size,
controls the relative scattering intensities of the core-satellite structures formed here. To
clarify the role of core-satellite coupling on assembly scattering, scattering spectra were
simulated for cores and satellites separately and compared with the spectrum of the
coupled assembly. Results of calculations for a core, a 20 satellite “shell,” and a complete
assembly are displayed in Figure 23 (corresponding extinction spectra can be found in
Figure 24). The simulations demonstrate that, for a shell of modest density, scattering
enhancement requires the presence of both the shell and core.
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Figure 23: Simulations of core-satellite scattering with and without core-satellite
coupling. Simulated scattering spectra of a 50 nm core particle surrounded by a “shell” of 20
evenly spaced satellite particles located (a) 7.5 nm (blue, dashed) and (b) 13.5 nm (red, dotted)
from the core, as well as spectra of an individual core particle (black, dotted), 20 satellite “shell”
(black, dashed), and sum of individual core and “shell” (green, dot-dashed).
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Figure 24: Simulations of core-satellite extinction with and without core-satellite
coupling. Simulated extinction spectra of a 50 nm core particle surrounded by a “shell” of 20
evenly spaced satellite particles located (a) 7.5 nm (blue, dashed) and (b) 13.5 nm (red, dotted)
from the core, as well as spectra of an individual core particle (black, dotted), 20 satellite “shell”
(black, dashed), and sum of individual core and “shell” (green, dot-dashed).

2.7 Discussion
An important part of our effort to discover nanostructures that display controlled
plasmon coupling, is to identify the design and characterization methods that will
provide useful information. The structural and optical techniques that reveal the
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properties of nanoparticle assemblies may differ from the techniques used to
characterize single particles or extended particle networks. Thus, while the length scale
of relevance for characterizing networks of 13 nm particles is easily accessible through
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), subtle variations in the shell of a 100 nm assemblies
require high signal to noise at less accessible ultra small angles. For core-satellite
structures, assembled in the presence of a satellite bath, we have sought characterization
techniques that are compatible both with assembly size and the fabrication method.
Assemblies of well-defined size can yield detailed information when
interrogated by direct imaging methods such as TEM or to size-sensitive measurements,
such as dynamic and static light scattering. Here, we have demonstrated that TEM,
which provides ambiguous results when imaging large aggregates, provides explicit
measurements of satellite coverage and assembly yield in core-satellite assemblies.
Among solution phase techniques, DLS provides a highly size sensitive measure of
hydrodynamic behavior and, in the absence of excessive porosity, a reproducible,
qualitative indication of relative assembly size. Whereas random uncontrolled
aggregation is difficult to monitor with either static or dynamic light scattering
technique due to the sensitivity to the outlier aggregates of largest size, DLS is a
particularly effective for characterization of assemblies of controlled size, that display a
narrow range of diffusivities and are stable to sedimentation.
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While the optical properties of nanoparticle networks can be studied using
extinction spectroscopy, extinction spectra of kinetically controlled core-satellite
assemblies are dominated by absorption from excess “satellites.” However, if satellite
particles are selected to have low scattering efficiency and the samples are relatively free
of larger scatterers of comparable contrast, elastic scattering spectroscopy can be used to
observe the plasmonic properties of assemblies. While our focus here has been on
developing structure property relations for samples assembled in a bath of plasmonic
particles, some of our conclusions are relevant, also, to other size controlled
nanostructured samples. Thus, for example, the scattering spectroscopy used here
provides enhanced intensity contrast relative to extinction spectroscopy when applied to
comparable assemblies formed in the absence of a plasmonic background. This
extension is illustrated in Figure 25, with spectra from additional simulations.
Comparison of scattering and extinction spectra of a core-satellite assembly (1 core, 20
satellites) and a corresponding mixture of dispersed particles (1 core, 20 satellites)
confirm that relative intensity variations are largest when monitored with scattering.
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Figure 25: Simulated (a) extinction and (b) scattering spectra of 20 satellites and a single
core particle (black, solid), and a core-satellite assembly consisting of a single core surrounded by
20 evenly spaced satellites (blue, dashed). Core-satellite separation was set at 7.5 nm to
correspond to the expected separation from a 24 bp duplex DNA tether.

2.8 Conclusion
Here, we have shown that the plasmonic properties of bulk phase ~100 nm
assemblies composed of oligonucleotide nanoparticle conjugates can be controlled using
duplex DNA tethers. Through comparison of scattering spectra with spectra generated
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from structural models, we confirm that duplex DNA controls separation between 13
nm satellite particles and 50 nm template particles in a manner analogous to that
observed previously in extended nanoparticle networks. For core-satellite assemblies
composed of gold particles functionalized with a dense, protective layer of thiolated
oligonucleotide, satellite coverage appears to be independent of number of base pairs in
the 24- or 48-base pair duplex linkers. In these constant coverage assemblies linked by
short duplex tethers, hydrodynamic radius is found to be positively correlated with
length of the duplex linker, whereas distance dependent plasmonic properties, such as
scattering intensity and plasmon band red-shifting, are negatively correlated with linker
length.
Thus, we have demonstrated how coordinated selection of a nanostructure and a
detection method can enable plasmon-based reporting of structural parameters.
Specifically, we have shown that, for 7.5 and 13.5 nm tethers, both the intensity and the
wavelength of maximum scattering from a ~100 nm core-satellite structure is sensitive to
the core-satellite tether length. Under the conditions of our experiments, that include a
background of plasmonic absorbers, sensitivity to core satellite separation is lost if
spectra are collected in a transmission as opposed to scattering geometry. For these same
structures, we further have investigated how neglect of dispersity in structural models
affects the accuracy with which spectral perturbations associated with nanostructure
assembly or with modulation of interparticle separation can be predicted. Importantly,
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we find that, for the core-satellite structures investigated here, plasmon perturbation
associated with modulation of interparticle separation is insensitive to both dispersity in
particle shape and size and to the presence of a plasmonic background. In contrast,
plasmonic perturbation associated with assembly of satellite particles on cores is highly
sensitive both to polydispersity of the core particles and to weak, but wavelength
dependent, scattering from an excess of particles used to control assembly size. The
resulting

understanding

of

structure

property

relationships

in

few

particle

nanoassemblies is critical for the development of strongly coupled plasmonic structures
of sub-wavelength dimensions that display predictable, reproducible far field signals in
response to molecularly driven structural transformations.
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3. The Stability of Reconfigurable DNA Tethers for use in
Nanoparticle Assemblies
3.1 Introduction
Metal nanoparticles support localized surface plasmon resonances that are
sensitive to particle shape, size, composition[3], and proximity to dielectric media[9,10]
or other resonant particles[7,8] that assemble within their near fields. Tunable optical
properties and a large library of protocols for forming biomolecule-nanoparticle
conjugates[7,16,17,52,53] have motivated the development of a variety of techniques for
controlling nanoparticle assembly and separation[7,15,16], making nanoparticles a
popular choice for optical sensor design. Recently, nanoparticle based sensors have been
implemented in a number of different geometries including single particle[23],
dimer[15,22], small assembly[54], and extended aggregate[7,17] formats.
To be effective, nanoparticle based sensors must be able to provide an observable
response to a molecular stimulus that can be distinguished from nonspecific binding
and other unrelated phenomena. The optical response of multi-particle assemblies is
critically dependent upon individual particle plasmons, interparticle separation, and
assembly size. While one- or two-particle assemblies exhibit small shifts and extended
particle networks exhibit broadened plasmon bands, small nanoparticle assemblies can
be designed to exhibit detectable plasmonic signals with minimal broadening.
Previously we have presented a nanoparticle-based sensing format of small spherically68

symmetric assemblies consisting of a single ‘core’ nanoparticle surrounded by multiple
‘satellite’ particles, Figure 26. Control of assembly size is achieved by using an excess of
satellites to terminate assembly, producing a high yield of single-core assemblies (~80%)
relative to multi-core structures (~20%).

Figure 26: Illustration of core-satellite expansion driven by tether reconfiguration.

These core-satellite assemblies are linked by reconfigurable DNA tethers which
modulate interparticle separation in the presence of target oligonucleotides. The coresatellite tether consists of 54 base pairs of DNA which has two stable conformations- a
compact state in which 30 base pairs control core-satellite separation while 24 base pairs
are sequestered within a hairpin/loop formation, Figure 27, and an extended state in
which the hairpin is released and bound to a complement, and in which 54 base pairs
control core-satellite separation, Figure 28. Assembly reconfiguration results in
decreased plasmon coupling between core and satellites, and is observed as a far-field
optical signal. Nanoparticle assemblies that reconfigure in response to a molecular
stimulus have potential to detect a small number of molecules if the reconfiguration
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results in a change in interparticle separation while maintaining nanoparticle binding
integrity.

Figure 27: Assembly of a DNA nanostructure tether in the hairpin state. Satellite particles
are linked to cores with a short duplex tether that incorporates a hairpin and is stabilized by a
bridging strand, m-d*g*. Note that, while multiple satellites assemble on each core, only a single
tether and satellite are illustrated for simplicity.

Figure 28: Reconfiguration of a DNA nanostructure tether from the hairpin into the
extended state. The tether is activated by complement, m*-dg, to the bridging strand and
reconfigures upon hybridization with a strand, d*e*f*eg*, complementary to the hairpin, that
replaces the hairpin bridging strand. Note that, while multiple satellites assemble on each core,
only a single tether and satellite are illustrated for simplicity.

Criteria for designing reconfigurable nanoparticle tethers differ from those used
when designing tethers to drive nanoparticle assembly. While tethers designed to drive
assembly are engineered to be highly stable, reconfigurable structures must be linked by
tethers that include not only high stability regions to control component assembly, but
also labile regions that are responsive to a molecular stimulus. Ideally, the stable and
labile regions will act in a concerted manner to maintain assembly integrity even while
undergoing reconfiguration. One approach for engineering reconfigurable structures
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which are partially labile is to enforce stability within certain regions of the linker by
using designs that include PNA-DNA duplex structures[55,56] or photo-induced crosslinking[57,58]. However, we shall demonstrate that these techniques are unnecessary,
and that it is possible to design such structures using ordinary synthetic DNA.
Here, we investigate the stability of the core-satellite bond within reconfigurable
core-satellite structures, with the primary goal of establishing whether the integrity of
the bond is maintained during reconfiguration. In an effort to monitor the stability of the
core-satellite bond, we measured the exchange of core-bound satellites from unbound
‘satellites’ in solution. However, exchange cannot be monitored unless replaced satellites
can be distinguished from their non-replaced counterparts. Here, we take an approach
in which assemblies are formed with satellites of one size, and incubated with satellites
of a second size. Thus, exchange can be measured using imaging techniques to
determine the number of satellites of each size within each assembly. Initially,
assemblies were formed in the presence of 5 nm and 13 nm satellites, Figure 29, and the
number of satellites of each size was understood to be a baseline against which exchange
could be measured. Subsequently, satellite exchange was measured in assemblies in the
hairpin and extended states, as well as in assemblies that had been reconfigured, Figure
30. By comparing the number of exchanged satellites in the hairpin and extended state
assemblies to the exchanged satellites in the reconfigured assemblies, we monitor the
relative stability of the core-satellite bond in each state and during reconfiguration. This
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method, however, subjects core-satellite assemblies to variations in satellite size and
satellite concentration. Therefore, prior to studying satellite exchange, we investigate the
effects of these variables upon core-satellite assembly structure.

Figure 29: Schematic of core-satellite assembly in the presence of both 5 nm and 13 nm
satellite particles.
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Figure 30: Schematic of satellite exchange in (2) hairpin and (3) extended state coresatellite assemblies, and exchange in (4) assemblies undergoing reconfiguration.

Previously, we have demonstrated that core-satellite assemblies formed by
combining 50 nm cores and 13 nm satellites in a 450:1 ratio have an average satellite
coverage of approximately 20 satellites per core. While DNA-driven assembly is a
commonly used method for forming nanoparticle networks, the forces that control the
assembly process are not well understood. Monodisperse hard spheres typically
crystallize into closely packed structures, however, DNA-functionalized metal
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nanoparticles exhibit more complex behavior including distance dependent attractive
and repulsive interactions. Assembly size can be limited by a number of factors,
including the binding properties of the individual nanoparticle components[59], or
repulsive forces between assemblies and unbound ‘satellites’ in solution. Colloidal
interactions have been shown to depend upon salt concentration[60], cluster size[60,61],
and the strength of the binding ligand driving the assembly[61]. Here, the forces
between satellites and assemblies may be described by a separation dependent potential
that is initially attractive at short range, but repulsive at longer range, such that there is a
barrier at intermediate range with a height that depends upon the number of satellites
on the core. In such a case, the barrier height in the assembly-satellite potential could
control assembly satellite coverage if high coverage results in a large enough potential to
prevent additional satellite binding. Furthermore, a separation dependent potential
between single-core assemblies could control assembly aggregation. In evaluating the
effect of satellite size and concentration upon assembly composition, we looked for
evidence of structural variations within assemblies formed with a variety of satellite
sizes and concentrations. Upon establishing that there is a range of satellite sizes and
concentrations over which the satellite coverage of assemblies is invariant, we
investigate the exchange of core-bound satellites by unbound ‘satellites’ in solution.
Experiments were performed by forming assemblies with satellites of a single size, and
then incubating assemblies with an equal number of satellites of a second size. Exchange
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was monitored using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and a meaningful
analysis performed by comparing these results with measurements from assemblies
formed in the presence of both satellite sizes.
Subsequently,

we

investigate

the

thermodynamic

properties

of

the

reconfigurable DNA nanostructure as a core-satellite tether and in isolation, Figure 31.
An understanding of the thermodynamic properties of the reconfigurable DNA
nanostructure in its various conformations may provide insight into the relationship
between DNA nanostructure stability and core-satellite binding and exchange. DNAlinked nanoparticle aggregates exhibit melting transitions that are considerably
narrower than those found in identical DNA duplexes in solution. The narrow melting
transitions have been demonstrated to depend upon variables such as nanoparticle size
and DNA loading on the particles[62], and, thus, differ significantly from the properties
of isolated DNA nanostructures. Nevertheless, we will demonstrate that the temperature
and width of both particle-bound and isolated DNA nanostructure melting can provide
insight into the exchange of core-bound satellites from unbound ‘satellites’ in solution.
Additionally, it appears that core-satellite assemblies undergo a ‘ripening’ process with
increasing temperature, lending credence to the hypothesis that assembly aggregation
may be controlled by a separation dependent potential that is a function of assembly size
and solution temperature.
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Figure 31: Illustration of DNA nanostructure melting.

3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 General Methods
50 nm, 20 nm, and 5 nm gold colloid were purchased from Ted Pella. 13 nm gold
colloid was synthesized using the Frens method[29]. The concentrations of colloid
solutions were measured by UV-visible spectroscopy[30]. DNA was purchased from
IDT DNA Technologies. Scattering spectra were collected on a Cary Eclipse fluorescence
spectrometer at zero wavelength offset. Assembly of core-satellite structures was
performed in quartz cuvettes in 0.1 M PBS (0.1 M NaCl, 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH
7).

3.2.2 Preparation of DNA-Functionalized Nanoparticles
Cores and satellites were functionalized with disulfide-terminated DNA strands
b and b*defe*g, respectively, using previously described methods[30].
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3.2.3 Assembly of Core-Satellite Structures while Varying the Satellite
Concentration
Core-satellite assemblies were formed using satellite:core ratios ranging from
112.5:1 to 1800:1 while the concentration of cores remained constant. Cores (50 μL of
0.042 nM solution) were mixed with satellites, buffer, and short-complement strand md*g*, heated to 55 °C, and allowed to cool to room temperature. Linking DNA was scaled
with net satellite surface area, and solutions kept at room temperature for 4 hours prior
to TEM grid preparation. Quantities were as follows: Assemblies with satellite:core ratio
of 112.5:1- satellites (25 μL of 9.6 nM solution), buffer (393.8 μL), m-d*g* (1.25 μL of 63.3
μM solution). Assemblies with satellite:core ratio of 225:1- satellites (50 μL of 9.6 nM
solution), buffer (367.5 μL), m-d*g* (2.5 μL of 63.3 μM solution). Assemblies with
satellite:core ratio of 450:1- satellites (100 μL of 9.6 nM solution), buffer (315 μL), m-d*g*
(5 μL of 63.3 μM solution). Assemblies with satellite:core ratio of 900:1- satellites (200 μL
of 9.6 nM solution), buffer (210 μL), m-d*g* (10 μL of 63.3 μM solution). Assemblies with
satellite:core ratio of 1800:1- satellites (400 μL of 9.6 nM solution), m-d*g* (20 μL of 63.3
μM solution). Final concentrations were as follows: cores-4.6 pM, satellites- 0.55 nM
(112.5:1), 1.1 nM (225:1), 2.2 nM (450:1), 4.4 nM (900:1), 8.8 nM (1800:1), m-d*g*- 0.183 μM
(112.5:1), 0.366 μM (225:1), 0.732 μM (450:1), 1.464 μM (900:1), 2.93 μM (1800:1).

3.2.4 Assembly of Core-satellite Structures while Varying the Satellite
Size
Core-satellite assemblies were formed using 50 nm cores and 5 nm, 13 nm, and
20 nm satellites, while the concentration of linking DNA was scaled with net satellite
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surface area. A 450:1 ratio of satellites:core was used to yield predominantly single-core
assemblies. To form assemblies cores, satellites and buffer were mixed with shortcomplement strand m-d*g*, heated to 55 °C, and allowed to cool to room temperature.
Assemblies were reconfigured by adding m*-dg and d*e*f*eg*. Quantities were as follows:
To form assemblies with 5 nm satellites: Cores (25 μL of 0.04 nM solution), satellites
(3.85 μL of 117 nM solution), buffer (298.4 μL), m-d*g* (1.4 uL of 63.3 μM solution), m*-dg
(1.78 μL of 8.2 μM solution), d*e*f*eg* (1.43 μL of 10.1 μM solution). To form assemblies
with 13 nm satellites: Cores (25 μL of 0.04 nM solution), satellites (46.9 μL of 9.6 nM
solution), buffer (247 μL), m-d*g* (9.6 uL of 63.3 μM solution), m*-dg (1.2 μL of 82 μM
solution), d*e*f*eg* (0.97 μL of 101 μM solution). To form assemblies with 20 nm
satellites: Cores (25 μL of 0.04 nM solution), satellites (281 μL of 1.6 nM solution), m-d*g*
(22.7 uL of 63.3 μM solution), m*-dg (2.83 μL of 82 μM solution), d*e*f*eg* (2.3 μL of 101
μM solution). Final concentrations were as follows: cores- 3.04 pM, satellites (all sizes)1.37 nM, m-d*g*- 1.84 μM (13 nm satellites), 0.27 μM (5 nm satellites), 4.37 μM (20 nm
satellites), m*-dg- 2.09 μM (13 nm satellites), 0.31 μM (5 nm satellites), 4.96 μM (20 nm
satellites), d*e*f*eg*- 2.09 μM (13 nm satellites), 0.31 μM (5 nm satellites), 4.96 μM (20 nm
satellites).

3.2.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy
TEM grids were prepared by pipetting a 10 uL drop of solution onto a grid and
allowing it to sit for 2-4 minutes before wicking away liquid with a kimwipe. TEM
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imaging was performed on a Hitachi HF-2000 microscope at an accelerating voltage of
200 KeV.

3.2.6 Studying Satellite Exchange in Core-Satellite Assemblies
Exchange was measured by incubating pre-formed assemblies with satellites of a
second size, and measuring the relative coverage of each size satellite using TEM
imaging. Core-satellite assemblies were formed forming hairpin and extended states
with 13 nm satellites, and then incubated with 5 nm satellites for 80 minutes to monitor
exchange in assemblies of each linker state. Additionally, hairpin state assemblies were
formed with 13 nm satellites and incubated with 5 nm satellites while undergoing tether
reconfiguration. Measured 5 nm satellite coverage was compared to measurements of
assemblies formed in the presence of both 5 nm and 13 nm satellites, which acted as a
‘baseline’ comparison.
To form assemblies with 5 nm and 13 nm satellites: Cores (25 μL of 0.12 nM
solution), 13 nm satellites (58.75 μL of 23 nM solution), 5 nm satellites (9 μL of 148 nM
solution) and buffer (75 μL) were mixed with short complement strand m-d*g* (3.9 μL of
63.3 μM solution), heated to 55 °C and allowed to cool to room temperature.
To study exchange in the hairpin state: Cores (25 μL of 0.12 nM solution), 13 nm
satellites (58.75 μL of 23 nM solution), and buffer (75 μL) were mixed with short
complement strand m-d*g* (3.4 μL of 63.3 μM solution), heated to 55 °C and allowed to
cool to room temperature. 5 nm satellites (9 μL of 148 nM solution) that had been
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incubated with m-d*g* (0.5 μL of 63.3 μM solution) were added to the solution and
allowed to interact for 80 minutes prior to TEM grid preparation.
To study exchange in the extended state: Cores (25 μL of 0.12 nM solution), 13
nm satellites (58.75 μL of 23 nM solution), and buffer (75 μL) were mixed with short
complement strand m-d*g* (3.4 μL of 63.3 μM solution), heated to 55 °C and allowed to
cool to room temperature. Assemblies were reconfigured by adding m*-dg (4.6 μL of 90
μM solution) and d*e*f*eg* (4.6 μL of 90 μM solution). After 80 minutes, 5 nm satellites (9
μL of 148 nM solution) that had been incubated with d*e*f*eg* (0.7 μL of 90 μM solution)
were added to the solution and allowed to interact for 80 minutes prior to TEM grid
preparation.
To study exchange during reconfiguration: Cores (25 μL of 0.12 nM solution), 13
nm satellites (58.75 μL of 23 nM solution), and buffer (75 μL) were mixed with short
complement strand m-d*g* (3.4 μL of 63.3 μM solution), heated to 55 °C and allowed to
cool to room temperature. 5 nm satellites (9 μL of 148 nM solution) that had been
incubated with m-d*g* (0.5 μL of 63.3 μM solution) and m*-dg (5.3 μL of 90 μM solution)
and d*e*f*eg* (5.3 μL of 90 μM solution) were added to the solution and TEM grids were
prepared after allowing 80 minutes for tether reconfiguration and satellite exchange to
occur.
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3.2.7 Thermal Dissociation Measurements
Melting measurements of duplex DNA structures were carried out using a Cary
100 Bio UV-visible spectrometer equipped with a Peltier temperature controller. Melting
was monitored by measuring the change in extinction at a wavelength of 260 nm. All
melts were performed in a 0.1 M NaCl, 10 mM PBS buffered solution. In the hairpin and
extended state DNA structures, the final concentration of each individual strand was
1.33 μM. For the m-d*g*/m*-dg DNA structure the final concentration of each strand was
2.7 μM.
Melting measurements of DNA-linked nanoparticle assemblies were carried out
on a Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrometer equipped with an identical Peltier
temperature controller. Melting was monitored by measuring the change in scattering
intensity at 580 nm using synchronized excitation and emission wavelengths.
Assemblies were formed as previously described using a 450:1 satellite:core ratio. Final
concentrations were as follows: cores- 7.3 pM, satellites-3.2 nM, m-d*g* 4.4 µM, m*-dg- 5
µM, de*f*eg- 5 µM. Measurements of duplex DNA melting were collected as the solution
temperature was increased from 20 to 90 °C, while measurements of nanoparticle
assembly melting were collected from 20 to 72 °C.

3.2.8 Thermal Dissociation Analysis
Analysis of thermal dissociation data was performed using the van’t Hoff
equation as a basis for the melting model. This approach assumes that the melting
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‘aggregate’ is either in its native or denatured state, and does not account for
intermediate states that may occur during the melting of duplex DNA structures.
Although a two-state assumption may be an oversimplification, we will demonstrate
that this analysis can still be useful. Melting in the reconfigurable DNA nanostructures
can be described by the van’t Hoff equation, where Keq is the equilibrium constant, T is
the temperature in Kelvin, ∆G is the Gibb’s free energy, ∆S is the entropy in the system,
∆H is the enthalpy, and R is the universal gas constant, 0.00199 kCal mol-1 K-1.
Equation 1

 ∂ ln K eq
∆H vho = RT 2 
 ∂T





This equation can be fit to a melting curve to determine the van’t Hoff enthalpy. This
requires defining Keq in terms of the reaction parameters. Here, the case for a
monomolecular process (e.g. a single strand containing a hairpin) will be considered
since several of the system strands are self-complimentary. For this model, the system is
reversible and the reactant is defined as a single strand [Ass] and the product as a duplex
strand [Ads].
Equation 2

[Ass ] ↔ [Ads ]
This fit is derived from the van’t Hoff formula for the equilibrium constant,
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Equation 3

lnK eq

- ∆G 0
=
RT

Using these equations and a measure of the progress of melting, f, defined as the fraction
of total “aggregate” that is in state [Ass], the equilibrium constant can be described by,
Equation 4

K eq =

[ Ads ]
f
=
[ Ass ] 1 − f

Substituting Equation 4 into the van’t Hoff equation, Equation 1
Equation 5

∆H vHo = RT 2

∂
∂T

  f
ln
 1− f





Equation 6

 2
∆H vHo = RT 2 
1− f

 ∂f

 ∂T

The conditions at the melting temperature, Tm, are f=1/2, [Ass]=[Ads], K=1 and

ΔG0 = ΔH0

- TΔS0 = 0. Using these equations, the slope of the melting curve at Tm, can be fit to
determine the van’t Hoff enthalpy.
Equation 7

 ∂f 
∆H vHo = 4 RTm2  
 ∂T  T =Tm
This equation can be used to determine the enthalpy and melting temperature from a
plot of f vs. T. Results from this analysis were compared to results using a method[63] in
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which the differential melting curve is fit to three parameters- an amplitude, and the
physical constants of melting temperature and van’t Hoff enthalpy. This method is
insensitive to pre- and post-transition baselines, and yielded similar results.

3.3 Satellite Exchange in Reconfigurable Core-Satellite
Assemblies
Unlike structures that use highly stable DNA linkers to assemble components in
engineered geometries, reconfigurable structures must have regions of high stability to
control component assembly, as well as labile regions that are capable of responding to a
molecular stimulus. Typically, DNA-linked nanoparticle assemblies have been studied
in bulk and, to the best of our knowledge, little data is available regarding the stability
of the DNA-nanoparticle tethers. While we have previously demonstrated that coresatellite assemblies linked by reconfigurable DNA tethers can transduce a molecular
stimulus into an optical signal, it is unknown whether core-bound satellites are strongly
tethered or whether they undergo exchange from the unbound ‘satellites’ in solution. In
order to study satellite exchange, it is necessary to develop a means to distinguish the
initial core-bound satellites from satellites that have undergone exchange. Here, we use
an approach in which pre-formed assemblies are incubated with satellites of a second
size. Satellite exchange is monitored by using TEM imaging to measure the number of
satellites of each size within each assembly. However, prior to studying exchange, we
must first verify that variations in satellite size and concentration do not affect coresatellite assembly structure.
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3.3.1 Effect of Satellite Concentration
Sequence-specific DNA hybridization is a commonly used method for
controlling the assembly of DNA-nanoparticle conjugates. While it has been
demonstrated that using an excess of a single component in a two component system
can terminate assembly in small clusters[25], the sensitivity of assembly structure to
component concentration is not well understood. Core-satellite assembly structure may
be sensitive to satellite concentration if core-satellite binding is controlled by
concentration dependent phenomena. For instance, at low satellite concentrations,
assembly size may be limited at by concentration dependent core-satellite binding.
Therefore, prior to performing studies of satellite exchange in which assemblies are
exposed to variations in satellite concentration, it is necessary to determine the effect of
concentration upon assembly structure.
To determine the effect of satellite concentration upon core-satellite assembly
structure, satellite coverage (number of satellites per core particle) and yield (number of
assemblies composed of satellites and a single core) were measured for assemblies
formed with varying satellite concentrations. Functionalized cores and satellites were
assembled by combining 13 nm satellites and 50 nm cores in ratios of 112.5, 225, 450, 900,
and 1800:1 (DNA linker concentration was scaled with net satellite surface area), and
cores and satellites were incubated for four hours prior to sample preparation. Satellite
coverage and yield were measured by imaging dried assemblies using TEM. While
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interparticle separation in desiccated DNA-linked nanoparticle assemblies is not
representative of interparticle separation in hydrated samples[28], TEM imaging
provides a direct measure of assembly coverage. We have previously demonstrated that
core-satellite assembly yield and satellite coverage are identical in the hairpin and
extended states, and data was collected from 100 assemblies formed at each satellite
concentration in the hairpin state only, Figure 32 and Figure 33. Association of satellites
with cores was also determined for particles in the absence of linking DNA, and satellite
coverages were found to be less than 2 satellites per core.

Figure 32: Average satellite coverage of core-satellite assemblies formed with varying
satellite concentrations. Coverage measurements were based upon a sample size of 100
assemblies for each satellite concentration. Controls prepared in the absence of linking DNA
displayed satellite coverages of less than 2 satellites per core.

Measurements show that the average satellite coverage increased from 8 to 19
satellites per core as the satellite:core ratio was increased from 112.5:1 to 450:1. This
relationship between coverage and concentration could be explained by an on-rate that
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is dependent on satellite concentration, and an off-rate controlled by other factors.
Interestingly, increasing the satellite:core ratio above 450:1 had little effect on assembly
satellite coverage. This upper limit of ~20 satellites per core, even at satellite:core ratios
of 1800:1, suggests that satellite coverage is ultimately limited by factors that are not
dependent on satellite concentration. Satellite coverage could be limited by the lack of
additional binding sites on the core, or by electrostatic repulsion between unbound
‘satellites’ and assemblies. For example, the repulsive forces between an assembly and
unbound ‘satellites’ may increase in magnitude with increasing assembly size, and
become large enough to inhibit additional binding when the assembly reaches a size
corresponding to a single core and 20 satellites.
A second effect of increasing satellite concentration is an increase in assembly
yield, Figure 33. This result is unsurprising, as the likelihood of a single satellite being
‘shared’ by multiple cores decreases as the number of unbound satellites increases. Yield
varies from 71% to 94% as the satellite concentration is increased by a factor of 16. If
aggregation is time-dependent, then the measured yields are upper bounds. However,
in the past, assemblies formed with a 450:1 satellite:core ratio exhibited little variation in
coverage and yield when left for an order of magnitude more time, suggesting that yield
is invariant over the experimental timeframes in this work. It appears that yield can be
controlled through judicious choice of satellite assembly concentration. These data
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clearly show that satellite concentration plays an important role in controlling coresatellite assembly satellite coverage and yield.

Figure 33: Yield of core-satellite assemblies formed from solutions of varying satellite
concentration. Measurements are based upon a sample size of 100 assemblies for each satellite
concentration.

3.3.2 Effect of Satellite Size
To examine the effect of satellite size on core-satellite assembly structural
properties, satellite coverage and yield were measured for assemblies formed with 5 nm,
13 nm, and 20 nm satellites. Functionalized core and satellite particles were assembled
by combining satellites and cores in a 450:1 ratio (linking DNA concentration was scaled
with net satellite surface area). Desiccated assemblies formed with 5 nm, 13 nm, and 20
nm satellites were imaged using TEM, Figure 34, to determine the average satellite
coverage. If satellite coverage is limited by a repulsive force between assemblies and
unbound ‘satellites’ that increases in magnitude with increasing assembly size, we might
expect an inverse correlation between satellite size and assembly satellite coverage.
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However, measurements show that core-satellite assemblies with 5 nm and 13 nm
satellites had identical coverages of approximately 18 satellites per core, while
assemblies with 20 nm satellites displayed decreased satellite coverage, Figure 35.
Association of satellites with cores was also determined for particles in the absence of
linking DNA, and satellite coverages were found be to fewer than 2 satellites per core.

Figure 34: Representative TEM images of assemblies formed with (a) 5nm satellites, (b)
13 nm satellites, and (c) 20 nm satellites. The scale bar is 20 nm.

Figure 35: Satellite coverage of core-satellite assemblies in the hairpin (red) and extended
(blue) states formed with 5 nm, 13 nm, or 20 nm satellites. Measurements are based upon a
sample size of 100 assemblies in each state.
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To aid in analyzing the size-dependent satellite coverage measurements,
calculations were performed to determine the fraction of available binding area
occupied by satellites. Calculations were based on assumptions of a 50 nm core, 9 nm
hairpin or 15 nm extended state DNA linker, and 5 nm, 13 nm, or 20 nm satellites.
Bound area was calculated using the measured satellite coverage, and the ratio of bound
and total area was taken to be the bound area fraction, Figure 36. Results are reported in
Table 4. Alternatively, analogous calculations were performed using a ‘dressed’ satellite
size intended to account for the DNA bound to the particle surface. These calculations
were based upon dynamic light scattering data in which the hydrodynamic diameter of
functionalized 13 nm satellites was found to be 20 nm. Therefore, the ‘dressed’ satellite
size was taken to be the nominal satellite diameter plus 7 nm. Results are reported in
Table 5. Assemblies with both 5 nm and 13 nm satellites had measured coverages of
approximately 20 satellite per core. A coverage of 20 13 nm satellites corresponds to a
bound area fraction of approximately 12% (25% ‘dressed’). To obtain an identical
binding fraction using 5 nm satellites would require 110 satellites (46 ‘dressed’
satellites), a coverage far higher than the observed 18 satellites per core. Structures
assembled with 5 nm satellites using an 1800:1 satellite:core ratio exhibited identical
satellite coverage, suggesting that coverage is not limited by concentration dependent
phenomena.
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Figure 36: Illustration of 2-D analog of binding area fraction calculation. Red line
represents total area, black line represents unbound area.
Table 4: Calculated binding area fractions for assemblies with 5, 13, or 20 nm satellites
composed of a 50 nm core and core-satellite separations of 9 nm (hairpin state) and 15 nm
(extended state).
Satellite Size
(nm)
5
13
20

Binding Area FractionHairpin State (%)
2.2
12.2
12.9

Binding Area FractionExtended State (%)
1.6
9.3
10

Table 5: Calculated binding area fractions for assemblies with 5, 13, or 20 nm satellites
using a 'dressed' satellite size equal to the satellite diameter size plus 7 nm.
Satellite Size
(nm)

Binding Area FractionHairpin State (%)

Binding Area FractionExtended State (%)

5

11.3

8.5

13

25.8

20

20

20.2

15.9

Structures assembled with 20 nm satellites were found to have an average
coverage of approximately 10 satellites per core, corresponding to a bound area fraction
of approximately 12% (20% dressed), similar to the fractions calculated for assemblies
formed with 13 nm satellites. The reduced coverage seen in assemblies with larger
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satellites may be due to increased satellite-assembly repulsion, or the formation of
multiple tethers between a core and a single satellite. The reduced curvature of larger
satellites may increase the likelihood of the formation of multiple tethers between the
core and satellite, which could decrease satellite coverage by limiting the available
hybridization sites on the core.
Additional calculations were performed to estimate the separation of nearest
neighbor satellites. These calculations were based upon nominal satellite size and
measured satellite coverage, and, additionally, assumed that satellites were evenly
spaced about the core. Results are reported in

Table 6. Calculations were also performed using a ‘dressed’ satellite size, with 7
nm added to the satellite diameter in order to account for the DNA bound to the particle
surface, Table 7. For calculations using both ‘dressed’ and undressed satellite sizes, the
nearest neighbor separation was on the order of a particle diameter, suggesting that
satellite coverage is unlikely to be limited by repulsive forces between neighboring
satellites. Furthermore, the large calculated nearest-neighbor separation for evenly
distributed 20 nm satellites suggests that binding limitations may be due to multiple
linkages between a core and satellite rather than electrostatic repulsion.
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Table 6: Calculated satellite-satellite nearest neighbor separations based upon satellite
size, linker state, and satellite coverage. Core-satellite separations are assumed to be 9 nm
(hairpin state) and 15 nm (extended state).
Satellite Size (nm)

Satellite Coverage

5
13
20

20
20
10

Nearest Neighbor Satellite Separation (nm)
Hairpin State Extended State
21.04
25.32
15.9
20.2
42.7
51.3

Table 7: Calculated satellite-satellite nearest neighbor separations based upon a ‘dressed’
satellite size equal to satellite diameter plus 7 nm, linker state, and satellite coverage. Coresatellite separations are assumed to be 9 nm (hairpin state) and 15 nm (extended state).

Satellite Size (nm)

Satellite Coverage

5
13
20

20
20
10

Nearest Neighbor Satellite
Separation (nm)
Hairpin State Extended State
14.04
18.32
8.9
13.2
35.7
44.3

These data show that satellite size can play an important role in controlling coresatellite assembly structure. Similar satellite coverages of assemblies formed with 5 nm
and 13 nm satellites suggests that coverage may not limited by distant dependent
repulsive forces between assemblies and unbound ‘satellites’, as the magnitude of these
repulsive forces would likely depend upon satellite size. If satellite coverage is limited
by neither assembly-satellite repulsion nor concentration dependent effects, it appears
likely that the limitation is a result of the number of available hybridization sites on the
core. However, from the reduced coverage of assemblies with 20 nm satellites, it appears
that the formation of multiple core-satellite linkages can also limit satellite coverage in
assemblies formed with larger satellites.
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3.3.3 Satellite Exchange
Having established that core-satellite assembly structure can be influenced by
both satellite size and concentration, we sought to perform satellite exchange
experiments using satellite sizes and concentrations that would minimize structural
variations. We have demonstrated that assemblies formed from 5 nm and 13 nm
satellites at ratios ranging from 450 to 1800 satellites per core have indistinguishable
satellite coverages. Therefore, we used 5 nm and 13 nm satellites, and satellite:core ratios
of 450:1 and 900:1 for the satellite exchange experiments. Core-satellite assemblies were
initially formed in the presence of both 5 nm and 13 nm satellites (Figure 29, Table 8, 1)
in order to establish a ‘baseline’ against which satellite exchange measurements could be
compared. Core-satellite assemblies with 13 nm satellites were prepared in the hairpin
and extended states, after which 5 nm satellites and additional linking DNA were added
so the assemblies were presented with an equal number of 5 nm and 13 nm particles
(Figure 30, Table 8, 2 and 3, respectively). Additionally, assemblies were prepared in the
hairpin state with 13 nm satellites and reconfigured in the presence of 5nm and 13 nm
satellites (Figure 30, Table 8, 4). All assemblies were incubated with 5 nm satellites for 80
minutes, at which point the assemblies were desiccated and 150 assemblies in each
sample imaged to determine overall satellite coverage, and the relative coverage of 5 nm
and 13 nm satellites. Results are reported in Table 8 and Figure 37.
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Table 8: Measured replacement of 13 nm satellites by 5 nm satellites in various linker
states.
Replacement State
Hairpin state Assembly (1)
Hairpin State (2)
Extended State (3)
Hairpin to Extended Reconfiguration (4)

Total Satellite Coverage
18.2 ± 3.5
17.4 ± 2.6
17.3 ± 3.0
18.5 ± 2.8

5 nm Satellite Coverage
3.8 ± 2.0
0.74 ± 1.4
0.17 ± 0.3
0.82 ± 1.2

Figure 37: Satellite replacement as measured for 150 assemblies in each state. The satellite
replacement baseline is taken to be the average number of 5 nm satellites in assemblies formed in
the presence of both 5 nm and 13 nm satellites.

Prior to analyzing the measured satellite exchange data, we find it useful to
explain the relative number of 5 nm and 13 nm satellites measured in assemblies formed
in the presence of both satellite sizes (1). A prior study of DNA-nanoparticle
functionalization and binding[59] has shown that DNA functionalized particles have a
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hybridization site surface coverage between 1.3 pmol cm-2 and 6.6 pmol cm-2,
corresponding to 3-15 available hybridization sites for a 13 nm satellite, and 0.5-2.4
available hybridization sites for a 5 nm satellite. If these ranges are correct, and DNAdriven nanoparticle assembly is a reaction-limited process as suggested by others[64],
then the relative coverage of 5 nm and 13 nm satellites may depend upon the number of
hybridization sites available on satellites of each size. In this case, structures with an
overall coverage of 18 satellites formed in the presence of 5 nm and 13 nm satellites
would be expected to have approximately fifteen 13 nm satellites and three 5 nm
satellites. Binding limitations are thought to be caused by steric hindrance due to high
DNA loading[59]. Due to their increased curvature, smaller particles have been found to
have decreased DNA loading and increased hybridization efficiencies relative to larger
particles. This may account for the small discrepancy between predicted 5 nm satellite
coverage (three satellites per core) and the observed coverage (four satellites per core). A
coverage of 18 satellites per core, consisting of fourteen 13 nm satellites and four 5 nm
satellites will be taken as a baseline, against which satellite exchange in other states can
be measured.
The measured satellite exchange in extended state assemblies (3) was lower than
in hairpin state assemblies (2). Reduced satellite exchange in the extended state
assemblies suggests that the core-satellite bond is more stable when the DNA tether is in
the extended state. This may be a result of the stability of the DNA tether itself, which
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we will demonstrate is slightly destabilized in the hairpin state by the presence of the
toehold. The similar number of exchanged satellites measured in hairpin state (2) and
reconfigured assemblies (4) suggests that reconfiguration does not destabilize the coresatellite bond. Interestingly, ensemble scattering spectra (Figure 38) and TEM imaging
demonstrate that assemblies do not form in the absence of the m-d*g* or d*e*f*eg* linking
strands. For a core and satellite to bind, the driving force of DNA hybridization must be
large enough to overcome repulsive forces between the unbound particles. It appears
that the hybridization of the 12 bp b/b* complex is not enough to drive core-satellite
assembly. The similar satellite exchange measured in hairpin state and reconfigured
assemblies strongly suggests that the integrity of the core-satellite bond is maintained
during reconfiguration. It is possible that once the DNA duplex is formed, the repulsive
forces between a core and satellite are not large enough to break the b/b* duplex.
Alternatively, the reconfiguration process may be concerted, and the core-satellite bond
may be partially stabilized by the m-d*g* or d*e*f*eg* strands at all times. These results
are promising, suggesting that while some instability in the core-satellite linkage may
occur, the reconfiguration process does not destabilize the core-satellite bond.
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Figure 38: Ensemble scattering spectra of cores and satellites in the absence of linking
DNA pre- (black) and post-annealing (red).

3.4 Thermodynamic Properties of Reconfigurable Core-Satellite
Assemblies
To clarify the relationship between satellite exchange and tether stability, we
investigate the melting of core-satellite assemblies formed with 13 nm satellites. Rather
than track the spectral signature of duplex DNA denaturation, we monitored
nanoparticle assembly scattering- DNA linker denaturation was observed as a decrease
in scattering intensity at 580 nm. The melting properties of DNA-linked metal
nanoparticle aggregates have been demonstrated to be dependent on a number of
factors,

including

DNA

surface

density,

nanoparticle

size,

and interparticle

separation[62,65]. These multi-component aggregates have sharper melting transitions
than DNA only structures[62,65] due to increased cooperativity resulting from the high
local concentration of DNA near the particle surface.
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Prior to melting, hairpin and extended state assemblies form extended networks,
as evidenced by the increase in scattering intensity with increasing temperature, Figure
39, and confirmed by TEM imaging. While the similar satellite coverages of assemblies
formed with 5 nm and 13 nm satellites demonstrated that assembly-satellite binding is
unlikely to be limited by electrostatic forces that depend upon assembly size, the
temperature dependent ‘ripening’ process exhibited by assemblies suggests that
assembly-assembly aggregation may be limited by a separation dependent potential that
is overcome at higher solution temperatures.
Analysis of the melting data shows that both hairpin and extended state
assemblies have sharp melting transitions, Table 9, a result of the cooperative melting of
the DNA linkers within the nanoparticle system. Extended state assemblies exhibited a
higher melting temperature, and an enthalpy twice that of hairpin state assemblies. The
small difference (3°) in melting temperatures implies that extended state assemblies are
slightly more stable than hairpin state assemblies, while the large difference in
enthalpies highlights the increased cooperativity of the extended state assemblies
relative to those in the hairpin state. The data suggest that core-satellite binding in the
extended state is more cooperative and stable than binding in the hairpin state. This may
explain the reduced satellite exchange measured in extended state assemblies relative to
hairpin state assemblies. Furthermore, it is possible that this stability differential aids in
the hairpin to extended state DNA reconfiguration. Alternatively, differences in melting
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temperature and enthalpy may be the result of variations in the structure of aggregates
with hairpin and extended state tethers that form during the ‘ripening’ process.

Figure 39: Melting of nanoparticle assemblies in the hairpin (x, red) and extended (+,
blue) state as monitored by scattering at 580 nm.
Table 9: Measured melting temperatures and enthalpies for nanoparticle assemblies
linked by hairpin and extended state DNA nanostructure tethers.
Assembly State
Hairpin
Extended

Tm (K)
338
341

∆HvH (kcal mol-1)
119.4
241.7

3.5 Thermodynamic Properties of the Reconfigurable DNA
Nanostructures in the Absence of Nanoparticles
From investigating the melting of core-satellite assemblies it appeared that the
DNA nanostructure linkage was more stable in its extended state. Because the spectral
signal of the nanoparticles presents a barrier to the examination of the DNA melting, we
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sought to investigate the melting of the reconfigurable DNA nanostructure in the
absence of nanoparticles. An understanding of the transition temperatures and widths of
the DNA structure in its various conformations may help provide insight into the
relationship between DNA tether thermodynamic properties and core-satellite binding
and exchange.
Self-complementary DNA sequences that form hairpin/loop structures are found
in nature[66,67], and have been engineered for use in a number of applications including
as moieties for detection of specific DNA sequences[68]. The thermodynamics of
monomolecular (e.g. hairpins and other secondary structures) and bimolecular (e.g.
duplex structures) oligonucleotides have been studied by monitoring the optical
properties of oligonucleotide solutions as a function of temperature. When a solution of
duplex DNA is heated above its melting temperature, the duplex DNA helix unwinds
and the two complementary strands separate, resulting in an increase in the solution
extinction at 260 nm. Here, we investigate the thermodynamic properties of the hairpin
and extended state assemblies in the absence of particles by monitoring the increase of
extinction due to increasing temperature. Thermal melting data was analyzed by fitting
the experimental melting curves to a model derived from the van’t Hoff equation.
The melting temperature and enthalpy of DNA strands have been demonstrated
to be sequence dependent for both simple duplex structures[69] and for more complex
secondary structures including hairpins and loops[70]. It has been demonstrated that
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duplex DNA enthalpies can be predicted based upon nearest-neighbor interactions[69],
which are believed to be salt independent[71,72] (melting temperature and entropy,
however, are a function of salt concentration). These calculations have been shown to
predict enthalpies to within 10% for duplex structures of 6-16 base pairs in length[69]. To
test the suitability of these calculations for slightly larger structures, melting of the md*g*/m*-dg duplex was studied. Lacking any stable secondary structures, these strands
are expected to take the conformation of 26 base pairs (bp) of duplex DNA, and thus, act
as a control structure for the comparison of measured and predicted enthalpies. Analysis
of this melting curve shows one transition, displaying a predicted enthalpy of 189 kcal
mol-1 and a measured enthalpy of 165 kcal mol-1, an error of less than 15%. This
agreement confirms that, in the absence of destabilizing influences, duplex DNA
enthalpies can be described by the sum of nearest-neighbor interactions.

3.5.1 Thermodynamics of the Hairpin State DNA Tether
The melting of the hairpin state DNA structure displays three transitions- b/b*, md*g*/dg, and e/e* (Figure 40), that melt at sufficiently different temperatures so as to be
seen as offset transitions in the melting curve and derivative, Figure 41 (black curves).
The enthalpies of these transitions are compared to the calculated enthalpies based on
predicted nearest-neighbor interactions, Table 10. While the predicted enthalpies are
within 25% of the experimental results for the melting of the b/b* and e/e* transitions, the
dg/d*g* transition enthalpy is approximately 50% lower than predicted. Predicted
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enthalpies based upon nearest neighbor interactions fail to account for destabilizing
stresses that may be caused by toehold or hairpin/loop structures. Although it has been
demonstrated that the T4 loop and AG/CT adjoining base pairs that are used in the
b*defe*g strand result in the highest possible stability for a hairpin/loop structure[70], it
appears that the hairpin state structure is destabilized by the hairpin/loop or the toehold.

Figure 40: Hairpin state DNA nanostructure with labeled strands. Note that, while data
was collected on the DNA nanostructure in the absence of nanoparticles, the core and satellite are
illustrated for clarification.
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Figure 41: Melting of hairpin state DNA structure with (black curve) and without (blue
curve) a toehold, and corresponding derivatives (dashed, multiplied by 5 so as to be visible)
display three transitions. Transitions are assigned to the structures displayed in inset.

To investigate the destabilization due to the hairpin/loop formation, melting data
was collected on a structure in which the m-d*g* strand had been replaced with an
analogous strand with no toehold, d*g*, Figure 41 (blue curves). The b/b* and dg/d*g*
transitions display higher enthalpies and melting temperatures than the corresponding
transitions in the structure with a toehold, Table 11. These data strongly suggest that the
b/b* and dg/d*g* duplexes are destabilized by the 8 base toehold (m). It appears that the
hairpin/loop structure is relatively stable, but the presence of the 8 base toehold appears
to inhibit the base stacking of the b* and d*g* strands, destabilizing the hairpin state
DNA structure. In turn, this destabilizing effect may increase the exchange of core104

bound satellites from unbound ‘satellites’ in solution by increasing the off-rate of hairpin
tethered satellites.
Table 10: Measured and predicted enthalpies for DNA melting transitions.

Linker State
Hairpin

Control
Extended

Strand
b/b*
dg/d*g*
e/e*
md*g*/m*dg
b/b*
defe*g/d*e*f*eg

Analysis Tm (K)
311.5
318.1
340.6
345
324.5
346.2

Analysis ∆HvH
(kcal mol-1)
73
88
70
165
76
150

Predicted ∆HvH
(kcal mol-1)
90.9
128.2
72.3
189
90.9
331.2

Table 11: Measured enthalpies and melting temperatures for hairpin state structure with
and without an 8 base toehold.

Transition
b/b*
dg/d*g*
e/e*

Tm (K) w/
toehold
311.5
318.1
340.6

Tm (K) w/o
toehold
313.5
318.5
340.7

∆Tm (K)
2
0.4
0.1

∆H w/
toehold
(kcal mol-1)
73
88
70

∆H w/o
toehold
(kcal mol-1)
112
91.7
94.2

∆∆H (kcal
mol-1)
39
3.7
24.2

Additionally, the melting of a b/b*defe*g complex was studied in the absence of
the d*g* linking strand. While scattering spectra and TEM imaging demonstrate that
cores and satellites do not bind in the absence of the linking strand, melting data of the
isolated DNA structure, Figure 42, displays two transitions, corresponding to the
melting of b/b* and e/e*, respectively. However, we have shown that hybridization of the
b/b* sequences does not induce core-satellite assembly. Therefore, the binding of b/b* in
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the absence of particles suggests that repulsive forces between particles may inhibit
hybridization when these strands are bound to a particle surface. For a core-satellite
bond to be formed, the driving force of DNA hybridization must overcome repulsive
forces between particles. It appears that the formation of 12 bp of duplex DNA is not
enough to induce core-satellite binding, and, therefore, the bridging complement is
necessary to initiate assembly.

Figure 42: Melting of hairpin state DNA structure without m-d*g* linking strand (black)
and derivative (red, dashed).

3.5.2 Thermodynamics of the Extended State DNA Tether
The melting of the extended state DNA structure displays two transitions- b/b*,
and defe*g/d*e*f*eg*, Figure 43, that melt at sufficiently different temperature so as to
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appear as offset transitions in the melting cure and derivative, Figure 44. The enthalpies
of these transitions are compared to calculated enthalpies based upon nearest neighbor
interactions, Table 10. While the measured enthalpy of the b/b* transition is within 25%
of the predicted value, there is a 120% difference between the measured and predicted
defe*g/d*e*f*eg* transition enthalpies. Using MFOLD[31,33] (a program designed to
determine the optimal folding of DNA molecules) to predict the possible structures of
this duplex sequence, it appears that four thermodynamically favorable structures exist
with predicted melting temperatures within a 3.5 degree range. Thus, it appears that the
presence of DNA structures in multiple conformations causes heterogeneous
broadening of the transition, resulting in an artificially low measured enthalpy.
A potentially meaningful comparison is the melting of the b/b* transition in
hairpin and extended state structures, as it corresponds to the core-satellite bond within
assemblies. The large difference in melting temperature (~10°) demonstrates that the b/b*
duplex is significantly more stable in the extended state, suggesting that the reduced
satellite exchange in extended state assemblies may be a result of the stability of the
DNA nanostructure that forms the core-satellite tether.
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Figure 43: Extended state DNA nanostructure with labeled strands. Note that, while data
was collected on the DNA nanostructure in the absence of nanoparticles, the core and satellite are
illustrated for clarification.

Figure 44: Melting of extended state DNA structure (black curve) derivative (red,
dashed) display two transitions. Transitions 1 and 2 are assigned to specific structures displayed
in inset. Transition 2 is heterogeneously broadened due to the existence of multiple
thermodynamically favorable conformations with slightly offset melting temperatures.
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3.6 Conclusions
This work provides a number observations and conclusions important to the
study of reconfigurable DNA-linked core-satellite assemblies composed of metal
nanoparticles. Initially we studied the effect of satellite size and concentration upon
core-satellite assembly structure. Upon demonstrating that there is a range of satellite
sizes and concentrations over which assembly satellite coverage is invariant, We have
studied the exchange of core-bound satellites by unbound ‘satellites’ of a different size.
The absence of increased satellite exchange in reconfigured assemblies strongly suggests
that the integrity of the core-satellite bond is maintained during reconfiguration of the
core-satellite tether.
Additionally, the thermodynamic properties of the reconfigurable DNA
nanostructure in the hairpin and extended state were studied. While both hairpin and
extended structures are stable, it seems that the hairpin state structure is partially
destabilized by the 8 base toehold, and that the magnitude of satellite exchange is
dependent upon the stability of the DNA nanostructure tether. Reconfigurable
nanoparticle tethers must be have regions of high stability to control component
assembly, and labile regions capable of interacting with molecules in order to transduce
a molecular stimulus into an observable plasmonic signal. It appears that engineering a
reconfigurable DNA structure for use in nanoparticle assemblies requires a balancing
act- the initial state must be stable in order to act as a nanoparticle tether, however not so
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stable so as to prevent reconfiguration. While the reconfigurable nanostructure used as a
core-satellite tether appears stable, any limitations in binding stability may be overcome
in the future by using a PNA/DNA hybrid linker or through various cross-linking
techniques that would allow the core and satellite DNA to be covalently bound.
Reconfigurable size-controlled assemblies show great promise in biosensing systems in
which molecularly-driven reconfiguration of nanoparticle assemblies results in a farfield optical response.
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4. DNA-Linked Core-Satellite Assemblies Composed of
Gold and Silver Particles
4.1 Introduction
Reproduced with permission from Applied Physics B, submitted for publication.
Unpublished work copyright 2008 Applied Physics B. Metal nanoparticles support
localized surface plasmon resonances that are sensitive to particle size, shape,
composition[3-5], and proximity to other resonant particles[7,8] and materials[9,10]. The
modulation of localized surface plasmon resonance that occurs when plasmons are
delocalized over multiple particles has motivated the development of a variety of
sensing systems that exploit the strong distance dependence of interparticle plasmon
coupling. Example systems have taken advantage of a variety of assembly techniques,
including the use of biomolecular linkers such as oligonucleotides[6,7,16,17] and
proteins[12,73,74], and have ranged in size from extended metal nanoparticle aggregates
of thousands of particles[6,7] down to two particle assemblies[12,15,75].
Many of the reported biomolecule-linked metal nanoparticle structures have
been composed of particles of like composition, and, in particular, gold particles.
Assemblies composed of gold particles support a plasmon resonance that is red-shifted
and broadened relative to the localized surface plasmon resonance of unlinked
components[76]. However, nanoparticles composed of other metals such as silver,
copper, and platinum also support localized plasmon resonances[5,19,77]. Silver
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particles are of particular interest[6,78] because of the metal’s low intrinsic loss, the
property responsible for its high conductivity.
Reliable methods of forming stable DNA-functionalized silver nanoparticles
have, until recently, proven to be elusive. Surface adsorption of thiolated
oligonucleotides, a process used routinely to form gold particle conjugates[30], results in
degradation of the silver surface[79] and produces conjugates of limited stability[6].
Recently, silver particle stabilization has been demonstrated using multi-dentate ligands
synthesized

by

coupling

oligonucleotides

to

multiple

disulfide-containing

phosphoramidite units[80]. Stable DNA-silver nanoparticle conjugates have been used
for ultra sensitive DNA detection[81], and may be useful in a variety of other
applications where their strong plasmon signal is desirable.
Another challenge to exploiting the distance-dependent properties of plasmon
coupling within nanoparticle assemblies derives from the multiplicity of phenomena
that lead to shifting of a plasmon resonance. In aggregates of like particles, band
position is highly sensitive, not only to interparticle separation, but also to coordination
number and aggregate size[27]. In samples with diverse components, particle
aggregation may occur in response to many stimuli and result in aggregates of variable
size supporting plasmons with a broad range of frequencies. A strategy that may
facilitate detection of specifically driven response is to use pre-assembled structures
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composed of a fixed number of particles that reproducibly support resonances within a
narrow band of wavelengths.
Recently we have reported molecularly driven plasmon modulation in
preformed, few particle assemblies linked by reconfigurable DNA nanostructures[46].
That investigation was motivated by the potential of reconfigurable nanoparticle
assemblies to provide control of plasmon coupling in a format that displays large optical
signals in response to molecular assembly but avoids interpretive difficulties associated
with uncontrolled aggregation. In the reported assemblies, multiple gold ‘satellite’
particles were tethered to a single gold ‘core’ particle by DNA nanostructure linkers,
Figure 45. The DNA nanostructures control interparticle separation and are responsive
to target strands that modulate interparticle helix length, and thus, core-satellite
separation. The plasmon perturbation that results from reconfiguration of the coresatellite tether is dependent upon assembly properties such as coordination number, i.e.
number of satellites about the core, and individual particle properties such as size and
composition.

Figure 45: Core-satellite expansion driven by tether reconfiguration.
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Here, we extend our investigation of controlled plasmon coupling to few particle
assemblies composed of particles of unlike composition. Our goal is to characterize
plasmon coupling in binary assemblies composed of unlike components. As in prior
work with structures composed of like particles, we investigate an assembly geometry
that holds promise for being controllable with the expectation that driven perturbations
will be optically observable. Initially, we investigate DNA-linked structures composed
of a small number of gold and silver nanoparticles, i.e. structures that support distinct
resonances associated with the two plasmonic components. Towards this end, we have
developed a new approach to forming stable silver particle DNA conjugates, a method
that involves assembly of readily available components in lieu of chemical synthesis of
new derivatives. Particles are functionalized with a strand consisting of a recognition
sequence and a thiolated A10 spacer that is partially hybridized to a thiolated T10 strand;
thus, the DNA is anchored to the silver surface through a 10 base pair helix that presents
both 3’- and 5’- thiols. To identify the plasmonic properties associated with coupling in
binary assemblies, we assemble gold and silver DNA conjugates into core satellite
structures similar to those formed previously using core and satellite conjugates
composed exclusively of gold[46].
Here, we report solution phase assembly of gold core/silver satellite structures
formed

from

nanoparticle

oligonucleotide

conjugates

linked

together

with

reconfigurable double helical DNA tethers. First, we describe the formation of stable
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silver nanoparticle oligonucleotide conjugates. Next, we demonstrate the synthesis of
~100 nm binary assemblies formed by tethering the silver nanoparticle conjugates to 50
nm gold nanoparticle cores. Subsequently, we monitor the transformation of strongly
coupled

compact

structures

to

larger,

weakly

coupled

structures

through

reconfiguration of the DNA nanostructure tethers that link the silver satellite particles to
gold cores. TEM is used to characterize the structural integrity of the reconfigured
structures and visible scattering spectroscopy is used to monitor the effect on plasmon
coupling of extension of the DNA tether. Following presentation of the data, we describe
a model of assembly structure that incorporates core-satellite ratios observed in TEM
and tether structures analogous to those used previously to describe similar, but slightly
shorter, tethers that linked gold satellites to gold nanoparticle cores. Subsequently, we
report the results of spectral simulations performed to confirm that the spectral
properties observed following both satellite assembly and tether reconfiguration were
consistent with the effects of plasmon coupling predicted by electrodynamic theory
given the structural models. Finally, to clarify how plasmon coupling in binary
nanoparticle structures might depend upon the detailed distribution of material
properties among components of the assemblies, additional spectral simulations are
reported. For a series of particle geometries loosely representative of those reported here
for binary assemblies and previously for gold particle assemblies, scattering spectra
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were calculated for four distributions of components, i.e. all permutations of gold or
silver satellites on gold or silver cores.

4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 General Methods
50 nm gold colloid and silver colloid of nominal mean size between 15 and 25 nm
were purchased from Ted Pella. Oligonucleotides were purchased from IDT DNA
Technologies.

4.2.2 Preparation of DNA-Functionalized Nanoparticles
Gold colloid was functionalized with strand b (5’-SH-A10-CGC ATT CAG GAT3’) using previously described methods[30]. To produce stable functionalized silver,
colloid was exposed to equal amounts of oligonucleotide b*defe*g-s (5’-SH-C6-A10-TCT
CAA CTC GTA CGC ATG ATT GTT TTC AAT CAT GCG CGA AAG ATC CTG AAT
GCG-3’) and its partial complement s* (5’-T10-C3-C3-C3-SH-3’). Strand b*defe*g-s
incorporates the oligonucleotide b*defe*g, a hairpin forming oligonucleotide used
previously to functionalize colloidal gold[46] and an additional sequence, s* (5’-SH-C3A10), which, upon hybridization forms a double helix that presents two thiols to the
silver surface. The mixture was salt aged over 48 hours to a final concentration of 0.1 M
NaCl, 10 mM phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and then washed at 9k relative
centrifugal force (rcf) for 12 minutes. The supernatant was washed at 12k rcf for 14
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minutes, and washed supernatant was included in the silver satellite solution and aged
another 48 hours prior to use. These conjugates show minimal changes in their UVvisible extinction spectrum for 3-4 weeks (less than 5% decrease in amplitude, no signs
of broadening, Figure 46, indicating that they are relatively stable and do not aggregate.

Figure 46: Extinction Spectra of functionalized colloid immediately after
functionalization (black) and after 2 weeks (red).

Silver colloid concentration was estimated to be 1.11 nM using an extinction
coefficient, ε400=4.83x109 mol liter-1 cm-1 derived by scaling extinction coefficients for gold
colloid[30] using the ratio of peak intensities calculated from Mie theory of gold and
silver colloid in water using dielectric functions[48,82] corrected for size[49].
Functionalized silver colloid was imaged using TEM and found to be of size 20.5 ± 3.4
nm and mean in-plane aspect ratio 1.15 based upon 50 imaged particles. However,
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without extendive tilting measurements, mean size and aspect ratio may underestimate
size or shape polydispersity due to the two-dimensional limitation of the imaging.
Uncertainty in the silver concentration was significant due to the non-sphericity of the
silver colloid and the offset in peak location and increased peak width of the observed
extinction spectrum relative to the the simulated spectrum used to calculate the
extinction coefficient of spherical colloid.

4.2.3 Assembly of Gold Core/ Silver Satellite Structures
Cores (20 µL of 0.12 nM solution), satellites (100 µL of 1.11 nM solution), and
buffer (700 µL), were mixed with short complement strand m-d*g* (10 µL of 63.3 µM
solution, 5'-TGA ATG AGC TTT CGT ACG AGT TGA GA - 3'), heated to 52 °C and
allowed to cool to room temperature. Assemblies were reconfigured by adding m*-dg
(13.5 µL of 90 µM solution, 5'-TCT CAA CTC GTA CGA AAG CTC ATT CA - 3') and
d*e*f*eg* (13.5 µL of 90 µM solution, 5'-CTT TCG CGC ATG ATT GAA AAC AAT CAT
GCG TAC GAG TTG AGA - 3‘). Final concentrations in the hairpin state were as follows:
Cores- 2.9 pM, satellites- 0.134 nM, m-d*g*- 0.76 µM. Final concentrations in the extended
state were as follows: cores-2.8 pM, satellites- 0.13 nM, m-d*g*- 0.74 µM, m*-dg- 1.4 µM,
d*e*f*eg*- 1.4 µM.
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4.2.4 Optical Characterization
Ensemble scattering spectra were collected on a custom UV-visible spectrometer
(On Line Instrument Systems) capable of collecting both transmitted and scattered light.
A schematic of the instrument in its scattering configuration is illustrated in Figure 47. A
150 W Xenon lamp is used for illumination, and a double monochrometer is used to
control the wavelength of light incident upon the sample. Scattered light is collected
through a single monochrometer and is detected by a trialkali photon counter optimized
for red sensitivity (Electron tubes, 9113WB80). Spectral resolution for incident and
scattered light can be controlled using entrance and exit slits of varying size, and in this
work 1.24 mm slits were used to provide a bandpass of 5.0 nm. Scattered light was
collected every 0.75 nm within a wavelength range of 514.75 to 610 nm using a collection
time of 2.55 seconds.
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Figure 47: Schematic of spectrometer used to collect ensemble scattering spectra.

4.2.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grids were prepared by pipetting a 10
μL drop of solution onto a grid and allowing it to sit for 2-4 minutes prior to wicking
away liquid with a kimwipe. TEM imaging was performed on a Hitachi HF-2000
microscope operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 KeV.

4.2.6 Spectral Simulations
Spectral simulations were performed using an electrodynamic coupled multipole
T-matrix method[34] that provides a fully converged description of the delocalized
modes supported by a cluster of spherical particles. The response of the cluster to an
incident plane wave is determined by self-consistent solution of the linear combinations
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of modes excited at each particle in response to the local field equal to the superposition
of the incident field and the fields of the other particles. The response of each sphere is
determined using Mie coefficients following expansion of the local field at each particle
in a sum of sphere-centered vector spherical harmonics. Transformations that translate
harmonic modes between particles are determined by the cluster geometry and
embedded in the T-matrix.

Scattering spectra are calculated from scattering cross

sections evaluated at each wavelength by summing contributions from all coupled
modes supported by the cluster.

4.3 Nanostructure Assembly and Structural Characterization
50 nm gold core particles were functionalized with 5’-disulfide-terminated
oligonucleotide b. 20 nm silver satellite particles were functionalized with a 5’-thiolated
oligonucleotide (b*defe*g-s) partially hybridized to a 3’-thiolated oligonucleotide (s*) that
forms a 10 base pair (bp) duplex spacer (s/s*) presenting both a 3’- and 5’-thiol to the
silver surface. The DNA sequences used in this work are identical to the sequences used
to form reconfigurable gold core/gold satellite assemblies, but with the addition of the
A10 ‘spacer’, s, to the b*defe*g satellite strand and the inclusion of thiolated T10, s*. The
satellite strand is predisposed to form a 24 base hairpin-loop secondary structure
composed of a 10 base pair stem (ee*) and a T4 loop (f). Functionalized cores and
satellites were assembled into core-satellite assemblies by combining satellites and cores
in a 45:1 ratio in the presence of a hairpin bridging strand (m-d*g*). The bridging strand
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is composed of an 18 base recognition sequence (d*g*) complementary to the d and g
sequences of the satellite strand, and an 8 base toehold sequence (m) incorporated to
facilitate strand replacement. Replacement was performed by introducing a strand (m*dg) complementary to the toehold and to the hairpin bridging strand and a 42 base
recognition strand (d*e*f*eg*) that completes the 54 base pair double helix linker. These
five strands form a reconfigurable core-satellite tether with two stable conformations- a
compact state in which 30 base pairs (bd*g* with complement) control core-satellite
separation while 24 bases (efe*) are sequestered within a hairpin/loop formation, Figure
48, and an extended state in which the hairpin is hybridized and incorporated in a 54

base pair tether (bd*e*f*eg* with complement), Figure 49. Core-satellite separation, thus,
is controlled by double helical DNA structures, both of which are much shorter than the
persistence length of duplex DNA[83].

Figure 48: Assembly of a DNA nanostructure tether in the hairpin state. Satellite particles
are initially linked to cores with a short duplex tether that incorporates a hairpin and is stabilized
by a hairpin bridging strand m-d*g*. Note that, while multiple satellites assemble on each core,
only a single tether and satellite are illustrated for simplicity.
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Figure 49: Reconfiguration of a DNA nanostructure tether by activated strand
substitution. Tether is activated by complement, m*-dg, to the bridging strand and reconfigures
upon hybridization with a strand, complementary to the hairpin, that replaces the hairpin
bridging strand. Note that, while multiple satellites assemble on each core, only a single tether
and satellite are illustrated for simplicity.

Satellite coverage (number of satellite particles per core particle) and assembly
yield (fraction of total assemblies composed of satellites on a single-core) were measured
by imaging dried assemblies using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). While
interparticle separation in desiccated samples is not representative of interparticle
separation in hydrated samples[28], TEM images, Figure 50, provide a direct measure of
satellite coverage. Satellite coverage and assembly yield were assumed to be invariant to
assembly reconfiguration on the basis of extensive imaging of assemblies composed of
50 nm gold cores and either 13 nm (Chapter 1) or 20 nm gold satellites (Chapter 3),
samples that displayed variations in mean coverage between the hairpin and extended
states of less than 5%. Coverage in the hairpin state was 6.3 ± 4.2 satellites per core and
yield was 87% based upon a sample size of 15 imaged assemblies.
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Figure 50: TEM images of gold core/silver satellite assemblies in the hairpin state. Imaged
assemblies are representative of moderate (left) , high (center), and low (right) coverage
assemblies. Magnification is identical for all micrographs. Scale bar is 20 nm.

4.4 Characterization of Plasmonic Properties
Elastic scattering spectra at a scattering angle of approximately 90° were
collected using a custom scattering spectrometer. For consistency with prior
measurements of assemblies composed of gold satellites on gold cores, and to avoid a
potentially destabilizing separation process, scattering spectra were collected without
separating core-satellite assemblies from unbound “satellites”. Scattering in the spectral
region of the silver band was dominated by scattering from dispersed ‘satellite’ particles
(peak scattering intensity of 0.3k photons per second; 7-fold excess of dispersed relative
to bound particles) and, following preliminary measurements, was not collected.
However, given the frequency offset between silver (maximum intensity at 425 nm) and
gold (maximum intensity at 545 nm) plasmon bands, silver scattering contributions in
the spectral range of the gold plasmon were minimal. From decomposition of the
spectra, it appeared that the silver scattering contributions affect the core-satellite
assembly peaks minimally, while shifting the dispersed core peak less than 2 nm.
Spectra of assemblies in each state were corrected for dilution (<5%) and compared with
spectra of dispersed cores and satellites, Figure 51, upper panel. Resonant scattering
from core-satellite assemblies in the hairpin state displayed a ~30% increase in intensity
and a 12 nm red-shift of the plasmon band relative to that of dispersed particles.
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Reconfiguration of the assemblies from the compact hairpin to the extended state
resulted in a ~3 nm blue shift and a ~5% decrease in scattering intensity. On the basis of
invariance in yield and satellite coverage to tether transformation observed in
assemblies composed of 50 nm gold cores and 20 nm gold satellites, it was assumed that
scattering variations observed following introduction of the tether transformation
strands were due to tether reconfiguration rather than variations in coverage or yield.
The observed modulation of the core plasmon resonance in the gold core/ silver satellite
structures investigated here was found to be similar to that observed previously in
reconfigurable gold core/ gold satellite assemblies; following assembly of the compact
structure, scattering became more intense and peaked at longer wavelength, whereas,
following reconfiguration, scattering became less intense and the resonance less red.
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Figure 51: Scattering spectra and simulated spectra of dispersed particles and coresatellite assemblies. Top panel: Ensemble scattering spectra of unlinked particles (black) and coresatellite assemblies in hairpin (red) and extended (blue) states; Botton panel: simulated scattering
spectra of 50 nm core (black, solid line) and core-satellite assemblies with 11.5- (red, dashed line)
and 16.5-nm (blue, dotted line) core-satellite separation (lower panel). Simulated scattering cross
sections are normalized by the geometric cross section of the core particle.

In order to clarify the relationship between the observed perturbation of the gold
core plasmon resonance and variations in the core-satellite geometry associated with
tether reconfiguration, scattering spectra were simulated for contracted and expanded
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core-satellite geometries consistent with tethers in the hairpin and extended states.
Simulations were performed using an electrodynamic T-matrix coupled multipole
method[34] that provides a fully converged description of the delocalized modes
supported by a cluster of spherical particles. Scattering simulations were performed
using a structural model consisting of a single 50 nm gold core surrounded by six evenly
spaced 20 nm satellite particles, where the satellite coverage was selected to correspond
to the mean number of satellites imaged per core. Based upon prior small-angle X-ray
scattering measurements of nearest neighbor distances in networks of DNA-linked gold
particles, core-satellite separation was estimated using a 0.25 nm per base pair
coefficient, and 1.5 nm was added to the separation to account for the A10 spacer on the
core strand[28]. Therefore, core-satellite edge-to-edge distance was estimated to be 11.5
nm in the hairpin state (40 bp) and 16.5 nm in the extended state (64 bp). Simulated
spectra for assemblies with core-satellite separations of 11.5 and 16.5 nm are illustrated
in Figure 51, lower panel, along with the spectrum of an isolated core particle. The
simulated scattering intensities are presented as efficiencies, defined here as equal to the
scattering cross section normalized by the geometric cross section of the core. The
simulated spectra accurately reproduce the observed spectral shift and intensity change
due to reconfiguration of the core-satellite tethers.
Spectral simulations using this structural model, in which tether reconfiguration
results in a 6 nm change in core-satellite separation, accurately simulate the response of
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gold core/silver satellite assembly reconfiguration. An analogous model, previously
used to simulate the response of gold core/gold satellite structures in which satellite
coverage, satellite size, and interparticle separation were different, but the 6 nm change
in separation upon reconfiguration was identical, accurately simulated the measured
spectra. This strongly suggests that the estimated change in interparticle separation is
correct. Additionally, it appears that core-satellite assemblies formed with silver
satellites reconfigure analogously to the similar structures formed with gold satellites,
and demonstrates that the DNA-silver conjugates are not only stable, but also have
functionality similar to that seen in DNA-gold conjugates. Interestingly, the spectral
response of the gold plasmon to tether reconfiguration in gold core/silver satellite
assemblies was similar to that observed for assemblies composed of gold cores and gold
satellites.

4.5 The Effect of Core and Satellite Composition on Assembly
Optical Properties
Having discovered that the gold plasmon band can be modulated similarly by
coupling with nanoparticles of like and unlike composition, we set out to learn whether
this was effect was universal or the result of a specific geometry. To investigate the
dependence of the optical properties of core-satellite assemblies on component metal
composition, scattering spectra were calculated for core-satellite assemblies with cores
and satellites of gold or silver for a series of assembly geometries and fixed particle size.
Rather than explore countless structural possibilities, we focused on the spectral
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response of assemblies consisting of a single 50 nm core surrounded by twenty evenly
spaced 13 nm satellite particles as core-satellite separation was decreased. This model
was selected to correspond as closely as possible to structures recently reported for gold
core/gold satellite assemblies in which satellites displayed low size dispersity, and high
satellite coverage precluded uneven distribution of particles about the core[46].
In order to compare the effects of gold and silver satellite assembly upon a gold
core, the scattering of assemblies with core-satellite separations of 5 nm, 10 nm, and 15
nm were simulated using the fully electrodynamic coupled multipole method used to
validate the structural model, Figure 52. These separations were chosen in order to
investigate core-satellite assemblies in which the core and satellite plasmons are both
strongly and weakly coupled. Spectra from gold core/gold satellite assemblies display a
single plasmon band, while spectra from the gold core/silver satellite assemblies display
two plasmon bands, the silver resonance at ~400 nm and the gold resonance at ~550 nm.
We focused primarily on the response of the gold core plasmon resonance, as the silver
satellite plasmon is difficult to track due to the negligible variations in scattering from
the core-bound silver satellites. Assemblies with both gold and silver satellites exhibit an
increase and red-shift of the gold core scattering peak as core-satellite separation is
decreased. However, the 20 nm red-shift in gold core/gold satellite assemblies is
significantly larger than the 12 nm red-shift observed in gold core/silver satellite
assemblies. The spectroscopic signature of core-satellite modulation can be summarized
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by changes in the scattering peak which are captured by difference spectra. Here,
difference spectra are calculated by differencing the spectra of assemblies in compact
relative to extended states, Figure 52, lower panels. The scattering peak shift caused by a
change in core-satellite separation (i.e. as in response to a molecular stimulus) is highly
dependent on change in interparticle separation (larger changes resulting in larger
shifts) and on having a compact initial or final state (as small separations lead to
increased coupling). For the structures modeled here, it appears that it may be
somewhat easier to track modulation of core-satellite separation in gold core/gold
satellite assemblies (i.e. reconfiguration can be monitored by the ratio of scattered light
intensity at 540 and 580 nm.). Gold core/silver satellite assemblies may be useful in
substrate-based applications in which the invariant silver peak can be monitored to
demonstrate assembly stability.
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Figure 52: Simulated scattering spectra for core satellite structures assembled around a
gold core. Structures consist of a 50 nm gold core surrounded by 20 evenly spaced 13 nm gold (a)
or silver (b) satellite particles located 5 nm (blue, dotted), 10 nm (red, dashed), or 15 nm (black,
solid) from the core, and corresponding difference spectra of compact (5 nm separation) relative
to extended (10 nm, 15 nm separation) states.

In order to compare the effects of gold and silver satellite assembly upon a silver
core, scattering spectra of assemblies with core-satellite separations of 5 nm, 10 nm, and
15 nm were simulated, Figure 53. Decreasing core-satellite separation for assemblies
with both gold and silver satellites leads to red-shifting of the silver core plasmon.
However, increased coupling of the silver core with gold satellites leads to a large
(~30%) decrease in silver core scattering intensity and a small shift in peak scattering
wavelength (~10 nm), while increased coupling with silver satellites leads to a minor
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decrease in scattering intensity (~5%) and a large peak shift (~30 nm). This is in notable
contrast to assembly of gold or silver satellites on a gold core, in which the response to
coupling appears to be relatively independent of satellite composition. Scattering
difference spectra were calculated by differencing the spectra of assemblies in the
compact relative to extended states, Figure 53, lower panels. From the positions of
maxima and minima in the difference spectra, it appears that reconfiguration of silver
core/silver satellite assemblies would be easy to track by monitoring the ratio of
scattered light at 425 and 500 nm.

Figure 53: Simulated scattering spectra for core satellite structures assembled around a
silver core. Structures consist of a 50 nm silver core surrounded by 20 evenly spaced 13 nm silver
(a) or gold (b) satellite particles located 5 nm (blue, dotted), 10 nm (red, dashed), or 15 nm (black,
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solid) from the core, and corresponding difference spectra of compact (5 nm separation) relative
to extended (10 nm, 15 nm separation) states. The magnitude of the lower panel y-axis has been
shrunk by a factor of 1.9.

In summary, for the structures modeled here, the manifestation of core-satellite
coupling appears to be material dependent, Table 12. Additionally, it appears that the
coupling response in assemblies composed of like and unlike components depends upon
assembly geometry. The similar response of the gold core plasmon to coupling with
gold or silver satellites may be the result of the material properties of gold. As the gold
band red-shifts, intrinsic loss decreases, resulting in an increase in scattering intensity.
For this reason, red-shifting from any cause, (i.e. satellite assembly or dielectric
materials) will cause an increase in scattering intensity. However the effect of coupling
upon silver appears to be dependent upon geometry, within the limited set of
geometries simulated here.. For example, increased coupling of silver satellites with a
gold core negligibly affects the silver plasmon, however, increased coupling of gold
satellites with a silver core significantly damps the silver plasmon. This geometric
dependence of the spectral response to gold-silver coupling warrants additional
investigation.
Table 12: Effect of metal composition on assembly spectral response.
CouplingType
Au satellites on Au core
Ag satellites on Au core
Ag satellites on Ag core
Au satellites on Ag core

Major Effect on Core Resonance
enhancement, red-shift
enhancement, red-shift
red-shift
Damping
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4.6 Conclusion
While there have been reports of the formation of binary metal nanoparticle
assemblies,[6,78,84-86] to the best of our knowledge, none of the studies have
demonstrated plasmon coupling in assemblies in which assembly size and interparticle
separation are controlled. This requires the ability to form stable biomoleculenanoparticle conjugates with metals other than gold. Here, we have demonstrated a
means for the formation of stable DNA-silver conjugates using a method that takes
advantage of the increased affinity of multiple thiols for the silver particle surface. We
have formed gold core/silver satellite assemblies, and, by correlating measured and
simulated plasmonic signals we have demonstrated that these DNA-silver conjugates
exhibit similar functionality to DNA-gold conjugates. These binary metal assemblies
exhibit coupling effects that are surprisingly similar to gold core/gold satellite
assemblies, namely enhancement and red-shifting of the gold scattering peak. From
further investigation of the generality of the coupling response in assemblies composed
of like and unlike metal components, we find the effect of gold-silver coupling to
depend upon assembly geometry. For example, gold-silver coupling within gold
core/silver satellite assemblies could be expected to negligibly effect the silver plasmon,
however, coupling within silver core/gold satellite assemblies could be expected to
significantly damp the silver plasmon. The geometric dependence of the spectral
response to gold-silver coupling warrants additional investigation. Nevertheless, binary
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metal systems in which multiple plasmon bands can be simultaneously monitored may
offer spectral signatures that are unobtainable in structures composed of a single metal.
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5. Detection of Like and Unlike Metal Nanoparticle
Assembly upon Individual Nanoparticle Templates
5.1 Introduction
The ability of biomolecules to drive nanoparticle assembly has led to the
development of particle based methods for detecting DNA[7,15,23], enzymes[87,88],
peptides[17], and proteins[12,73]. Many methods that use metal nanoparticles to provide
optical display of molecular assembly take advantage of the sensitivity of localized
surface plasmon resonances to the polarizability of the medium[9,10,20] or to coupling
between particles[6,8,27]. While the original strategies for exploiting the dependence of
plasmon resonance upon interparticle coupling relied upon formation of large
nanoparticle aggregates[7], more recent investigations of molecule modulated coupling
have focused upon the properties of structured assemblies of few particles[15,46,89,90].
These structures are intriguing because of their potential to respond to small numbers of
molecules and the possibility that they could be designed to report on a series of distinct
binding events.
Recent examples of plasmonic tracking of biomolecule driven assembly or
structural tuning in few particle systems include demonstrations of molecular tuning of
separation between particle pairs[15,22,75] and molecularly driven assembly of
nanoparticle chains[90-92]. Spectroscopic tracking of assembly or interparticle
separation, however, can be prohibitively difficult in systems composed of multiple
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components that scatter strongly or systems with multiple structural variables to which
a single resonance is sensitive. Here we investigate the plasmonic properties of compact
nanoparticle assemblies that incorporate a single strongly scattering component and
sample a highly restricted set of geometries. Assemblies are composed of an
immobilized streptavidin-coated gold ‘core’ particle that templates assembly of multiple
smaller BSA-biotin-coated ‘satellite’ particles. Single assembly scattering spectroscopy
and multi-color CCD image analysis are used to monitor perturbation of the gold core
plasmon resonance induced by assembly of gold or silver satellites, Figure 54a. Particles
were immobilized on the inside surface of a rectangular glass flow cell and illuminated
from below through a prism at a sufficiently large off-axis angle to insure total internal
reflection of the incident beam at the flow cell/air interface, Figure 54b. This ‘darkfield’
illumination configuration was chosen to provide efficient white light excitation of the
nanoparticle resonances and to minimize background scattering. Light scattered from
the particles was collected by the microscope and apertured at the image plane to select
single nanoparticles or assemblies for spectral analysis. Alternatively, wide field of view,
multi-color CCD images of the nanoparticles were collected providing a low spectral
resolution, parallel source of data on multiple, individual assemblies.
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Figure 54: Schematic representation of (a) assembly of BSA-biotin coated gold (1) or silver
(2) satellites on a streptavidin coated gold core, and (b) the assembly immobilized on the upper
surface of the flow cell illuminated with incident and totally internally reflected light, along with
the relative amount of each polarization experienced by the assembly.

In a pair of experiments, streptavidin coated 50 nm gold particles were
immobilized through non-specific binding to the surface of the flow cell and used as
templates for assembly of either 13 nm gold or 20 nm silver satellites. For each
experiment, scattering spectra were first collected from 15 nanoparticles identified as
single 50 nm particles on the basis of a peak scattering wavelength of 545 ± 5 nm. Then,
spectra were collected from the same nanoparticles after incubation with gold or silver
satellites. Spectral signatures of satellites were not detected in the background, either
because satellites did not bind to the substrate or because their scattering efficiencies
were extremely low. In the absence of significant scattering from isolated ‘satellite’
particles, variations in scattering spectra collected before and after exposure of core
particles to ‘satellites’ were interpreted as spectral perturbations due to assembly of the
satellites and coupling between particles within the core/satellite assembly.
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5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1. Nanoparticle Preparation
50 nm gold colloid (BBI) was coated with streptavidin[15], and 20 nm silver
colloid (BBI) and 13 nm gold colloid[29] were coated with BSA-biotin[93,94] (Sigma).

5.2.2 Core-Satellite Assembly
In a pair of experiments, streptavidin coated 50 nm gold particles were
immobilized on the inside surface of a rectangular flow cell (Wale Apparatus 8260-100)
and used as templates for assembly of either gold or silver satellites. Immobilization of
the 50 nm ‘core’ particles was accomplished in situ using the dark field imaging to track
particle deposition. Following a 5 minute incubation of the core suspension in the cell,
unbound cores were flushed from the cell with 0.1 M NaCl, 10 mM phosphate buffered
(pH7) saline solution (0.1 M PBS buffer). To protect the cell surface from further
nanoparticle immobilization, a 2 mg ml-1 solution of bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma)
was introduced into the cell. Following a 20 minute incubation period, the BSA was
flushed and the flow cell rinsed with 0.1 M PBS buffer. For each experiment, scattering
spectra were collected from 15 scatterers. Following collection of the core particle
scattering data, cores were incubated for 90 minutes in a solution of gold or silver
satellite particles and BSA. Free satellites were then removed by flushing buffer through
the cell, and spectra were collected again from the same 15 scatterers.
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5.2.3 Microscope Setup and Spectral Collection
Spectra were collected using a microscope setup consisting of a 100 W xenon
lamp coupled to a multimode optical fiber to provide illumination, and a 50x objective
for collection. Particles immobilized on the upper wall of the flow cell were illuminated
from below through a glass prism (n=1.52) at a sufficiently large off-axis angle (45
degrees from normal), relative to the critical angle of the glass/air interface (49 degrees,
given an index ratio of 1.52), to insure total internal reflection of the incident beam at the
flow cell/air interface. Refraction of the incident beam at the cell/ sample interface
resulted in assembly illumination at an angle 51.5 degrees from normal. To determine
the simulated response of the assembly to the incident field, it is helpful to calculate the
field components parallel (x, y) and perpendicular (z) to the plane of the cell/ sample
interface, Figure 55.
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Figure 55: Schematic of propagation and polarization directions of incident radiation.

Components of the electric field were determined from s- and p-polarized components
of the unpolarized beam according to the following transformation:
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Equation 8

E x = Es
E y = E p cos(θ assembly )
E z = E p sin(θ assembly )
where the magnitude of the s- and p-polarized components is related to that of the
incident field, E0, as
Equation 9

Es = E p =

E0
2

and
Equation 10

θ assembly =

n prism
n fluid

θ incident =

1.52
* 45° = 51.5° .
1.33

Therefore, components of the electric field can be described by the following equations:
Equation 11

E x = Es =

E0
2

0.62 E 0
E0
Cos (51.5°) ≈
2
2
0.78E0
E
E z = 0 Sin(51.5°) ≈
2
2
Ey =

The simulated response of the assembly to the incident field was determined by the
response to an incident field with a single orthogonal polarizations (x) parallel to the
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plane of the substrate. Light scattered from the particles was collected by the microscope
and apertured at the image plane to select single nanoparticles or assemblies for spectral
analysis by a Photometrics Coolsnap HQ CCD detector and Acton SpectraPro 2300i
imaging spectrometer. For the experiment that monitored assembly of gold satellites on
the gold core particles, spectra were collected in the wavelength range of the gold
plasmon band using a high resolution grating (150g mm-1) in a single position. For the
experiment that monitored assembly of silver satellites on gold cores, the grating was
‘stepped’ through three positions to capture overlapping spectral windows that
collectively spanned the spectral ranges of both silver and gold plasmon bands. All
spectra were normalized using a white scattering standard (Labsphere) and each
scattering spectrum was corrected by subtraction of a background spectrum collected
from an area adjacent to each scatterer. Background spectra collected from assemblies
following exposure to satellite particles were examined for evidence of random
deposition of satellites. Spectral signatures of satellites were not detected in the
background, either because satellites did not bind to the substrate or because their
scattering efficiencies were extremely low. In the absence of significant scattering from
isolated ‘satellite’ particles, variations in scattering spectra collected before and after
exposure of core particles to ‘satellites’ were interpreted as spectral perturbations due to
assembly of the satellites and coupling between particles within the core/satellite
assembly. Alternatively, wide field of view, multi-color CCD images of the nanoparticles
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were collected using a Nikon D70 digital SLR camera providing a low spectral
resolution, parallel source of data on multiple, individual assemblies. For this initial
demonstration, however, analysis of the multi-color CCD data was not performed in
parallel on all of the nanoparticles. Rather, a region of interest (ROI) was defined about a
single scatterer, the CCD image decomposed into red, green, and blue channels, and the
pixel intensity of each channel was averaged over the ROI using ImageJ software[95].
Each intensity measurement was corrected by subtraction of the corresponding
background intensity from an identically sized area adjacent to the scatterer.

5.3 Scattering from Gold Core Particles Incubated with Gold
Satellites
The optical properties of the 50 nm gold core/ 13 nm gold satellite assemblies
displayed significant variation and were grouped in three categories. Approximately
one third of the fifteen ‘assemblies’ displayed little or no shifting of the core particle
scattering peak following incubation with satellites, an outcome that was attributed to
low satellite binding. Among assemblies that displayed spectral perturbation following
exposure to satellites, approximately half displayed a single red shifted peak (mean Δλ
20 ± 8 nm), while half developed a shoulder ~50 nm to the red of the core scattering peak
location, Figure 56. In the absence of structural data, the structural basis for these
variations remains ambiguous. However, simulations of scattering from several model
core satellite structures were performed for the purpose of identifying the dependence
of spectra upon structural variables, such as satellite coverage and spatial distribution.
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Figure 56: Representative single-assembly scattering spectra of protein-linked gold
core/gold satellite systems before and after exposure to gold satellite particles. Note that, for
some assemblies (a), the plasmon peak shifts, whereas, for others (b), (c), the core peak remains in
the same location and a secondary peak appears at approximately 600 nm. Spectra displayed in
(a), (b), and (c) correspond to scatterers labeled 1, 2, and 3 in the image in Figure 60.

Simulations of scattering spectra of clusters illuminated by a plane wave were
performed using a T-matrix method[34,96] that provides a fully converged description
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of electrodynamic coupling between multipolar modes supported by individual
spherical particles within a medium of refractive index 1.33. Cores and satellites were
assigned their mean (core- 50nm, gold satellites- 13nm, silver satellites-20 nm) sizes, and
calculations were performed using dielectric functions[48,82] corrected for size[49].
Satellites were assumed to be separated from the core by 4 nm, a distance slightly larger
than the size of streptavidin[97], and positioned such that their centers were confined to
a hemisphere. Spectra were calculated for assemblies with various numbers of satellite
particles, and various spatial distributions of satellites within the hemispherical shell.
Satellites in ordered shells were confined to icosahedral sites, whereas satellites in
disordered shells were positioned randomly, with inter-satellite separations constrained
to be greater than a minimum separation of 2 nm. Simulated spectra of assemblies with a
shell of ten or twelve evenly distributed satellites displayed plasmon bands that were
red shifted by 10 and 20 nm, respectively, relative to bands of bare cores, Figure
57a(dotted). Scattering is plotted as an efficiency, defined here as the scattering cross
section relative to the geometric cross section of a sphere of identical volume to the
metal volume of the cluster. Spectra of assemblies with a disordered shell of ten satellite
particles with a minimum separation of 2 nm displayed a plasmon band that was both
red-shifted and broadened, Figure 57a (dashed). Confinement of 10-12 satellites within
half of the hemispherical shell yields spectra with two plasmon peaks, Figure 57b. Thus,
the mean shift observed in the spectra collected from structures that displayed band
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shifting, but not splitting (Figure 56a), appears to be consistent with assembly of as
many as a dozen well distributed and separated satellites, whereas peak splitting
(Figure 56b) is consistent with highly anisotropic assembly of particles in the satellite
shell. From the similarities and differences in the individual spectral responses to coresatellite binding, we conclude that assembly of gold satellites on gold nanoparticle
templates may be monitored most simply with a broad band measure of red light
scattering.
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Figure 57: Simulations of gold core/gold satellite structures as a function of satellite
orientation about the core. Simulated scattering spectra of a 50 nm gold core particle with and
without 13 nm gold satellite particles distributed within a hemispherical shell 4 nm from the core.
Inset figures, in which satellites are confined to the depicted hemisphere, illustrate the satellite
orientation about the core. (a) Bare core particle (black, solid), core with 10 (blue, dotted) or 12
(red, dotted) evenly spaced satellites, core with 10 satellites in a disordered geometry with a
minimum edge-to-edge separation between satellites of 2 nm (green, dashed). (b) Bare core
particle (black, solid) and core with 10 (blue, dotted) or 12 (red, dashed) satellites densely packed
within half of the hemisphere. Note that the spectra of assemblies with satellites distributed
throughout the shell display a single, red-shifted resonance, whereas spectra of assemblies with
satellites localized in a single patch display two plasmon bands.
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5.4 Scattering from Gold Core Particles Incubated with Silver
Satellites
Spectra of 50 nm gold core/ 20 nm silver satellite assemblies were collected and
examined for evidence of high frequency silver plasmon resonance or modulation of the
gold resonance upon addition of the satellites. Eleven of the fifteen scatterers displayed
both features, i.e. one or two high frequency resonances and a gold band that was red
shifted and enhanced relative to the plasmon band prior to exposure to silver particles.
Four scatterers had spectra that were unperturbed by satellite exposure and also lacked
evidence of a silver particle resonance. Spectra of the eleven assemblies that displayed
evidence of silver satellite binding exhibited remarkably similar perturbations of the
gold peak, with red-shifts of 8 ± 3 nm and significant enhancement, Figure 58. However,
spectral features in the range of the silver resonance displayed significant variation, with
three of the assemblies exhibiting two silver peaks rather than a single peak, Figure 58b.
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Figure 58: Representative single-assembly scattering spectra of protein-linked gold
core/silver satellite systems before and after exposure to satellite particles. Spectra displayed in
(a), (b), and (c) correspond to scatterers labeled 1, 2, and 3 in the image in Figure 61.
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As an aide to interpretation of the core/satellite spectral data, coupled multipolar
response of 50 nm gold core particles with 20 nm silver satellites was calculated for
various numbers and distributions of satellites and the scattering spectra displayed. No
attempt was made to match relative gold and silver peak amplitudes, as low photon
counts in the violet end of the measured spectrum introduced high uncertainties in
intensity. However, to reproduce in the simulations a gold plasmon shift representative
of shifts displayed by assemblies that bound silver (Figure 58), it was necessary to
reduce the number of silver satellites in the core/satellite model to four, as compared to
the ten to twelve particles used in models of gold cores with gold satellites. This
suggests that our experimentally prepared gold core/silver satellite assemblies have
reduced satellite binding which could be a result of the increased size of the silver
satellites or, alternatively, of variation in the BSA-biotin loading on gold and silver
surfaces. Spectra were calculated for various satellite geometries which, while sparser,
were otherwise similar to geometries explored for gold-on-gold assemblies. In turn,
silver satellites were confined to icosahedral sites while being distributed evenly within
a hemisphere or half-hemisphere, and positioned randomly with inter-satellite
separations constrained to be greater than a minimum separation of 2 nm, Figure 59a.
Consistent with the modest variation in the measured properties of the silver shifted
gold plasmon, the simulated spectra displayed long wavelength features, i.e.
enhancement and 9-12 nm red-shifting, that were similar in character across the range of
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satellite distributions. In contrast, features of the spectrum in wavelength range of the
silver plasmon were found to depend strongly upon satellite distribution, with a second
silver peak appearing only when disorder in the satellite shell produced a minimally
separated satellite pair. To determine whether the singular character of the gold
plasmon shift was due to material properties or to structural variations between gold
and silver satellite assembly (i.e. number and size of satellites), simulations were
performed for a structure consisting of a gold core surrounded by 13 nm silver satellites
in models identical in satellite placement and number to those described for the gold
core/ gold satellite system, Figure 59b. These simulations suggest that silver satellite
assembly upon a gold core will manifest as a shifting of the gold plasmon band, but not
in a second gold plasmon peak, even for anisotropic distributions of the silver satellite
shell.
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Figure 59: Simulations of gold core/silver satellite structures as a function of satellite
orientation about the core. Inset figures, in which satellites are confined to the depicted
hemisphere, illustrate the satellite orientation about the core. (a) Simulated scattering spectra of a
50 nm gold core particle with and without four 20 nm silver satellite particles positioned within a
hemispherical shell 4 nm from the core. Bare core particle (black, solid), core with 4 evenly spaced
20 nm silver satellites (red, dotted), core with 4 satellites confined within half a hemisphere (blue,
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dashed), and core with a highly disordered four particle shell that includes a pair of satellites
separated by 2 nm (green, dot-dot-dash). Note the presence of a silver plasmon band at ~410 nm
in the spectra of the assemblies, and the presence of a second silver peak at 460 nm in the
spectrum of the structure with the most disordered satellite shell. In contrast, shifting and
enhancement of the gold scattering peak associated with silver satellite assembly appears to be
qualitatively insensitive to details of the satellite distribution within the shell. (b) Simulated
scattering spectra of a 50 nm gold core particle with 13 nm silver particles arrayed in
configurations identical in satellite placement and number to those described for the gold
core/gold satellite structures described in Figure 57. For each satellite configuration the highest
satellite coverage case was modeled.

5.5 Color Digital Camera Parallel Detection of Satellite Assembly
Given the consistency with which gold or silver satellite assembly is manifest as
an increase in long wavelength scattering regardless of satellite placement, we
investigated the reliability of detecting satellite assembly using a multi-color CCD
image. Light from individual scatterers within the darkfield image was decomposed into
component red, green, and blue pixel channels and intensities pre- and post-satellite
incubation were compared. Analysis of the three gold core/gold satellite assemblies for
which spectra are displayed in Figure 56 yielded an average intensity increase of 59%
that was dominated by the contribution from the red channel, which increased 3-fold.
Average intensity change in the blue and green channels was less than 10%, Figure 60.
An identical analysis was performed using images collected from gold core/silver
satellite assemblies, Figure 61. While the increase in total scattering associated with
assembly of silver satellites is significantly lower than increases observed following
assembly of gold on gold, the increase is again dominated by the contribution from the
red channel. Gold core/gold satellite and gold core/silver satellite assemblies that
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displayed no shifting of the gold plasmon were analyzed and found to have intensity
increases of less than 6% across all channels. The analysis suggests that red-shifting of
the gold plasmon induced by assembly of gold or silver satellites can be captured in
multi-color CCD images and monitored in real time. Unlike apertured collection of a
resolved visible spectrum, the low resolution multi-spectral imaging afforded by the
CCD enables parallel collection of single assembly data. Automation of the identification
of ROIs encompassing template particles, or use of a patterned array of nanoparticle
templates, will further enable parallel detection of nanoparticle assembly.

Figure 60: Dark field image and color channel analysis for gold core/gold satellite
assemblies. Scatterers 1, 2, and 3 are scatterers for which spectra are displayed in Figure 56. (a)
Darkfield image of three core particles prior to exposure to gold satellites. Scale bar is 5 microns.
(b) Percent increase in background corrected scattering in each color channel following assembly
of gold satellites on the immobilized cores imaged in (a). Intensities for scatterers 1, 2, and 3 are
displayed left to right. Black line is the increase in total scattering from each assembly.
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Figure 61: Dark field image and color channel analysis for gold core/silver satellite
assemblies. Scatterers 1, 2, and 3 are the scatterers for which spectra are displayed in Figure 58.
(a) Darkfield image of the three scatterers prior to exposure to satellites. Scale bar is 5 microns. (b)
Percent increase in background corrected scattering in each color channel following assembly of
satellites on the scatterers imaged in (a). Intensities for scatterers 1, 2, and 3 are displayed left to
right. Black line is increase in total scattering from each assembly.

5.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a method for optical tracking of molecular
recognition driven assembly in which the plasmon resonance of a single gold scatterer is
red shifted through the assembly of a partial shell of gold or silver particles. Spectral
variation associated with assembly of particles with like or higher frequency resonance
is readily detected above background from unassociated satellites by virtue of the low
scattering cross section of 13 nm gold particles and the frequency offset of the 20nm
silver nanoparticle resonance. Use of a spherical template eliminates issues associated
with template orientation relative to the incident light. While assembly of either satellite
type provides a measurable enhancement of red light scattering, significant variability in
the features of the satellite modulated core plasmon are avoided if satellites are nonresonant at the core plasmon frequency, such as silver satellites assembled on a gold
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core. As an alternative to the more tedious spectral acquisition, tri-color imaging is
shown to provide a reliable measure of assembly induced plasmon band shifting and
shows promise as a strategy for parallel tracking of multiple single assemblies. Ongoing
investigations of plasmon modulation in assemblies formed with less strongly binding,
but potentially more useful molecular linkers are aimed at demonstrating a specifically
targeted plasmonic response.
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6. Plasmon Coupling in Binary Metal Assemblies
6.1 Introduction
Recent developments in micro and nanostructure fabrication have fueled a
renaissance in the engineering of composite materials. Hybrid materials are among the
classes of composites whose structure property relationships are under intense
investigation. The materials are composed of metals and dielectrics that display a rich
and tunable range of interactions with electromagnetic radiation[98]. Control of optical
properties is a consequence of both the highly tunable nature of many of the new
components and from structure-based control of the interactions between them. While
some components, such as microring resonators[99,100], are distinguished by the
precision with which they are structured, others, such as metal nanoparticles (MNPs),
are distinguished by both the tunability of their resonances and the scalability of their
fabrication. Fabrication methods are diverse, ranging from top-down patterning to
molecularly-driven self-assembly. Because the optical properties of nanoparticle
materials are highly dependent upon assembly size and interparticle separation, these
composites offer the ability to tune optical properties by controlling assembly structural
parameters.
The optical properties of DNA-linked MNP aggregates composed of particles of
like composition have been demonstrated to depend upon aggregate size, interparticle
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separation, and metal fraction[76]. Delocalized plasmon resonances observed in DNAlinked like-particle networks can be shifted sufficiently from the localized resonances of
the individual components so as to provide a colorimetric display of nano-component
assembly[7]. The plasmonic properties of the DNA-linked materials, therefore, differ
significantly from those of ceramic metal composites[101,102] (cermets) formed at low
MNP concentration. Structurally, metal nanoparticles linked with strongly binding
oligonucleotides are characterized as having short range order[28] and, therefore, differ
significantly from both fractally structured aggregates that display multipolar
interparticle coupling and from photonic DNA-linked polymer bead crystals, whose
linking interactions have been tuned to be weak and allow crystalline assembly[103,104].
While the structural and optical properties of DNA-linked MNP aggregates composed
of particles of like composition are well understood[6,7,16,80], the proerties of binary
MNP-dielectric composites that form in solution from gold and silver nanoparticles are
less well understood. Unlike binary MNP structures formed by electrostatically driven
aggregation[84-86], the nearest-neighbor interparticle separation in DNA-linked
materials can be controlled by the length of the DNA tether[28]. Whereas the instability
of DNA-silver MNP conjugates has previously presented a barrier to the formation of
binary metal nanoparticle networks[6,78], recent advances in the synthesis of stable
DNA-silver MNP conjugates[80] have made these studies possible.
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DNA-linked binary MNP aggregate optical properties are likely to depend upon
structural variables, such as aggregate size, particle separation, and metal fraction, that
control the properties in aggregates composed of particles of like composition, and,
additionally, upon ordering within the structure. Within ordered structures, every
particle has unlike nearest neighbors and, thus, network optical properties are
dominated by unlike metal coupling. However, disordered structures in which a particle
may have like or unlike nearest neighbors could have optical properties dominated by
the coupling of like or unlike particles.
The primary goal of this work is to understand the coupling phenomena that
occur in binary metal systems composed of gold and silver. While the optical properties
of one-dimensional assemblies and three-dimensional networks composed of particles of
like composition are characterized by a plasmon peak that is red-shifted and broadened
relative to that of the dispersed particles[7,76,80], the properties of binary metal
structures are not well understood. Here, we investigate the plasmonic properties of
one-dimensional and three-dimensional binary MNP structures. While the study of
binary MNP aggregates would appear to be straightforward, variations in aggregate size
and shape, and the dependence of coupling on structural properties such as interparticle
separation and metal fraction, make accounting for all variables a challenging task.
Therefore, prior to studying three-dimensional binary MNP networks, we investigate
unlike particle coupling in one-dimensional assemblies. Unlike particle pairs are formed
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in solution and characterized following deposition on a substrate. Pairs are
characterized optically and structurally on the single-assembly level, and provide a
means of studying gold-silver plasmon coupling in a system devoid of the structural
ambiguity present in extended networks. Plasmons were observed in strongly and
weakly coupled states by varying the orientation of a polarizing filter relative to the pair
axis, and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX)
analysis are used to characterize particle shape, size, and composition. Scattering spectra
are compared with simulated spectra that account for the particle size and interparticle
separation, and, upon finding measured and simulated spectra to be well matched, the
observed response was understood to be the spectral signature of coupling between
gold and silver plasmons.
Subsequently, networks were formed from DNA-functionalized gold and silver
particles in solution, and we looked for structural evidence of nanoparticle aggregation
and optical evidence of like- and unlike-plasmon coupling. Networks were formed from
20 nm silver and 13 nm, 20 nm, and 28 nm gold nanoparticles. Extinction spectra were
compared with simulations using an effective medium model that accounts for
component properties, metal fraction, and aggregate size. Effective medium theory is
used to construct a dielectric function that characterizes the wavelength dependent
susceptibility of binary MNP composites as a function of component fraction and
nanoparticle size. The model is validated through comparison with spectra determined
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by solution of the analogous, explicit, coupled particle response of aggregates of
equivalent component fraction and particle size. The effective medium description is
used to investigate the dependence of binary MNP material optical properties on
aggregate size and metal fraction.
Herein, we show that the spectral response of gold-silver coupling is
qualitatively similar in one-dimensional and three-dimensional structures, and similar to
coupling effects that are observed in structures formed from particles of like
composition.

6.2 Materials and Methods
6.2.1 Assembly and Characterization of Binary Metal Particle Pairs
6.2.1.1 General Methods
5 nm and 80 nm gold colloid were purchased from Ted Pella. Silver colloid was
grown using 5 nm gold colloid (30 μL of 136 nM solution diluted in 10 mL of water) as
seeds for silver nucleation and growth. Silver growth was performed using a silver
enhancement solution (Ted Pella) by adding 200 μL of initiator and 250 μL of enhancer,
and allowing the reaction to proceed for 5 minutes prior to adding another 50 μL of
enhancer. All oligonucleotides were purchased from IDT DNA Technologies.
6.2.1.2 Preparation of DNA-functionalized Nanoparticles
400 μL of 80 nm gold colloid was incubated with 6 μL of oligonucleotide b (1.84
μM, 5’-SH-CGC ATT CAG GAT -3’). 400 μL of silver colloid was incubated with 6 μL of
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oligonucleotide a-s (0.78 μM, 5’-TCT CAA CTC GTA -A10-C3-C3-SH-3’) and 3 μL of
oligonucleotide s* (1.56 μM, 5’-SH-T10-3’). The 10 base pair duplex DNA spacer (s/s*) was
designed to increase particle stability by presenting both a 3’- and 5’-thiol to the silver
surface. Both solutions were salt aged to 1.5 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM phosphate buffered
saline (PBS) over 24 hours.
6.2.1.3 Formation of Two-Particle Assemblies
35 μL of functionalized gold colloid was mixed with 55 μL of functionalized
silver colloid. 6 μL of linking oligonucleotide a*b* (8.2 μM, 5’-TAC GAG TTG AGA ATC
CTG AAT GCG-3’) was added, and binding was allowed to proceed for 30 minutes prior
to sample preparation.
6.2.1.4 Sample Preparation
Nanoparticle assemblies were immobilized on a formvar coated 75 mesh center
marked copper TEM grid (Ted Pella) by placing the grid face down on a 100 μL drop of
nanoparticle solution. After two minutes, the grid was placed face down on a 100 μL
drop of water for 30 seconds. This rinsing step was repeated three times, and the grid
was then dipped in ethanol and allowed to dry prior to being characterized.
6.2.1.5 Optical Characterization
Optical characterization was performed using a custom microscope. The
darkfield optical microscope consisted of a motorized translation stage (Prior) attached
to a z-column (J-mar) allowing positioning of a selected nanoparticle assembly on the
optical axis of the microscope. A Nikon 50x objective (NA=0.75) was used to collect light
scattered from the selected assemblies. A vertical illuminator, secondary imaging port
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(used for digital color imaging), eyepieces, and a trinocular head were mounted above
the z-column. The vertical output port on the trinocular head lead to an image plane,
rotatable pinhole aperture with a monocular eyepiece and an in/out mirror used to select
individual scatterers for spectroscopic study. A mirror and lens assembly above the
pinhole redirected and imaged the scattered light onto the entrance slit of the
spectrometer (Acton 2300i with Photometrics CoolSNAP HQ Camera). The sample was
illuminated using a 150 W Xe lamp coupled to an optical fiber at an illumination angle
of approximately 30 degrees relative to a plane parallel to the z-column to minimize
scatter off of the copper TEM grid. Nanoparticle scatterers of interest were placed on the
optical axis, and the pinhole aperture used to block collection of light scattered from
other particles on the sample. Scattering spectra of each assembly of interest were
collected at multiple polarizations by placing a polarizing filter between the objective
and pinhole aperture.
6.2.1.6 Structural Characterization
Upon completion of the optical characterization, immobilized samples were
imaged using a Hitachi HF-2000 TEM operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 KeV
and a beam current of 15 mA. The same grid square used for the optical characterization
was located, and specific nanoparticle assemblies were found by matching the patterns
observed in the TEM with the darkfield images, Figure 65. Energy dispersive X-ray
analysis (EDX) was performed on each particle pair using an Oxford Instruments INCA
Energy 100 attachment to the Hitachi TEM. EDX is a technique in which a sample is
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exposed to an electron beam, and X-rays emitted at material specific energies identify
the elemental composition of a sample. X-rays collected from each nanoparticle dimer
were used to confirm that each selected assembly was composed of a gold and silver
MNP. The combination of TEM and EDX allowed us to correlate assembly size, shape,
and composition measurements with polarization dependent optical spectra.

6.2.2 Assembly and Characterization of Binary Metal Nanoparticle
Extended Networks
6.2.2.1 General Methods
13 nm gold colloid was synthesized using the Frens method[29], 20 nm gold
colloid was purchased from NanoComposix, and 30 nm gold colloid was purchased
from Ted Pella and was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4.2k rcf to remove larger particles
from the solution. TEM imaging was used to measure functionalized colloid size and
dispersity for the 13 nm gold colloid (13.1 ± 1.6 nm), 20 nm gold colloid (21.1 ± 1.6 nm),
and 30 nm gold colloid (28.7 ± 4.1 nm), and to confirm the absence of significant nonsphericity. Gold colloid concentrations were determined to be 2.88x10-8 M (13 nm),
2.45x10-9 M (20 nm), and .05x10-9 M (30 nm) using extinction coefficients, ε520 = 2.94x108
mole liter-1 cm-1 (13 nm), ε520 = 1.2x109 mole liter-1 cm-1 (20 nm), and , ε520 = 1.2x109 mole
liter-1 cm-1 (30 nm)[30] consistent with Mie theory of gold colloid in water calculated
using a gold dielectric function[48] corrected for size[49].
20 nm silver colloid (of nominal mean size between 15 and 25 nm) was
purchased from Ted Pella. Functionalized colloid was imaged in the TEM and found to
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be of average size 22.7 ± 3.2 nm and mean aspect ratio 1.12. Silver colloid concentration
was estimated to be 1.11x10-9 M using an extinction coefficient, εmax=3.02x109 mole liter-1
cm-1 consistent with Mie theory of silver colloid in water calculated using a silver
dielectric function[82] corrected for size[49]. Due to the offset is peak location between
the measured and simulated silver spectra, the extinction coefficient was applied to the
wavelength of maximum extinction rather than at a fixed wavelength as is conventional.
While the median aspect ratio of silver was determined to be 1.12, size characterization
by TEM is not a definitive measure of size or shape polydispersity due to the twodimensional limitation of the measurement. Uncertainty in the silver concentration was
significant due to the non-sphericity of the silver colloid. Relative to that of silver
colloid, uncertainty in the concentration of gold colloid was low due to the sphericity of
the sample and the breadth of the plasmon band. Experimental and simulated spectra of
gold and silver nanoparticles are displayed in Figure 62.
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Figure 62: UV-visible extinction spectra of silver (blue) and 13 nm (green), 20 nm (red),
and 30 nm (turquoise) gold nanoparticle solutions and corresponding simulated spectra (black,
dashed). Spectra have been offset for clarity

6.2.2.2 Preparation of DNA-Functionalized Nanoparticles
Oligonucleotides were purchased from IDT DNA Technologies. Gold colloid was
functionalized with 3’-disulfide-terminated oligonucleotide a (5’-TCT CAA CTC GTASH-3’) using previously described methods[30]. To produce stable functionalized silver,
colloid was functionalized with oligonucleotide b-s (5’-SH-A10-CGC ATT CAG GAT-3’)
which is partially hybridized to oligonucleotide s* (5’-T10-C3-C3-SH-3’) in order to
include a 10 bp duplex DNA spacer (s/s*) presenting both a 3’- and 5’-thiol to the silver
surface. This mixture was salt aged over 48 hours to a final concentration of 0.1 M NaCl,
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10 mM phosphate buffered saline (0.1 M PBS), and then washed for 12 minutes at 7.6k
relative centrifugal force (rcf)[30].
6.2.2.2.3 Formation of Nanoparticle Networks
Networks were formed using 20 nm silver and 13 nm, 20 nm, or 28 nm gold
particles. Nanoparticle networks from a 1:1 mixture of gold and silver particles (Figure
71, Scheme 1) were formed in 0.1 M PBS by combining functionalized gold colloid with
functionalized silver colloid to yield a binary MNP mixture with nominal MNP
concentrations of 0.15 nM for both gold and silver. The following quantities of
functionalized colloid solutions were added to 0.1 M PBS buffer to attain a total volume
of 200 μL. Quantities were as follows: 13 nm gold colloid (1.12 μL of 26.8 nM solution)
and 20 nm silver colloid (24 μL of 1.25 nM solution); 20 nm gold colloid (12.2 μL of 2.45
nM solution) and 20 nm silver colloid (28.6 μL of 1.05 nM solution); 28 nm gold colloid
(25.6 μL of 1.05 nM solution) and 20 nm silver colloid (27 μL of 1.11 nM solution).
Aggregation was induced through addition of the 24 base linking strand a*b* (5’-TAC
GAG TTG AGA ATC CTG AAT GCG-3’). The concentration of the linking strand was
scaled with net particle surface area, yielding a final strand concentration of 0.18 μM (13
nm gold and 20 nm silver), 0.25 μM (20 nm gold and 20 nm silver), and 0.38 μM (28 nm
gold and 20 nm silver).
Networks from a 10:1 mixture of 13 nm gold and 20 nm silver particles (Figure
71, Scheme 2) were formed by combining functionalized gold colloid (11.2 μL of 26.8 nM
solution) with functionalized silver colloid (24 μL of 1.25 nM solution) to yield a binary
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MNP mixture with nominal MNP concentrations of 1.5 nM gold and 0.15 nM silver.
Aggregation was induced through addition of a*b*, yielding a final strand concentration
of 0.66 μM for scheme 2.
6.2.2.4 Optical and Hydrodynamic Characterization
Aggregation was monitored via extinction spectroscopy in a Cary 100 Bio
spectrophotometer. Prior to collecting dynamic light scattering (DLS) data, solutions
were filtered through an aluminum oxide filter (100 nm pore size). DLS data was
collected on an ALV-GmbH LSE-5004 instrument with a CGS-8 goniometer system
using a HeNe laser operating at 632.2 nm. The scattering cell was immersed in a
refractive index matching bath filled with toluene. Autocorrelation functions were
analyzed for a bimodal size distribution using a nonlinear regularization fit.

6.3 Particle Pairs (1-D Assemblies)
The plasmon resonance of a single metal nanoparticle is dependent upon
composition[6], size[8], shape[5], and the local dielectric environment[9,10,20]. Particle
pairs composed of like metal particles exhibit red shifts and broadening of the
individual particle plasmons when the particles are strongly coupled[105-107]. In twoparticle assemblies, the extent of coupling is dependent not only upon particle
separation[8], but also upon the orientation of the incident field relative to the
interparticle axis. Alignment of the incident field parallel to the interparticle axis results
in strong plasmon coupling, while a perpendicularly aligned field results in weak
plasmon coupling[105-107]. In the case in which the polarization is perpendicular to the
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interparticle axis, the particle plasmons are weakly coupled and approximately
represent individual particle plasmons, as illustrated by simulated scattering spectra of
80 nm gold and silver particles in isolation and separated by 1 nm, Figure 63. Prior to
investigating binary metal aggregates, we studied plasmon coupling in individual
binary metal particle pairs to discover how the spectral response of coupling in onedimensional structures formed from unlike components differs from the response of like
component structures.

Figure 63: Simulated scattering spectra of a two-particle assembly consisting of an 80 nm
gold sphere and 80 nm silver sphere separated by 1 nm with polarization perpendicular to the
interparticle axis (black, solid), and spectra of individual 80 nm gold (dashed) and silver (dotted)
particles.

Silver and gold nanoparticles were functionalized with oligonucleotides a and b,
respectively, and incubated with linking oligonucleotide a*b* in order to form
assemblies. Assemblies were deposited on a TEM grid, and single assembly spectra were
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collected at multiple polarizations. The sample was illuminated with unpolarized white
light at an illumination angle of approximately 30 degrees relative to a plane
perpendicular to the sample to minimize scatter from the copper TEM grid, Figure 64.
Using this setup, the ratio of on- and off-axis illumination for each particle pair
depended upon the orientation of the pair relative to the incident beam. Unpolarized
light was scattered from the sample, and linearly polarized light was collected by
placing a polarizing filter between the objective and the spectrometer. Although this
technique may result in collection of an unequal ratio of on- and off-axis scattering, and
does not isolate scattering from on- and off-axis quadripolar modes, it, nevertheless,
appears to be an effective means for observing strongly and weakly coupled plasmons
in nanoparticle pairs.

Figure 64: Illustration of microscope illumination and spectral collection setup.

Collection of spectra at multiple polarizations allowed the observation of
strongly and weakly coupled plasmons within each individual assembly. After spectral
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collection, imaging of the sample was performed using a TEM with an EDX attachment.
The grid square used for the optical characterization was located, and specific
nanoparticle assemblies were found by matching patterns observed in the TEM with the
darkfield scattering images, Figure 65. TEM imaging was used to measure particle size,
interparticle separation, and assembly orientation relative to the polarizing filter, while
EDX analysis was used to confirm assembly composition.

Figure 65: Demonstration of TEM and darkfield scattering image correlation. (a) TEM
image of field of nanoparticles and (b) a darkfield scattering image of the same region.

Two particle pairs with varying particle sizes and separations were studied,
Figure 66 and Figure 67. EDX analysis confirmed the presence of gold and silver in each
assembly, while analysis of the formvar coated grid in a region free of particles
displayed neither gold nor silver peaks. While the combination of TEM and EDX has
sufficient resolution to determine the composition of individual particles within an
assembly, we were unable to do so here, as focusing the electron beam on a single
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particle caused melting of the TEM grid formvar coating. The correlation of spectral and
structural measurements resulted in a well-defined system in which to study binary
metal plasmon coupling, however, it is important to note that characterization by TEM is
not a definitive measure of particle shape due to the two-dimensional limitation of the
measurement. Spectra displayed two plasmon peaks- the short wavelength band (450550 nm) was assigned to the silver plasmon, while the long wavelength band (600-700
nm) was assigned to the gold plasmon. Spectra demonstrated variations in gold and
silver scattering intensities as the orientation of the polarizing filter relative to the pair
axis was varied. As the particle plasmons became more strongly coupled (polarization
parallel to the pair axis) the scattering intensity of the gold plasmon was enhanced while
the scattering of the silver plasmon was damped.
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Figure 66: (a) single-assembly scattering spectra at two different polarizations. (b) TEM
image of two-particle assembly with overlaid polarizations corresponding to spectra in (a). Scale
bar is 100 nm. (c) EDX analysis of two-particle assembly confirming that the assembly is
composed of both gold (red arrows) and silver (yellow arrows) components.
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Figure 67: (a) single-assembly scattering spectra at two different polarizations. (b) TEM
image of two-particle assembly with overlaid polarizations corresponding to spectra in (a). Scale
bar is 80 nm. (c) EDX analysis of two-particle assembly confirming that the assembly is composed
of both gold (red arrows) and silver (yellow arrows) components.

Both particle pairs displayed increased gold scattering and decreased silver
scattering when the polarizing filter was aligned with the particle axis. To clarify the
connection between the observed perturbations in scattering intensity and variations in
alignment of the polarizing filter relative to the pair axis, spectral simulations were
performed using a T-matrix coupled multipole method[34] that provides a fully
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converged description of the delocalized modes supported by a cluster of spherical
particles. Simulated scattering spectra were calculated for a pair of 80 nm particles
separated by 1 nm. This model is intended to match as closely as possible to the
measured structure, Figure 66, and accounts for particle size and the dielectric
properties of the gold[48] and silver[82] particles. Effects of the substrate were neglected,
and simulations were performed assuming a medium of refractive index 1.00. Scattering
spectra were calculated for polarizations parallel and offset by 45 degrees from the
interparticle axis, Figure 68, in order to simulate the polarization dependent response of
the collected spectra. While the gold and silver plasmon peak locations are blue-shifted
from the experimentally observed peaks, possibly due to the polarizability of the
substrate[108], or to non-sphericity in particle shape, the polarization dependent
modulation of gold and silver scattering intensities qualitatively matches the observed
response. Additional simulations were performed using the same structural model, but
at a wider range of polarizations, Figure 69. These simulations depict a clear continuum
of coupling, as the polarization direction transitions from perpendicular to parallel to
the interparticle axis, the silver band is progressively damped, and the gold band is
progressively enhanced.
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Figure 68: Simulated scattering spectra of a two-particle assembly consisting of an 80 nm
gold sphere and 80 nm silver sphere separated by 1 nm with polarizations offset from the
interparticle axis by 0 (red, dashed) and 45 degrees (black, solid).

Figure 69: Simulated scattering spectra of a two-particle assembly consisting of an 80 nm
gold sphere and 80 nm silver sphere separated by 1 nm with polarizations offset from the
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interparticle axis by 0 (red, solid), 30 (orange, dotted), 45 (green, dashed), 60 (blue, dot-dotdashed), and 90 (black, solid) degrees.

In the assembly depicted in Figure 67, the particle pair displays a similar
response to interparticle coupling despite the fact that the two particles are separated by
more than a particle diameter. While plasmon coupling in proximate particles was
expected, the observation of strong coupling between particles separated by a particle
diameter was unanticipated, due to direct dependence of coupling upon interparticle
separation. Coupling in particles separated by a diameter could be the result of particle
non-sphericity. Non-spherical particles, such as oblate spheroids, have been shown to
couple at separations of over a diameter[109]. Without accounting for these possibilities,
simulated spectra of a pair of 80 nm spheres separated by half a diameter displayed a
coupling effect in which the gold and silver scattering peaks undergo significant
enhancement and damping, Figure 70, similar to the observed coupling phenomenon.
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Figure 70: Simulated scattering spectra of a two-particle assembly consisting of an 80 nm
gold sphere and 80 nm silver sphere separated by 40 nm with polarizations parallel (red, dashed)
and perpendicular (black, solid) to the interparticle axis.

We have demonstrated the effect of gold-silver plasmon coupling in a system of
structurally characterized particle pairs, and have compared these results with
simulations based upon measured structural parameters. We find that the primary
spectral signature of gold-silver coupling in one-dimensional assemblies is damping of
silver scattering intensity and enhancement of gold scattering intensity. The damping of
the silver band may be a result of the resonance of the silver band with the interband
transition of gold, while the enhancement of the gold band may be a result of the
dielectric effects of silver. When like-metal particle pairs are aligned along the
polarization direction of the incident electric field, the scattering peak is enhanced and
red-shifted. While this is similar to the enhanced gold scattering peak observed in gold-
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silver pairs, the damping of the silver scattering peak is distinctly different. Therefore,
the optical properties of these binary metal particle pairs are both similar to, and
different from the properties of like-metal particle pairs.

6.4 Extended Networks (3-D Assemblies)
Having investigated binary metal coupling in one-dimensional assemblies, we
sought to understand the plasmonic properties of three-dimensional structures
composed of unlike particles. The extinction spectrum of like-metal networks is
characterized by a plasmon peak that is red-shifted and broadened relative to the
dispersed particle spectrum. Here, we study the the spectral response of network
formation of unlike components.
Networks were formed in solution from gold and silver MNPs functionalized
with unlike oligonucleotides, and linked by bridging complement, Figure 71. The
programmed recognition was designed to produce stable tethering between unlike
particles and negligible interaction between particles of like composition. From
structural studies of gold nanoparticle networks linked by duplex DNA shorter than the
persistence length of free duplex, it is known that short duplex linkers provide effective
control of interparticle spacing[28]. Here, 34 base pair duplex linkers were selected to
provide a nearest neighbor spacing approximately equal to the average particle radius
and to produce a binary material with an optical response dominated by dipole coupling
between plasmonic components. Prior studies of DNA-linked binary MNP systems[6,78]
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have used polyA/polyT linking strands which may result in less well defined nearest
neighbor separations when DNA strands partially overlap. While the optical properties
of these binary metal networks are likely to depend upon the structural variables that
influence the optical properties of networks composed of like components[27] (i.e.
interparticle separation, metal fraction, and aggregate size), they may also depend on
the level of order within the assembly. Within disordered networks, a particle may have
nearest neighbors of both like and unlike composition, and, thus, aggregate optical
properties may be dominated by the coupling of like or unlike plasmons.

Figure 71: Schematic of network assembly strategy for 13 nm gold and 20 nm silver
MNPs with 1:1 Ag:Au particle ratio (1) and 1:10 Ag:Au particle ratio (2).

Coupling in the binary metal structures was studied using UV-visible extinction
spectroscopy. In order to determine the aggregate properties required to reproduce the
assembly-induced changes observed in the extinction spectra, effective medium theory
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(EMT) was used to construct a dielectric function that characterizes the wavelength
dependent susceptibility of binary-MNP composites as a function of component fraction
and nanoparticle size. This method characterizes the size and metal fraction of an
aggregate, and helps determine the aggregate optical properties in the absence of
explicit data on assembly structure. To test the validity of this composite dielectric
function, spectra simulated using the dielectric function were compared to spectra
determined by solution of the explicit, coupled particle response of aggregates of
equivalent component fraction and particle size. These comparisons were used to
characterize the validity of the effective medium description of binary MNP materials as
a function of level of order and metal fraction. Upon demonstrating that the EMT model
is valid for assemblies of component fractions less than 17%, spectra of binary MNP
aggregates of various sizes were simulated and compared with spectral data collected as
networks assemble.

6.4.1 Multi-Component Effective Medium Theory
MNP composites have a susceptibility, χ, to optical radiation that is a function of
both position and time. While the temporal dependence of the susceptibility is naturally
captured as a frequency dependence, lack of long range order precludes natural
description of the position dependence in terms of spatial frequency. However, given
the length-scale (tens of nanometers) of the heterogeneity of the composite’s
composition and, thus, susceptibility, it is reasonable to expect that a spatially
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homogenized description of the susceptibility will be sufficient for characterization of
the material’s linear response to electromagnetic waves of optical wavelength (hundreds
of nanometers). The susceptibilities of materials composed of a single polarizable species
diluted in a dielectric medium have been successfully described by Maxwell-Garnett
theory, a theory derived from the Clausius-Mossotti relation between macroscopic
polarization, P, and microscopic polarizability, α. The latter provides a self-consistent
solution for P under the assumption that the polarization can be described as a sum of
dipoles each of which is responding to a local field (known as the Lorentz field) equal to
the field in a cavity in the homogenized effective medium. The Maxwell-Garnett
dielectric function is determined by the dielectric functions of the components and the
inclusion volume fraction, but is independent of structure. It provides a reasonable
description of the susceptibility of materials with a large fraction of the highly
polarizable component only when the polarizable component is sufficiently uniformly
distributed as to experience a local field well approximated by its mean. For materials
with high inclusion fractions, accurate representation of the susceptibility generally
requires a more complex theory that incorporates multi-body information consistent
with structural details of the composite.
In materials with more than one polarizable species included at low fraction, the
local fields felt by inclusions may also be well described as mean fields. If so, the
material dielectric function can be evaluated using a generalization of Maxwell-Garnett
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theory that sums polarizabilities of the inclusions. Substitution of the electrostatic
polarizability of a sphere of radius, r, and dielectric function, εi, in a medium of
refractive index, n,
Equation 12

εi − n2
αi = r
ε i + 2n 2
3

into the Clausius-Mossotti relation for a material with number densities, Ni, of
polarizable species, i,
Equation 13

ε eff − n 2
4π
=
2
3
ε eff + 2n

∑N α
i

i

i

yields the generalized Maxwell-Garnett expression,
Equation 14

ε eff − n 2
ε i − n2
=
f
∑i i ε + 2n 2
ε eff + 2n 2
i
for the dielectric function, εeff, in terms of inclusion volume fractions, fi of the MNP
components. The multi-component formulation is consistent with single-component
Maxwell-Garnett theory and produces identical results for the single-component case.
In a high inclusion fraction composite, the mean field assumption may be much
less appropriate. Whereas in materials with a single component, uniform ordering can
extend the range of validity of the mean field assumption to inclusion fractions of as
high as 20%[110], it is not obvious that similar extensions are appropriate in materials
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with diverse components. Some have reported that Maxwell-Garnett theory for multiple
inclusion types suffers from the lack of validity of the mean field assumption for
precisely this reason[111,112], however, we shall demonstrate that multi-component
Maxwell-Garnett theory remains valid for ordered aggregates of surprisingly high
inclusion fraction.

6.4.2 Validation of Multi-Component Effective Medium Theory
Some have reported that the Maxwell-Garnett theory for multiple inclusion types
suffers from the lack of validity of the mean field assumption[111,112]. However, the
mean field assumption is more likely to break down for inclusions with similar
resonance frequencies. The validity of the mean field assumption may not be a
substantive issue for the modeling of DNA-linked binary metal composites due to the
combination of local order (unlike nearest neighbors) and the dissimilarity of resonance
frequencies of the two metals. This results in components coupling most strongly with
their (like-metal) next nearest neighbors while their (unlike-metal) nearest neighbors
serve primarily to perturb the sub-lattice response. Thus, at a frequency near the silver
resonance, the response is dominated by the silver particles, all of which are exposed to
fields similar to the mean field, and an identical effect occurs near the gold resonance. It
is worth noting that the uniformity of the field would decrease if the aggregate became
disordered resulting in like-metal nearest neighbors. To demonstrate that the multicomponent EMT theory is appropriate for dilute binary-metal composites of non185

negligible metal fraction, the EM model response was compared to the response of the
analogous ordered structures calculated using a T-matrix coupled multipole method[34].
A metal fraction of 16.4% corresponds to the upper limit of metal fraction achievable in
an AB material of 13 nm gold and 20 nm silver spheres with edge-to-edge separation (s)
of 10 nm (appropriate for a 34 base pair interparticle linker in 0.1 M NaCl[28]), resulting
in a center-to-center distance, y, of 26.5 nm, equal to the sum of s and the gold and silver
particle radii. For the given particle-particle geometry, the 16.4% limit is achieved only
for the most concentrated AB packing, i.e. that of eight nearest neighbors, such that the
metal fraction is 0.68/(y/(y-s))3. A comparison of EMT modeling and the coupled
multipole simulation of the analogous explicit particle cluster were compared for metal
volumes ranging from 13%-24% (corresponding to a 331 particle cluster with edge-toedge separations ranging from 12 nm to 6.5 nm, respectively), Figure 72a. Simulations of
aggregates of 16.4% metal fraction and varying size were compared to the analogous
explicit particle clusters (corresponding to 331 and 893 particle aggregates, respectively),
Figure 72b. The EM simulations accurately reproduce the explicit simulations for metal
fractions of 16.4% and below, however at higher fractions the EM model begins to
underestimate the coupling between particles. Simulations in which the aggregate metal
fraction was fixed at 16.4% but the particle positions were randomly populated with
gold or silver displayed red-shifting of both the gold and silver plasmon bands that is
not captured by the EM description. Comparing the ordered and disordered calculated
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spectra, it is clear that disorder leads to increased shifting of both the gold and silver
plasmon, a result analogous to that of single-metal systems which exhibit red-shifting
and broadening[113] with increasing disorder. Thus, the EMT model appears valid for
relatively ordered systems of metal fraction 17% and below and captures the trends of
binary-metal plasmon coupling in nanoparticle materials.
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Figure 72: Comparison of simulations of analogous ordered networks using EMT
(dotted) and T-matrix multipole (dashed) methods (a) for a 331 particle aggregate as a function of
interparticle spacing/metal fraction for spacings/fractions, in descending order, of 12 nm/13.5% ,
10 nm/16.4%, 8.5 nm/19.6%, and 6.5 nm/24.3% and (b) for 331 (blue/red) and 893
(green/turquoise) particle aggregates at with the expected edge-to edge separation of 10
nm/16.4% metal fraction. Spectra have been offset for clarity.
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6.4.3 Plasmonic Properties of Networks Composed of 13 nm Gold and
20 nm Silver Colloid
Initial experiments were performed by adding a DNA linker to induce
aggregation in mixtures of functionalized 13 nm gold and 20 nm silver MNPs, Figure 71.
Gold and silver particles were mixed in 1:1 and 10:1 ratios, and extinction spectra were
collected prior to addition of the DNA linker and after 30 minutes of assembly, Figure
73a,c. Two peaks are apparent, both of which changed intensity upon assembly.
Comparison of the dispersed particle spectrum with the spectra of the individual MNP
components indicated that the short wavelength band derives primarily from the silver
particle plasmon, whereas the long wavelength band derives from the gold particle
plasmon. Upon assembly, the effect of coupling on resonance lifetime was different for
the two bands- the silver band was damped and the gold band was enhanced, a
response qualitatively similar to the coupling response observed in unlike particle pairs.
The magnitude of the coupling response was larger for assemblies formed from a 10:1
gold:silver particle mixture than from the 1:1 mixture. Analysis of DLS data, Figure 74,
suggested that more extended networks were formed from a 1:1 particle mixture than
from a 10:1 mixture. The dissimilarity between the hydrodynamic distributions of MNP
networks formed from 1:1 and 10:1 particle mixtures suggests that a 1:1 component
mixture promotes formation of large aggregates, while a 10:1 mixture terminated
assembly after the formation of small clusters, Figure 71, scheme 2. The increase in the
extinction ‘baseline’ to the red of the gold plasmon peak for assemblies formed using a
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1:1 ratio is likely caused by large aggregates which leads to an increase in extinction at
longer wavelengths.

Figure 73: (a) Extinction spectra of gold-silver aggregates formed using a 1:1 ratio of 13
nm gold and 20 nm silver colloid. Spectra are of dispersed colloid (black, dashed), and after 15
(red, solid), 30 (blue, solid), and 45 (green, solid) minutes of assembly. (b) Simulated extinction
spectra calculated using a parameterized EMT of assemblies composed of a 1:1 ratio of 13 nm
gold and 20 nm silver particles. (c) Experimental extinction spectra of gold-silver aggregates
formed using a 10:1 ratio of 13 nm gold and 20 nm silver colloid. Spectra are of dispersed colloid
(black, dashed), and after 15 (red, solid), 30 (green, solid), and 45 (blue, solid) minutes of
assembly. (d) Simulated extinction spectra calculated using a parameterized EMT of gold-silver
aggregates composed of a 10:1 ratio of 13 nm gold and 20 nm silver particles.
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Figure 74: Hydrodynamic distribution of dispersed gold and silver particles (solid
squares) in 1:1 (black) and 10:1 (red) particle solutions and after 30 minutes of assembly (black
squares, red circles respectively).

To further understand the optical properties of binary metal aggregates, a multicomponent EMT was used to simulate the optical response of these materials. Spectra
simulated using this multi-component EMT exhibit increased coupling with both
increasing metal fraction and increasing aggregate size. In the absence of metal fraction
and aggregate size data, gold and silver fractions are treated as slightly adjustable
parameters. Calculated spectra for assemblies with silver and gold fractions
corresponding to a 1:1 gold:silver particle ratio (2% gold and 7.28% silver) and 10:1
gold:silver particle ratio (11% gold and 4% silver) accurately predict damping of the
silver band and enhancement of the gold band as the aggregate size is increased, Figure
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73b,d. All spectra presented in this work are plotted as extinction efficiency per silver
particle (extinction cross section divided by nπrAg2, where n is the number of silver
particles within the aggregate). By defining efficiency on a per particle basis, the relative
intensities of simulated spectra correspond to the changes observed in measured spectra
as components assemble. Given that similar coupling can be induced by increased
aggregate size or increased metal fraction, this method displayed a qualitative measure
of gold-silver assembly rather than a quantitative analysis of assembly metal fraction or
size. While the parameterized EM simulations of assemblies composed of gold and
silver particles in a 10:1 ratio captured the silver peak damping and gold peak
enhancement, simulations predicted increased red-shifting of both plasmon bands that
was not observed in the collected spectra. If the excess of gold particles terminates
assembly at the small cluster level, as suggested by the DLS data analysis, then a large
number of assemblies may consist of a single silver ‘core’ surrounded by multiple gold
‘satellites.’ The previously described coupled mutipole[34] method was used to calculate
the optical response of a particle cluster consisting of a 20 nm silver particle surrounded
by 6 evenly spaced 13 nm gold particles with an edge-to-edge separation of 10 nm,
Figure 75. The spectral response to the formation of a small cluster from component
particles is enhancement, but not shifting of the gold band, and damping and minor redshifting of the silver band, qualitatively matching the observed response.
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Figure 75: T-matrix multipole simulation of individual gold and silver particles (black),
and a small gold-on-silver cluster consisting of a single silver particle surrounded by 6 evenly
spaced gold satellites (red). Note: efficiencies are plotted per silver particle except for the
individual gold particle, which is normalized by the geometric cross section of a single silver
sphere.

The damping of the silver band observed in extended networks and small
clusters may be a consequence of the resonance of the silver plasmon band with the
interband transitions of gold. The enhancement and red-shift of the gold band may be a
result of the expansion of electric fields from the dielectric nature of silver which may
enhance the gold plasmon through dielectric effects, as well as modulate coupling
between like-metal next nearest neighbors. The qualitatively similar response of
measured and simulated spectra suggests that the optical response of these binarymaterial aggregates can be described successfully as the sum of a “dressed” response of
the gold and silver sub-lattices.
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6.4.4 Plasmonic Properties of networks composed of 20 and 28 nm
Gold and 20 nm Silver Colloid
Subsequently, aggregates were formed from 1:1 mixtures of 20 nm or 28 nm gold
and 20 nm silver particles. DLS data analysis of assemblies formed from 13 nm gold and
20 nm silver particles suggested that a large number of extended networks formed when
silver and gold particles were mixed in a 1:1 ratio. However, the amplitude of the 13 nm
gold extinction peak relative to the silver peak presented a barrier to observing the effect
of binary metal coupling on the gold plasmon resonance. In order to study binary metal
networks formed from unlike particles with similar geometric cross-sections, we formed
networks from a 1:1 mixture of 20 nm gold and 20 nm silver particles. The 1:1 ratio of
gold and silver particles was expected to result in extended networks rather than goldterminated small particle clusters, and to exhibit a clearly observable gold plasmon
peak. Analysis of DLS data, Figure 76 confirmed the formation of extended networks.
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Figure 76: Hydrodynamic distribution of dispersed 20 nm gold and 20 nm silver particles
(black, squares), and after 20 minutes of assembly (red, circles).

Extinction spectra collected prior to addition of the DNA linker and after 30
minutes of assembly displayed two plasmon peaks which varied in intensity as
assembly proceeded, Figure 77a. The effect of coupling on resonance lifetime was
identical to that seen for assemblies formed with 13 nm gold and 20 nm silver MNPs and
for particle pairs- the silver band was damped while the gold band was enhanced.
Spectra of assemblies composed of 20 nm silver and 20 nm gold MNPs, however,
exhibited modest red-shifting of the gold band. This shifting could be caused by
increased like-metal coupling, or, alternatively, by increased coupling between gold and
silver plasmons.
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Figure 77: (a) Experimental extinction spectra of gold-silver aggregates formed using a
1:1 ratio of 20 nm gold and 20 nm silver colloid. Spectra are of dispersed colloid (black, dashed),
and after 20 minutes of assembly (red, solid). (b) Simulated extinction spectra calculated using a
parameterized EMT of assemblies composed of a 1:1 ratio of 20 nm gold and 20 nm silver
particles. (c) Experimental extinction spectra of gold-silver aggregates formed using a 1:1 ratio of
28 nm gold and 20 nm silver colloid. Spectra are of dispersed colloid (black, dashed), and after 15
(red, solid) and 30 (blue, solid) minutes of assembly. (d) Simulated extinction spectra calculated
using a parameterized EMT of gold-silver aggregates composed of a 1:1 ratio of 28 nm gold and
20 nm silver particles.

Additionally, binary MNP aggregates were formed from a 1:1 ratio of 28 nm gold
and 20 nm silver MNPs. The gold MNP size was chosen so that the total volume of gold
was equal to the volume used to form networks from a 10:1 ratio of 13 nm gold and 20
nm silver. Analysis of DLS data, Figure 78, confirmed the formation of extended
networks, although the extended network hydrodynamic radius peak is not offset from
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the dispersed particle peak as seen in assemblies composed of 20 nm gold and 20 nm
silver MNPs. Upon assembly, the silver plasmon was damped, while the gold band was
enhanced, Figure 77c. The extent of silver damping was larger for these assemblies than
for similar assemblies composed of smaller gold particles, possibly as a result of the
increased coupling of larger particles at fixed nearest neighbor separations. Despite
structural differences that may result from the packing of unlike-sized components, the
effect of binary MNP network assembly appeared to be identical to the response of
networks composed of like-sized components- damping of the silver plasmon, and
enhancement of the gold plasmon.

Figure 78: Hydrodynamic distribution of dispersed 28 nm gold and 20 nm silver particles
(black, squares), and after 30 minutes of assembly (red, circles).
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Multi-component EMT was used to simulate the optical response of a material
composed of 20 nm silver and 20 gold MNPs, Figure 77b, as well as a material composed
of 28 nm gold and 20 nm silver MNPs, , Figure 77d. In the absence of metal fraction and
aggregate size data, the gold and silver fractions were assumed to be equal and were
treated as slightly adjustable parameters. The simulated spectra for assemblies
corresponding to a 1:1 ratio of 20 nm gold and 20 nm silver particles (6.5% gold, 6.5%
silver) accurately predict the magnitude of the silver damping and gold enhancement,
and also the slight red-shifting of the gold band. The simulated spectrum that most
closely matches the observed spectrum corresponds to a small network composed of
approximately 15 MNPs. The simulated spectra for assemblies corresponding to a 1:1
ratio of 28 nm gold and 20 nm silver particles (13.7% gold, 5% silver) accurately predict
the magnitude of the silver damping and gold enhancement, and also the slight redshifting of the gold band. The spectrum that most closely matched experiment
corresponds to a small network composed of 13 MNPs.
From the correlation of measured and simulated spectra, the simulated spectra
that most closely model the observed optical response corresponded to clusters of
approximately 15 MNPs. From the DLS data analysis is appeared that some extended
networks were forming, however, it is possible that the extinction spectra are dominated
by the optical response of small assemblies. Component assembly in a two component
system can be terminated at small clusters by an excess of a single component, however,
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here we have used equal ratios of gold and silver particles. Alternatively, assembly can
be terminated if one component has relatively few binding ligands. While the binding
properties of DNA-gold MNP conjugates are well known[59], the properties of DNAsilver conjugates are less well understood. We hypothesized that the 12 base pair
recognition sequence may interact with the silver surface, reducing the number of
available binding ligands. The melting properties of binary-MNP aggregates were
studied by monitoring the intensity of the gold plasmon band at 520 nm as the
temperature was increased. Melting of binary-MNP aggregates, Figure 79, displayed a
gentler slope than the transitions previously observed in gold-MNP aggregates[6,62].
The sharp melting transition of DNA-linked gold MNP aggregates has been attributed
to a cooperative mechanism between multiple DNA linkers between each nanoparticle
pair[62]. The broadened melting transition in this binary metal network suggests that
gold-silver binding involved fewer ligands, resulting in a less cooperative melting
process. The reduced binding of DNA-silver conjugates may be limiting the number of
extended networks that form, causing the majority of aggregates to terminate in clusters
of approximately 15 particles.
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Figure 79: Melting curve for binary-metal aggregates composed of 13 nm gold and 20 nm
silver colloid monitored at 520 nm.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the ability to form binary MNP networks
that display multiple plasmon peaks. Measured optical properties were compared with
simulated results calculated using EM and coupled multipole methods. We have
demonstrated that multi-component Maxwell-Garnett theory is effective at describing
ordered binary-nanoparticle aggregates of relatively low inclusion fraction. We find that
the binary metal-composites exhibit optical properties that are dependent upon the
properties and relative abundance of the individual components as well as aggregate
size. While aggregates formed from like-metal components exhibit broadened and redshifted of the plasmon bands relative to those of dispersed components, the main effect
of binary metal network formation appears to be damping of the silver plasmon band
and enhancement of the gold plasmon band. However, this comparison may not be
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valid if small clusters, rather than extended networks, are being formed. To investigate
the optical response of extended network formation, spectra were calculated using the
coupled multipole method to simulate the response of 331 and 893 particle aggregates
composed of 20 nm gold and 20 nm silver particles and compared to the sum of the
unlinked components, Figure 80. We observe that the spectral effect of threedimensional binary metal network formation appears to be similar to that of like-metal
networks. While both gold and silver plasmons are red-shifted and broadened relative
to dispersed particle plasmons, similar to the response to the formation of like-metal
networks, the enhancement of the gold plasmon is distinctly different from the response
to like-metal assembly. This red-shift of both bands contrasts with the behavior of
systems of oscillators in which coupling induces or enhances energy level splitting,
however, the red-shifting (and subsequent broadening) of the individual bands in the
binary material is identical to the response of gold-silver MNP pairs, and qualitatively
similar to that observed in assemblies of like-metal coupling such as DNA-linked
MNPs[7] or nanoshells[114,115].
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Figure 80: Simulated Extinction spectra for spherical aggregates of 20 nm gold and 20 nm
silver particles in water with 10 nm interparticle separation, sum of unlinked components (black,
dashed), 331 particles (red, solid), and 893 particles (blue, dot-dot-dashed).

6.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the effect of gold-silver plasmonic coupling
in a structurally characterized two-particle system, and have compared these results
with simulations based upon measured structural parameters. We find that the primary
spectral response to gold-silver coupling in particle pairs is damping of the silver band
and enhancement of the gold band.
We have also investigated the optical properties of binary metal nanoparticle
aggregates, and have compared these results with simulated results of aggregates
calculated using EM and coupled multipole methods. We have demonstrated that multi202

component Maxwell-Garnett theory is effective at describing ordered binarynanoparticle aggregates of relatively low inclusion fraction. We find that the binaryaggregate material optical response is a function of both the properties and relative
abundance of the individual components as well as aggregate size, and that these binary
metal composites exhibit optical properties similar to binary metal particle pairs. The
similar optical response to coupling between one-dimensional and three-dimensional
assemblies is also seen in like-component structures. However, one-dimensional likemetal structures exhibit red-shifting, broadening, and enhancement of the plasmon
band, similar to the response of the gold band in binary metal particle pairs. The
damping of the silver band, however, is distinctly different. In three-dimensional
assemblies composed of like-components, the plasmon band is red-shifted, broadened,
and damped, similar to the response of the silver plasmon in binary MNP networks. The
enhancement of the gold band, however, is different. While there are many similarities
between single metal and binary metal structures, the simultaneous damping of silver
and enhancement of gold is unique. These composites are effective absorbers over
optical wavelengths and may be useful for a variety of photonic applications, where the
ability to choose MNP size, shape, and interparticle separation to control the optical
properties of these composite materials appears promising.
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7. Implications and Future Work
The potential for multi-particle plasmonic structures to provide real time
reporting of their geometric state requires the development of realizable designs for
transducing structural transitions into plasmonic signals. Applications for this
technology include biomolecule detection, where the specific interactions between
molecule-particle conjugates and an analyte promise the ability to fabricate highly
specific sensors, as well as in nanomanufacturing processes, where multi-particle
plasmonic structures have the ability to report on the state of assembly and characterize
products.
The implementation of plasmonic transduction strategies for monitoring of
molecular recognition poses a number of challenges given the number of structural and
environmental variables to which plasmon resonances are sensitive. The research and
results presented in this work introduce a number of advances in the design and
synthesis of biomolecule-linked metal nanoparticle assemblies which can be utilized as
biosensors or reporters on nanoscale structure. In Chapter 1, we investigate molecular
control of plasmon coupling in assemblies composed of 13 nm gold ‘satellite’ particles
tethered by reconfigurable DNA nanostructures to a 50 nm gold ‘core’ particle. The
DNA nanostructure tether initially incorporates a sequestered hairpin/loop structure
which is released in the presence of a specific oligonucleotide sequence. This
reconfiguration from the hairpin to the extended results in blue shifting of the assembly
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plasmon resonance, indicating reduced interparticle coupling and lengthening of the
core-satellite tether. These core-satellite assemblies can be manufactured in high yield,
and transduce a molecularly-driven structural transition into a detectable optical signal.
While the optical signal from this molecularly-driven reconfiguration is modest, similar
structural control could be exercised in systems designed to display more distinctive
signals. These results demonstrate that biomolecule-nanoparticle conjugate systems can
be manufactured in high yield, engineered to reconfigure in a controllable manner, and
tracked through the monitoring of plasmonic signals. First generation core-satellite
assemblies provide a starting point for the development of next generation systems
which show promise in the fields of biosensing and nanoscale assembly.
In Chapter 2, we investigate the optical and structural properties of core-satellite
assemblies with 24 base pair and 48 base pair duplex DNA tethers. We demonstrate that
while core-satellite separation is controlled by the number of base pairs in the DNA
tether, assembly properties such as satellite coverage and yield are independent of DNA
tether length. Additionally, we investigate the dependence of assembly optical
properties upon dispersity in the ‘building block’ components. We find that plasmonic
perturbation associated with core-satellite assembly is highly sensitive to polydispersity
in particle size and shape, while perturbation associated with modulation of
interparticle separation is insensitive to particle shape dispersity. Structural control is
critical in nanoassembly design, and an understanding of the relationship between
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assembly components and the resulting structural properties is necessary to develop
more advanced systems.
In Chapter 3, we again study the reconfigurable core-satellite assemblies
presented in Chapter 1, with the goal of establishing whether the integrity of the coresatellite bond is maintained during reconfiguration. The criteria for designing
reconfigurable nanoparticle tethers differ from those used to design tethers to drive
nanoparticle assembly. While tethers designed to drive assembly are engineered to be
highly stable, reconfigurable assemblies must be linked by structures that include high
stability regions to control component assembly, as well as labile regions that respond to
a molecular stimulus. We investigate the stability of core-satellite binding within
reconfigurable core-satellite assemblies by measuring satellite exchange in assemblies.
Assemblies in the hairpin and extended states and undergoing reconfiguration are
incubated with satellites of a different size, and satellite replacement is monitored using
transmission electron microscopy. While slightly more replacement occurs in the hairpin
than the extended state, no additional replacement occurs during reconfiguration.
Therefore, it appears that while the hairpin state is slightly less stable than the extended
state, tether reconfiguration does not cause additional instability. Subsequent
investigation of the thermodynamic properties of the reconfigurable DNA nanostructure
suggests that satellite exchange may depend upon the stability of the DNA structure
itself. While the DNA nanostructure is stable in both hairpin and extended
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conformations, the hairpin/loop and toehold reduce the cooperativity and stability of the
hairpin state relative to the extended state. This stability differential may aid the hairpin
to extended state reconfiguration and explain the increased exchange of satellites bound
with a hairpin state tether. It appears that engineering a reconfigurable DNA structure
nanoparticle tether requires a balancing act- the initial state must be stable in order to
form a strong nanoparticle linkage, however not so stable so as to prevent
reconfiguration.
In Chapters 4-6 we investigate the plasmonic properties of binary metal
nanoparticle systems. Studies of metal nanoparticle assemblies have primarily been
limited to systems composed of a single metal type, with plasmonic properties
controlled by like-metal coupling. Binary metal plasmonic systems may be more robust
to variations in assembly structure, and thus report more easily on the relationship
between structure and optical properties. For instance, systems in which two offset
plasmon bands are monitored may offer the ability to differentiate between spectral
signals resulting from changes in the local refractive index (i.e. nonspecific binding) and
interparticle separation (i.e. specific binding), which can appear identical in systems
composed of a single metal. Previously, the ability to form stable DNA-functionalized
silver nanoparticles has presented a barrier to the study of DNA-linked nanoparticle
assemblies composed of gold and silver components. In Chapter 4 we present an
approach for the successful preparation of stable DNA-silver nanoparticle conjugates.
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We study gold core/silver satellite structures linked by reconfigurable DNA tethers.
Assembly reconfiguration from the compact to the extended state results in shifting of
the assembly plasmon resonance. A strong correspondence between measured and
simulated spectra indicates that the DNA-silver conjugates are capable of the
reconfiguration demonstrated using gold satellites. Additionally, spectral simulations of
structures composed of gold and silver cores and satellites determine how the optical
properties of binary metal core-satellite assemblies differ from those composed of a
single metal. We monitor the response of the core plasmon to satellite assembly, and
find that assemblies composed of a gold core and either gold or silver satellites exhibit
plasmon enhancement and red-shifting, and may be ideal for applications where a
single optical response is desired. Interestingly, the effect of gold-silver coupling
depends upon geometry. Gold-silver coupling within gold core/silver satellite
assemblies negligibly affects the silver plasmon; however, coupling within silver
core/gold satellite assemblies significantly damps the silver plasmon. The apparent
geometric dependence of the spectral response to binary metal coupling may be useful
in systems in which multiple plasmon bands can be monitored simultaneously.
In Chapter 5, we continue to investigate the plasmonic properties of compact
structures composed of gold and silver. Here, compact metal nanoparticle structures
that incorporate a single strongly scattering component act as a template for assembly of
nonscattering plasmonic particles. Assemblies are composed of streptavidin-coated 50
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nm gold ‘core’ particle that acts as a substrate for the assembly of BSA-biotin-coated
gold or silver ‘satellite’ particles. Correlation of measured and simulated spectra confirm
that the effect of gold satellite assembly on the gold core plasmon is highly dependent
on the anisotropy of satellite orientation about the core. However, the core plasmon
response to silver satellite assembly appears to be largely independent of satellite
orientation. While assembly of either satellite type provides measurable shifting of the
gold core plasmon, significant variability in the assembly plasmon response is avoided if
satellites are non-resonant at the core plasmon frequency. Understanding the
composition dependence of the relationship between nanoparticle assembly structure
and optical properties is an important step in understanding the potential of binary
metal plasmonic structures.
In Chapter 6, we study binary metal systems in one dimensional (particle pair)
and three-dimensional (extended network) formats. Initial investigations focus on
particle pairs, in which the structure and scattering spectrum of a single particle pair are
correlated using darkfield spectroscopy and TEM imaging. Spectra of these particle
pairs are collected at multiple polarizations in order to study strongly and weakly
coupled plasmons. The absence of structural ambiguity as the extent of plasmon
coupling is controlled makes this an ideal system in which to study the phenomenon of
gold-silver plasmon coupling. It appears that the primary result of the coupling of gold
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and silver plasmons in particle pairs is damping of the silver band and enhancement of
the gold band.
Additionally, we study binary metal nanoparticle networks that form in solution
from gold and silver nanoparticles programmed to assembly under the direction of
DNA. Aggregates are characterized by extinction spectroscopy and dynamic light
scattering measurements, and measured spectra are compared with simulated results
calculated using effective medium and discrete methods. We find that the optical
response of coupling in binary metal networks is qualitatively similar to coupling in
unlike particle pairs- damping of the silver band and enhancement of the gold band.
Network optical properties appear to be a function of the properties of the individual
components as well as aggregate size, and the response appears to be controlled by both
like- and unlike-metal coupling. These binary metal nanoparticle composites have
potential uses in biosensing applications, as they are effective absorbers over optical
wavelengths and may be useful for a variety of photonic applications.
While this body of work presents a number of methods through which plasmon
coupling can be controlled, further advances in the field are necessary before
biomolecule-linked nanoparticle assemblies can be used in biosensing or nanoscale
assembly applications. Future work might include the design of advanced
reconfigurable DNA nanostructures that produce larger changes in interparticle
separation. Also of interest is the development of more sophisticated methods for
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controlling nanoscale assembly, and for purification of desired structures from
contaminants. While the satellite exchange study presented in Chapter 3 suggests that
the core-satellite bond remains stable during reconfiguration, additional experiments
that use a wider range of satellite sizes for the satellite exchange study would make the
conclusions more definitive, as would utilizing planar SPR systems for monitoring the
stability of the DNA nanostructure during reconfiguration.
Additionally, the ability to control the structural properties of nanoparticle
clusters has potential in the production of surface-enhanced raman scattering (SERS)
tags. SERS spectroscopy is a technique in which the raman scattering of molecules is
enhanced when the molecules are placed in a high electric field. The extremely narrow
widths of raman scattering bands make SERS tags a useful tool for multiplexed analysis
techniques including raman flow cytometry. DNA-linked nanoparticle assemblies
provide the capability of placing the raman active molecule in a high field region
(through inclusion in the nanoparticle linking oligonucleotide) and the capability to
tailor the assembly plasmon resonance to the available laser lines.
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